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Foreword
Despite atenion paid to employment condiions faced by migrant workers and increasing consideraion of the
construcion sector as a site exposed to hazardous working conditons and decent work deicits, there has been litle
research on the experiences of women migrant workers in the Thai construcion sector. This study was commissioned
by the Internaional Labour Organizaion (ILO) to begin to address this knowledge gap and in the hope that this
exploratory study can pave the way for a broader sectoral assessment of the Thai construcion sector.
In the past few years, the focus on working and living condiions of migrant workers in the construcion sector
has been increasing, with a spotlight on large infrastructure projects and other iniiaives linked to global events.
By paricipaing in this report and remaining open to responding to the indings and the challenges of ensuring
decent work, the Royal Thai Government leads the region in addressing this contemporary issue. By safeguarding
the construcion sector against instability caused by poor working condiions and mismanaged migraion, increased
growth in this sector can be ensured.
The focus on women migrant workers relects the shared priority of the ILO, the Triparite Acion to Enhance the
Contribuion of Labour Migraion to Growth and Development in ASEAN (TRIANGLE II) project, and the Australian
Government Department of Foreign Afairs and Trade (DFAT). The TRIANGLE II project extends the cooperaion between
the ILO and DFAT on protecing migrant workers and enhancing development opportuniies. TRIANGLE II aims to
ensure that the beneits of labour migraion are equally realized by men and women migrant workers, employers, and
governments. In shiting the emphasis towards enabling the development potenial of migraion, TRIANGLE II aims to
shape labour migraion opportuniies to support inclusive and sustainable growth in the ASEAN Economic Community
(AEC). TRIANGLE II focuses on delivering in six countries (Cambodia, the Lao People’s Democraic Republic, Malaysia,
Myanmar, Thailand, and Viet Nam) and engages insituionally with ASEAN.
The purpose of this exploratory study was not to capture a representaive sample, but to present a diverse picture of
the sector and uncover issues afecing women migrant workers, including those that warrant further study – both
qualitaive in-depth research looking at nuances of paricular problems or experiences, and quanitaive research
assessing their frequency and representaion across the sector in Thailand. By considering the experiences of women
migrant workers, this study situates women within the construcion sector; examines the intersecional factors that
shape the lived reality of work; and considers how women migrant workers can enjoy more posiive migraion and
work experiences that enable a greater contribuion to, and beneit from, development.
The indings from this study should help us to shape intervenions that relect women migrant workers’ voices, needs,
and experiences. Further, this study should encourage a broader sectoral assessment of Thailand’s construcion
sector. It is crucial that knowledge be gathered about this high-risk sector to ensure that migraion, employment,
and occupaional health and safety policies and pracices are grounded in evidence. The report also concludes with
recommendaions that could improve condiions and rights protecion for all workers in the Thai construcion sector.

Maurizio Bussi
Director ILO Country Oice
for Thailand, Cambodia, and the Lao People’s Democraic Republic
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Executive
summary
Women migrant workers make a vital contribuion to Thailand’s construcion sector. The Thai Government
esimates there are 557,724 documented migrant workers in the construcion sector, with nearly 40 per
cent being women. About half of the documented migrant workers in construcion are from Myanmar and
half from Cambodia.1 The addiional number of undocumented migrant workers are unknown, but likely
make up a signiicant proporion of the total workforce.
Despite being a crucial part of this sector, women migrant workers are marginalized within this maledominated industry. For migrant women, the construcion site is oten a precarious working environment
where they are not always paid or treated equally to men or Thai naionals. Nearly all migrant workers in the
sector are day labourers, rather than salaried, casualizing a large secion of the workforce. Both workplaces
and workers are temporary; workers must move at the end of the paricular build cycle for which they are
working. The sector is further fragmented through muliple layers of contractors and subcontractors on
any given project. These factors afect the ability of migrant workers to organize to advocate for beter
working condiions. Thailand has a union density rate of three per cent for all sectors, and though migrant
workers can join, they are not allowed to take up leadership roles or form their own union.2 The lack of
collecive organizing results in workers having no avenues for collecive bargaining and few opportuniies
for pursuing complaints.
This exploratory study aimed to examine the working condiions of migrant women in Thailand’s
construcion industry and idenify speciic decent work deicits and gender-speciic challenges. While the
study is not representaive, the qualitaive indings and centrality of workers’ voices in the study design and
indings shed crucial light on the lived experience of interviewees. Researchers conducted semi-structured
interviews with 125 people between October and December 2015, including talking with 51 construcion
workers in Bangkok and Chiang Mai, 43 of whom were women. In addiion to workers, interviewees
included government oicials, employers, NGO and internaional organizaion representaives, workers’
group representaives, and recruiters.
The main – and perhaps unsurprising – inding of this report is that pay is a central concern to women
migrants working in the Thai construcion industry. Wages most clearly demonstrated the diferenial
treatment of women migrant workers in the Thai construcion sector. Women reported being paid less

1
2

Data provided in meeting, Department of Employment, Bangkok, 13 Nov. 2015.
Hayter, forthcoming. Thailand’s Labour Relations Act 1975.
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than men, even if they had more experience. Women also reported facing double discriminaion, on the
bases of gender and migrant status. This was further compounded by the fact that Thai naionals were
oten paid more than migrant workers. Furthermore, less than half of the fully documented workers that
were surveyed in this study indicated that they were receiving the government-mandated minimum wage.
Thailand currently has a shortage of skilled workers. Skills training has been ideniied as an avenue for
women migrant workers to pursue beter pay, but also to provide coninued and decent work. If skills
training is to occur, migrant workers will need to be paid while atending as well be guaranteed that they
will not lose their job or be penalized by their employer for atending. A lack of training and development
opportuniies may see women migrant workers forced out of the sector, or kept in low-paid labour. Without
investment in skills training, it is not only women workers who remain at risk, but also the employment
potenial of the construcion industry.
Although women provide cheap labour, many employers surveyed in this study hired women more
through obligaion, than through preference. Women are oten employed alongside their husbands, and
this ‘marriage requirement’ means that women construcion workers are not being hired for their skills
or quality of work, but instead tolerated because they arrive with their husbands. Women construcion
workers are oten described as their husband’s helper, replicaing the dominant view of marriage and the
broader societal subordinaion of women as well.
Findings from this report can have direct impact in drating more gender and migrant responsive legislaion,
policies and pracice. This report underlines the potenial of the sector (as it currently operates) as a plaform
for women’s empowerment. Many women surveyed were clear about the beneits of construcion over
other sectors they had worked in, including domesic work, plantaion work and factory work. For many
women, the sector is seen as the “least bad” opion for working in Thailand. Women construcion workers
sill face many dangers and discriminaion in their workplace, and the fact that despite these dangers the
construcion industry is sill seen as the “least bad” opion, clearly highlights the need for increasing decent
work opions for women migrant workers.
Migrant women construcion workers were clear in idenifying two main prioriies for improvement and
change in the sector. Firstly, there is the need for equal and fair pay, as well as the real reducion in fees
paid to brokers for the documentaion process. The minimum wage should be a minimum, not a ceiling
for migrant women. Secondly, there is a need for skills training in the construcion and other sectors, in
languages that are easily understood by workers. Reforms in migraion governance and the sector should
relect these needs ideniied by the women migrant workers.

Gendered norms
While it was originally intended that this report focus on invesigaing the working condiions of women
migrant workers, the engagement with this populaion resulted in striking indings that relect gender
norms as much as prevalent working situaions. For example, the Labour Protecion Act 1998 prohibits
terminaion of employment due to pregnancy and provides for migrant women to receive 90 days of
paid maternity leave. Some migrant women in this study reported company policies to dismiss pregnant
women, while a number of women take it upon themselves to resign or “stop working” during pregnancy
to avoid conlict with the employer. No women interviewed had received maternity leave or pay. While
some women, primarily in Chiang Mai, had Social Security or Comprehensive Migrant Health Insurance that
covered the majority of their health-care costs, other women reported paying high costs for reproducive
or other health care.3 Many women reported returning to their countries of origin to give birth.

3

Unlike Social Security, Comprehensive Migrant Health Insurance does not cover maternity leave pay.
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Although Thailand has long seen women working in this sector, the majority as labourers, the sector
upholds rather than upsets cultural gendered norms. Marriage is a de facto requirement for women in
the Thai construcion industry, with husbands working in the sector being the main entry point for women
manual workers to ind jobs. Employers interviewed for this research indicated that women workers were
of secondary status, employed as part of a “package” that primarily aims at securing the work of the
husband. This diminishes and devalues the work of women in the industry and possibly provides some
raionalizaion for the underpayment reported by the majority of women migrant workers in this study.
Interviewees ideniied insecure living condiions, especially in the communal housing typically provided
by the larger companies, as another reason for the marriage imperaive for women workers, noing that
single women would not be safe in the accommodaion. This replicates the sigma in the migrant workers’
countries of origin against unmarried women and demonstrates signiicant shorfalls in the realizaion of
workers’ right to adequate housing.

Documentation
The complexity of Thailand’s visa, work permit, and social insurance processes necessitates dependence on
brokers or employers to access migraion and work documentaion. Because of care responsibiliies in their
home countries and gender-based decisions about earning potenial, this study found migrant women
tend to have less secure documentaion status and face more barriers to documentaion than men. Short
registraion periods and high fees are paricular deterrents, compounded by challenges such as employers
holding documents, work permits “ied” to employers and work construcion sites, litle access to beneits,
high broker fees, and (illegal) charges from oicials who regularly visit construcion sites. Among migrant
workers in this study, only those who travelled through bilateral Memorandum of Understanding (MOU)
schemes had employment contracts.4 The current limited registraion periods and bureaucraic complexity
also hinder employers from properly documening migrant workers in the construcion sector, resuling in
greater reliance on a system of brokers who charge high fees. Documentaion challenges limit the mobility
of migrant workers across provinces within Thailand, and especially when returning home. These limitaions
on mobility are paricularly experienced by women migrants, who have more care responsibiliies in their
home communiies.

Pay and overtime
Pay was the main concern for the workers interviewed for this study. More than half of the women migrant
workers in this study were paid less than the oicial minimum wage, which consequently means they were
also underpaid for overime. Of the 42 women migrant workers who reported their daily wage in this study,
30 were not earning the minimum wage. Women consistently reported being paid less than men on the
construcion sites, indicaing a highly gendered experience of the sector. Migrant workers and employers
described systemic discriminaions in the pay system, on the basis of migrant status and of gender – with
those factors intersecing on some sites to the paricular detriment of women migrant workers. Some
managers reported pay structures that ensured the pay ceiling for migrant workers is about the same as
the staring pay for naionals. Women did not report receiving the enhanced overime rate for Sundays or
holidays prescribed by Thailand’s Labour Protecion Act 1998.
This sample showed the number of days’ work and possibiliies for overime are higher for workers in
Bangkok than in Chiang Mai, possibly a factor of more interviewees in Bangkok working on larger
construcion sites. The imperaive to earn money means migrant workers want and need overime. As
overime rates are, or should be, proporional to regular pay rates, overime pay relects the gender and

4

Memorandum of Understanding between Cambodia and Thailand on cooperation in the employment of workers, 2003, Article
XVIII. Memorandum of Understanding between the Government of the Kingdom of Thailand and the Government of the Union of
Myanmar on cooperation in the employment of workers, 2003, Article XVIII. A new MOU on Labour Cooperation and Agreement on
Employment of Workers was signed between the Governments of Thailand and Cambodia in December 2015, after completion of
this research.
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migrant discriminaions in earnings. Most migrant workers in this study who reported their overime pay
received rates below the rate prescribed by Thai labour law.

Safety on site
Women migrant workers in the study understood construcion as inherently hazardous and many expressed
fear of being hurt on site, paricularly in relaion to working at height. Few employers, paricularly in
smaller, subcontractor-run operaions, provided safety equipment, or had enough for every worker. What
equipment the workers had they oten had to purchase themselves – with employers deducing it from
their wages. Given that women received less pay than men, it follows that fewer women than men are
able to purchase adequate safety equipment. However, where workers did have personal protecion
equipment, many admited they oten did not wear it – possibly for reasons related to equipment that may
not necessarily relect climate or gender.
Many of the migrant workers reported that safety was let to them – to warn and remind each other to be
careful. However, on the beter organized, usually larger, sites supervisors hold weekly meeings to reiterate
safety messages. Meeings are good pracice, but problems remain – such as whether the workers atend
the meeings; the quality of the meeings, which oten depends on the individual supervisor; issues of
language; and whether adequate interpretaion is provided. Labour inspectorates throughout the country
are underresourced, resuling in inadequate protecion of workers’ rights and unsaisfactory safety at work
across all labour sectors, including construcion.

Skills training and development
The concept of skills training was so alien to most of the migrant workers interviewed in this research that
many could not understand or answer quesions on the issue. Having never atended any training, they
struggled to conceive what training might be useful to them, but several suggested training in life skills –
including women’s health and reproducive health, and labour rights – rather than any construcion-speciic
skills. Migrant workers expressed concern about losing pay if they were to atend any external training
programme. Women migrant workers who had gained skills during their ime working on construcion sites
had learnt on the job, oten from their husbands or other workers. While skills do appear to be linked to
higher pay, there is no system for recognizing the ability or training of new workers. Everyone has to prove
their worth on site, which gives supervisors considerable discreionary power to upgrade workers. Some
migrant women perceived these opportuniies to be afected by their supervisors’ aitudes, for example,
favouring men; younger, atracive women; or Thai workers. Various characterisics of the Thai construcion
sector – fragmentaion, worker mobility, and the migrant workers’ temporary migraion status – likely
undermine incenives for employers to invest in training, at a cost to the workers and to the development
of the industry.

Housing
Employer-provided housing is common in the sector, and can be considered an extension of the workplace.
While women cited “free” housing as well as the ability to live together with their families as advantages
to working in the sector, housing structures tend to be precarious, with litle regulatory oversight to ensure
that they are safe or that sanitaion and basic ameniies are adequate or maintained. Housing observed
in this study varied from crowded temporary structures made out of concrete, corrugated metal, and
plywood, or refashioned shipping containers; to houses (someimes those under construcion) or small
apartments. Privacy and safety concerns noted at accommodaion sites included open communal bathing
areas, lack of lighing, and insecure locking mechanisms on doors or windows – all factors that increase
women’s risk of violence in the workplace and in their living environment. While a great cost-saving
beneit for migrant workers, this employer-provided arrangement can allow employers to control workers:

xi

subsituing security for surveillance. Migrants’ freedom of movement is restricted by their precarious
migraion status, the fear of arbitrary checks by law enforcement, and employers holding their documents.
As such, many are also conined to housing areas when they are not at work, a factor that employers can
use to jusify the long working hours common in the sector.

Priorities for change
Though many women migrant workers ideniied labour rights and decent work deicits as prioriies of
change, this report asserts that generic issues need to be addressed in a manner that is gender-sensiive
and gender-responsive, to allow women to equally enjoy the beneits of working in the construcion sector.
Women migrant workers ideniied problems with pay and high documentaion fees as their top prioriies
for change. Discriminaion in pay as well as systemic underpayment of women migrant workers must be
tackled. Accessible, low-fee, and consistent systems for documentaion need to be designed for all migrant
workers in Thailand, but also need to respond to the paricular needs of women migrant workers. Rules
restricing changes in employer and work locaion need to be made more lexible, paricularly to relect
the realiies of workers with a high degree of work mobility in the construcion sector. Intervenions to
improve working condiions for women migrant workers should prioriize broad systemic changes that
realize environments where women are able to enjoy a fuller range of their rights: introducion of a
non-discriminatory living wage; accessible and cheaper documentaion processes; ending the culture of
impunity and corrupion that enables the exploitaion of migrant workers; provision of adequate housing;
implementaion of occupaional safety and health measures; and support for workers to organize.

Recommendations
A full list of recommendaions emanaing from this report can be found in the inal chapter. The
recommendaions excerpted here are considered the most vital for immediate acion by the stakeholders.
To the Governments of Thailand, Myanmar and Cambodia
•

Improve women’s access to migraion through MOUs and ensure gender-speciic social protecion.
Abolish restricions on women migraing and eliminate informal costs.

•

End excessive documentaion costs for migrant workers: ensure costs for passports and other
documentaion are regular, reasonable, and transparent.

•

Work to ensure migrant workers are guaranteed at least Thai minimum wage.

To the Thai Government
•

Revise documentaion procedures to be migraion-sensiive and accessible to workers of diferent
migrant statuses. Simplify, harmonize, and make accessible all documentaion and social insurance
procedures, in addiion to procedures for migrant workers to become employers.

•

In line with ILO Private Employment Agencies Convenion, 1997 (No. 181) and Forced
Labour (Supplementary Measures) Recommendaion, 2014 (No. 203), amend the
Employment and Job-seeker Protecion Act 1985 to ensure workers do not bear the cost of recruitment.
Address and penalize contract subsituion.

•

Inform migrant construcion workers of the social insurance beneits to which they are enitled.

•

Ensure women, regardless of migraion status, have access to comprehensive, afordable, quality,
gender-sensiive health services, encompassing rights-based, comprehensive, and integrated sexual
and reproducive health informaion and services, including prevenion and treatment of STIs and HIV;
choice of a full range of contracepives; maternal reproducive planning; and safe terminaion services.
Enforce provision of paid maternity leave, and ensure redress for women who do not receive it.
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•

Establish irewalls between immigraion enforcement and public services including police, health care,
educaion and labour protecion.

•

Design and efecively apply appropriate wage protecion measures in keeping with the provisions
of the ILO Protecion of Wages Convenion, 1949 (No. 95). Ensure sancions enforcement vis-à-vis
companies that fail to honour payment of wages, beneits and allowances in a imely and accurate
manner.

•

End pay discriminaion against migrant workers regardless of gender or legal status. Enforce equality in
wages, overime pay, and holiday pay, for work that has the same characterisics and quality.

•

Repeal Secion 38 of the Labour Protecion Act 1998 to ensure women construcion workers are not
subjected to protecionist measures that may limit opportuniies available to them.

•

End impunity for companies that exploit their economic inluence to absolve their responsibiliies
towards workers’ occupaional safety and health. Ensure that no migrant workers, or their families, are
let without compensaion due following injury or death at work.

•

Increase the capacity and number of labour inspectors, including women labour inspectors, and
ensure they are adequately remunerated, commensurate with their responsibiliies. Ensure work site
inspecions are suiciently frequent and rigorous, and expand the mandate and resourcing for labour
inspectors to inspect quality housing for construcion workers. End the culture of corrupion that
enables oicials – and individuals posing as oicials – to exploit migrant workers.

•

Issue, implement, and monitor the expected legal instrument on the standards of workers’ living
quarters that includes accommodaion for migrant workers, while simultaneously maintaining workers’
privacy and avoiding surveillance.

•

Support workers organizaion in the Thai construcion sector generally, and paricularly for migrant
workers.

•

Provide more complaint centres for migrant workers and provide gender training to duty bearers
receiving complaints. Increase cooperaion with NGOs as an entry point for migrant workers to issue
complaints. Ensure migrant workers can raise concerns without need to fear repercussions.

To employers and employers’ groups
•

Ensure supervisors allocate tasks fairly without discriminaion on the basis of gender, migrant status, or
other factors. Set an example by employing and promoing a diverse workforce.

•

Reduce informality across the construcion sector - without discriminaion against women workers’.
Register all employees, ensuring they have documents enabling migrant workers to stay, work, and
obtain social insurance in Thailand. Allow migrant workers to keep possession of their documents.

•

Ensure women migrant workers are not barred from beter-paid work due to stereotyped assumpions
about their likes or abiliies. Ensure supervisors and managers know not to discriminate against women
migrant workers when they are assessing abiliies or ofering opportuniies to upgrade.

•

Ensure no worker is paid less than the Thai minimum wage, including migrant workers. End pay
discriminaion between naionals and migrant workers and between women and men doing work of
equal value on site.

•

Ensure any deducions from the pay of migrant workers are made clear in advance. Ensure prior
agreement with workers for any deducions.

•

Provide paid maternity leave and allocate light duies to pregnant workers in accordance with the
labour law.

•

Ensure all workers, including supervisors and security guards, are clear about the prohibiion of
harassment of or violence against women, including in the worker housing sites, and adopt and
implement fair disciplinary processes against anyone reported to display such behaviour.
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•

Provide adequate safety equipment to all workers, including migrant workers, at no cost to the worker.
Include occupaional safety and health costs in the prime costs of any compeiively tendered contract.

•

Provide iniial comprehensive safety training to all workers before they start work, in a language they
can understand.

•

Improve the standard of employer-provided housing, ensuring structural safety, ire and safety,
environmental health, venilaion, lighing in the communal areas, drainage and sanitaion/sewerage,
access to potable water, adequate space per person, privacy, residents’ personal safety and security,
and upkeep of common areas. Provide secure, safe, and private gender-segregated bathing areas. Take
responsibility for workers’ security at housing sites, and respect workers’ right to privacy and refrain
from surveillance of workers.

•

Improve reporing on work site accidents so that it is meaningful, accurate, and provides accountability,
by sharing inspecion results with appropriate authoriies.

•

Ensure that no workers are made to work at height if they are not comfortable doing so.

To unions, worker associaions, internaional organizaions, civil society and donors
•

Research the wage spectrum for working condiions of migrant construcion workers.

•

Monitor the roll out of the new minimum wage framework to ensure that workers, including MOU and
non-MOU migrant workers, in the highly mobile construcion sector are being paid fairly.

•

Explore the Commitee on Consideraion of Unfair Gender Discriminaion (WorLorPor), established
under the Gender Equality Act 2015, as a forum to pursue compensaion for the gender discriminaion
experienced by women migrant construcion workers.

•

Work with employers to trial a mentoring system wherein experienced women migrant workers are
paid to train and support other women workers.

•

Work to improve occupaional safety and health in the Thai construcion sector, taking into account
women worker-speciic occupaional risks and health needs.

•

Strengthen the cooperaion between civil society and unions to support the inclusion of migrant workers,
including women migrant workers, in union membership and leadership. Strengthen the cooperaion
between unions, worker associaions and the women’s rights and migrants’ rights movements.

•

Ensure that women working in construcion, including migrant women, have access to gender-sensiive
support networks and organizaions.
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1. Introduction
There has been litle research on the current working condiions of adult women migrant
construcion workers in major receiving countries in South-East Asia, such as Thailand.
Speciically of interest in the context of migraion and development programming are
women’s experiences in this male-dominated sector and the gender- and migraion-speciic
challenges women migrants face in accessing decent work and efecive enjoyment of
their human and labour rights. Previous research in India and Pakistan has shown open
inequality and discriminaion against women in the construcion sector (ILO, 2011; Vaid,
1999). Similarly, research in Thailand has documented gender discriminaion throughout
the sector (Kaewsri and Tongthong, 2011; Kanaganayagam and Ogunlana, 2008). More
needs to be known about the speciic experiences of migrant workers in paricular sectors.
This exploratory qualitaive study complements future research and advances knowledge on
gender inequaliies and muliple grounds of discriminaion in the world of work. The study
can also ensure that any further research on migrant workers in the Thai construcion sector
is grounded in women’s experience.

1.1 Migrant workers in Thailand
The Naional Economic and Social Development Board (NESDB) projects that the demand in Thailand for
low- and medium-skilled workers will rise from 2.3 million in 2012 to 3.6 million in 2021 (see igure 1
below), and it can be expected that this demand will be met largely by migrant workers. With a contracing
working age populaion and rising educaion levels, Thailand is experiencing a shorfall in naional workers
willing to take on low-paid, labour-intensive work (Tunon and Baruah, 2012). This sets up condiions where
migrant workers enter the labour force, oten without adequate protecion or training (Abdul-Aziz, 2001).
As one of the dominant economies within the Greater Mekong Subregion (GMS), Thailand is the primary
desinaion for migrant workers from its neighbouring countries. This is in spite of the predominance of
precarious work in Thailand, with unsafe workplace condiions, low wages, and litle worker representaion
for workers generally (Hewison and Tularak, 2013).
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Figure 1: Projected demand for migrant workers in Thailand, 2012–21 (millions)
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In 2013, it was esimated that there were over 3 million migrants in Thailand from neighbouring Cambodia,
the Lao People’s Democraic Republic, and Myanmar (Huguet, 2014).1 These main countries of origin
have insuicient and inadequately remunerated employment opportuniies.2 Despite negaive public
percepions, migrant workers have a posiive efect on the Thai economy (Sunpuwan and Niyomsilpa,
2012; Tunon and Baruah, 2012). Yet, once in Thailand their experiences, and the abuses they face, are well
documented (see for example Human Rights Watch, 2010a; Pollock and Aung, 2010; Söderlund, 2015).
Underpayment and the extorion of migrant workers are longstanding problems in Thailand of which the
Government is fully cognizant, the previous Thai Administraion noing:
However, law enforcement sill needs to be strengthened to provide adequate protecion for migrant workers,
especially with regard to the minimum wage and work safety. Equal access to health services and jusice for
migrant workers is also an important issue that needs to be strengthened. Corrupion, extorion and other
mistreatment of migrant workers by law enforcement oicials also needs to be seriously tackled by the agencies
concerned (UN, 2011, para. 99).

Although women have always moved for work in this region, there is increased atenion on their migraion
and their rights at work (Anderson, 2015). Migraion and labour policy in the GMS, however, tends to be
gender-blind or restricive for women. The rights implicaions of this are heightened when women enter the
workplace, where gender, class, migraion status, and other factors intersect and result in discriminatory
treatment. Working in construcion, women migrant workers are building and developing Thailand. This
study looks at whether working in the construcion sector also beneits them.

1
Of the estimates of between 3–3.5 million migrants, it is estimated that 2.7 million were working. Of those working migrants, it is
estimated that 1.6 million lacked proper documentation, and that 1.1 million had acquired migration documents and work permission.
(See Huguet, 2014, p. 2, for methodology and additional details.) Huguet adjusted for over-counting of documented migrants by
taking 0.75 of oficial igures.
2
According to the 2014 Myanmar census, for example, rates of employment for women in Myanmar are 51 per cent compared to 85
per cent for men. This gap narrows, however, in migration to Thailand, with women making up 43 per cent of reported migrants. In
analysing these numbers, the ILO suggests women are underemployed in Myanmar (ILO, 2015a).
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1.2 Women in the construction sector
Thailand, like other countries in the region, has many women working on construcion sites. Women’s
presence in the sector, however, is oten unacknowledged and women construcion workers’ speciic needs
unatended. Increasing women’s paricipaion in the construcion sector and addressing the various sociocultural challenges to their entry, experience, and advancement have been central concerns of research
on women’s experiences in the sector globally (for example, Amaratunga et al., 2005; Dainty et al., 2004;
Gurjao, 2006; ILO, 2011; Munn, 2014; Ness, 2012; Wats, 2007; 2009; Wells, 1990; 2004; Worrall, 2012;
Wright, 2013). Research repeatedly ideniies the male-dominated and macho culture of construcion work
as a factor limiing women’s paricipaion (Agapiou, 2002; Aulin and Jingmond, 2011; Chan, 2011; Dainty
et al., 2004; Iacuone, 2005; Menches and Abraham, 2007; Ness, 2012; Smith, 2013) and/or leaving women
largely invisible in the sector. Addressing this situaion is not just a gender equality imperaive – it has a cost
to the sector. However, the commodiicaion and instrumentalizaion approaches taken in some research
– viewing women as an “untapped resource” for the sector – will not resolve this without atenion to
women’s human and labour rights (Fielden et al., 2000; Menches and Abraham, 2007; Powell et al., 2004).
Decades of work on organizaional diversity and gender equality have changed litle, and women remain
predominantly in low-wage, low-status occupaions in the sector (Chan, 2011; Ness, 2012).
Women have long worked in the Thai construcion sector, where workers oten migrate as couples or
families (Kanaganayagam and Ogunlana, 2008). In a study conducted in the late-1980s, Thailand was
the only developing country of the 49 surveyed where women made up more than ten per cent of the
construcion labour force (Wells, 1990). These women in the Thai industry were also mostly (over 90 per
cent) engaged in producion-related (as opposed to clerical) work, albeit mostly as labourers rather than as
skilled workers or in leadership roles (Wells, 1990). The marginal and precarious posiion women occupy is
underscored by past employment growth rates for women construcion workers luctuaing more widely
than for men (Wells, 2004).

1.3 The Thai construction sector
Asia is the largest construcion market worldwide, accouning for 44 per cent of global construcion spending
in 2013 (Sito, 2014). Thailand is well-placed as a key economic centre for the GMS and aims to build on this
to become a hub for the ASEAN Economic Community (AEC). Nevertheless, analyses point to the poliical
situaion in Thailand having negaive consequences for iscal strength and investment. The construcion
sector contributes approximately 2.6 per cent of Thailand’s gross domesic product and six per cent of
its employment (World Trade Organizaion, 2015). In the irst quarter of 2016, the construcion sector
expanded by 11.2 per cent, which was a slight contracion from the 23.8 per cent growth in the previous
quarter. During this quarter, public construcion increased by 14.9 per cent, and private construcion by
7.0 per cent (NESDB, 2016, p. 29). In a recent study, near-term growth and proitability prospects for the
sector in Thailand were viewed less posiively than in other Asian countries, and the medium- to long-term
prospects for the sector look uncertain (AECOM, 2014; BMI Research, 2014). Planned major infrastructure
works, part of the Government’s plan to become the regional hub of the AEC, may improve prospects for
the sector (Atapich, 2015; Timetric, 2014). Thailand approved the Public Private Partnership (PPP) Strategic
Plan in February 2015, through which it should be possible to adopt advanced construcion techniques and
consultaion on technology applicaions (HKTDC Research, 2015).3
There is some concern about quality standards in the Thai sector. In one industry analysis, some construcion
clients were using local construcion companies because they bid at low prices, even though they described
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There may be, nonetheless, some industry reticence given that there have been past problems with large infrastructure projects
inanced by the private sector being subsequently taken over by State creditors (Yuthachai Charanachitta, President and CEO,
ITALTHAI Group, in Oxford Business Group, 2014, p. 152).
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these companies as “lack[ing] experise and experience”, which had consequences for project management,
producivity, and ulimately quality standards (Technavio, 2015; see also Makulsawatudom and Emsley,
2001). Literature on the construcion sector in Thailand places considerable focus on producivity and
professional-level jobs (for example, Makulsawatudom and Emsley, 2001; Kaewsri and Tongthong, 2011;
Kokkaew and Koompai, 2012; Sunindijo and Hadikusumo, 2014).
The construcion sector in Thailand, as elsewhere, contains muliple diversiies. It is a fragmented industry,
with many small businesses (ILO, 2010). The sector encompasses more than 80,000 Thai-registered
construcion companies (Oxford Business Group, 2014). In addiion there are many unregistered companies
and operators, some of which are small teams. There are diferences in scale and type of construcion and
sources of inancing (private, state, PPP). Paricularly striking are the layers of companies, contractors, and
muliple layers of subcontractors in lengthy supply chains providing materials and labour during diferent
phases of the build. In addiion to the diversiies within the sector, there are the diversiies amongst the
workers: including in gender, naionality, ethnicity, status, and language.
Wages in the construcion sector remain low, with a 2013 study by the IOM inding that about 60 per cent
of migrants in Chiang Mai working in construcion earned between 150–299 Thai baht (THB) per day. On
top of this, wages are biased against women. Female migrant workers have reported lower levels of income
than male migrant workers, and there are nearly twice as many females as males in the lowest levels of
incomes (IOM, 2013).

1.4 A casualized and informal industry
Construcion work is project-based, with informal hiring processes seeing most workers engaged on
a temporary basis. This resuling fragmented labour sector presents a signiicant coordinaion and
accountability challenge (ILO, 2001). For contractors it is a challenge to coordinate and secure a regular
worklow for themselves and their workers (Kanaganayagam and Ogunlana, 2008). Some specialist (skilled)
workers move from site to site as their skills are needed, and labourers move between sites as directed
by their employer or in search of beter working relaions and condiions. There is a “long tradiion of an
iinerant and highly mobile workforce” in the sector (Clarke and Gribling, 2008, p. 1061), making it diicult
for migrant workers to establish themselves in the desinaion country and secure social protecion and
other rights. The high degree of informality erodes job security, with most workers recruited on casual
terms, that is, not contracted staf on a payroll, but as day workers. For workers, this can also mean litle
opportunity to build solidarity, frustraing workplace organizing and collecive bargaining. This informality
contributes to condiions in the sector unconducive to investment in occupaional health and safety or
training or skills development for the majority of the workforce (ILO, 2001). Further, the casualizaion means
many aspects of the Thai sector meet the ILO deiniion of the informal sector.4 Accordingly, there are decent
work deicits across the Thai construcion sector: in the denial of rights at work; insuicient opportuniies
for quality employment; inadequate social protecion; lack of social dialogue; and discriminaion against
women.

1.5 Development for work, work for development
There is oten an assumpion that the realizaion of human development, empowerment, and equality
is – especially for women – through access to decent work. However, women’s experiences of work are
not always conducive to increasing their agency. Arguably, much of the work completed by women further
emphasizes gendered roles and norms.

4

Transition from the Informal to the Formal Economy Recommendation, 2015 (No. 204), Para. 2(a)
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But it is important to recognize that there is no automaic link between work and human development. Nor
does every type of work enhance human development. Exploitaive work… robs people of their fair share, their
rights and their dignity. Likewise, work that is hazardous – work without safety measures, labour rights, or
social protecion – is not conducive to human development (Jahan, 2015).

Women need access to decent work in order to maximize beneit from work and the wider promise of
inclusive and sustainable development. However, while decent work deicits are widespread for all workers
in construcion, women tend to face speciic systemic barriers, including muliple discriminaions that
operate to prevent this promise from being realized. Pervasive structural and societal barriers to women
experiencing the same beneit as men from decent work remain.
Economic structures are biased against women. Women have less access than men to land and resources,
to social protecion, and to decent work where they can achieve pay equality. They are expected to carry
the burden of unpaid work within the home and of cuts to social services. From this socio-economic
disadvantage, women also have to navigate a range of social norms that restrict their opions and
opportuniies. The neoliberal model of development relies on a supply of low-wage and marginalized
workers; systemaically undermines the labour movement; and importantly for this study, is predicated on
gendered roles within the heteronormaive social order that posiion women primarily as unpaid workers:
as mothers and wives. Women’s contribuions to the labour market and the economy are seen as secondary
– both to their interests and in value to the developing state.
The ILO’s Decent Work Agenda has been recently reairmed in the adopion of the 2030 Agenda for
Sustainable Development (UN, 2015b), which includes the Sustainable Development Goals.5 Although the
construcion sector is an “employment spinner”, generaing jobs for those oten marginalized from other
work opions, in many countries, including Thailand, the industry oten does not meet the criteria for
decent work (ILO, 2001). This study recognizes that while opportuniies to expand women’s employment
in construcion can be framed as a path to development that avoids gender stereotyping, the assumpion
that women will beneit from increased job opportuniies in this sector should be invesigated.

5

See Goal 8: Promote sustained, inclusive and sustainable economic growth, full and productive employment and decent work for
all. ”Transforming our world: the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development” is an intergovernmental set of aspiration Goals with 169
targets. The Goals are contained in Paragraph. 54 of United Nations Resolution A/RES/70/1 of 25 Sep. 2015
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2. Research methods
This exploratory study invesigated the working experiences of migrant women in the
construcion sector in Bangkok and Chiang Mai, Thailand. Researchers interviewed a total
of 125 people, including migrant workers, employers, recruiters, government oicials, NGO
representaives, internaional organizaions, and other stakeholders, with primary data
collecion taking place from 2 October to 1 December 2015.

2.1 Sampling and research methods
Data was collected through desk review, in-depth semi-structured interviews, and focus groups. The
research primarily used opportunisic sampling – a method well-suited to a short ime frame and where
litle is previously known about a subject – as well as secondary snowball sampling in a few sites. On two
sites women migrant workers did not feel comfortable speaking alone, and researchers turned interviews
on these sites into focus group discussions. Sampling decisions were dependent on contacts of the
researchers, interpreters, and service providers. These methods gave necessary lexibility to the exploratory
study and enabled the researchers and interviewers to relect on and respond to iniial indings. In one
example, ater interviewing on several sites but not inding any interviewees who had migrated through
the regular channel – in this case, the Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) between Thailand and
Myanmar – the researchers speciically sought migrant workers who had found work through the scheme.
Some of the study’s interviewees were known to paricipaing service providers before the study, others
were individuals who researchers and interviewers found at worker accommodaion sites. In other cases
interviewees referred the research team to other workers or employers to interview. Diary recordings of
observaions in housing sites supplemented interview and focus group data on housing.
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Though the study could not be representaive, it did roughly follow major known trends within the limited
scope and research team availability. As 98 per cent of documented migrant workers in the sector are from
Myanmar and Cambodia, the study sought research paricipants from those two countries.1

2.2 Research questions
The research set out to gain knowledge of working condiions of women workers in a male-dominated
sector and how the intersecion of gender and migrant status shape speciic challenges faced in accessing
decent work and efecive enjoyment of their human rights, including labour rights.
To answer these quesions, researchers developed a quesionnaire to use in in-depth, semi-structured
interviews and focus groups (see Appendix I). Quesions addressed certain themes or main lines of inquiry,
with the lexibility to ask follow-up quesions dependent on paricipants’ responses and to shorten the
interview when required for ethical reasons (see secion 2.6 on ethical consideraions). ILO staf and
MAP Foundaion, a migrants’ rights NGO in Chiang Mai, advised on appropriate research quesions. The
research quesions primarily focused on women’s experiences of construcion work and addressed issues
of: documentaion, the work women are doing on construcion sites, working condiions, complaints,
occupaional safety and health, skills training, discriminaion, housing, reproducive health, and their
recommendaions. Researchers also developed an interview guide for employers and other interviewees.

2.3 Research participants and study sites
In total 125 interviews informed the study. The largest group of research paricipants were construcion
workers (n=51).
Table 1: Construction workers interviewed for the research

Construction workers interviewed for the
research (51 total)

Disaggregation by ethnicity of
migrant workers

Women migrant workers (42 total)
•

In Bangkok

17 Khmer, 9 Burman, 1 Karen

•

In Chiang Mai

12 Shan, 1 Karenni, 1 Padong, 1 Pa-O

Men migrant workers (7 total)
•

In Bangkok

3 Burman, 1 Khmer

•

In Chiang Mai

3 Shan

Thai naional workers (2 total: 1 woman, 1 man) In Bangkok
Of the total workers, 43 paricipated in individual interviews, and eight in two focus groups. The research
prioriized women migrant workers: researchers interviewed a total of 43 women and eight men.
Paricipaing migrant workers were aged from 18 to 59. Those interviewed in Bangkok came from Cambodia
and Myanmar (Burman and Karen ethniciies); those interviewed in Chiang Mai came from Myanmar (Shan,
Karenni, Padong, Pa-O ethniciies) (table 1).

1
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The research also included a limited number of men migrant workers and Thai naional workers. Interviews
with employers and others allowed triangulaion and also provided signiicant insights about the sector. The
study involved government oicials in both research locaions, from village head to central Government
level; employers; other construcion-related professionals; recruiters; NGO representaives; internaional
organizaion representaives; workers’ group representaives; researchers; and a non-working spouse of a
construcion worker (table 2). With regard to employers interviewed, the researchers spoke to a range of
employers, some Thai naionals and some non-Thai contractors and subcontractors.
Table 2: Research participants

Research participants (125 total)

Number interviewed

Construcion workers (see table 1)

51

Government oicials

24

Employers

14

NGO representaives

15

Internaional organizaion representaives

7

Workers’ group representaives

4

Researchers

4

Recruiters

3

Other construcion-related professionals

2

Non-working spouse of a construcion worker

1

The research interviewed workers who worked on 23 unique construcion sites. Workers interviewed on
the same site did not always all work for the same employer. For the most part worker interviewees were
part of private sector construcion supply chains. Researchers also sought out a Government site and a
public–private partnership build in Bangkok. In Chiang Mai, interviewees mostly worked on small builds,
that is, construcing a house, a small hotel, or four or ive-storey condominiums. In Bangkok, the range and
scale of builds varied, and included a three-storey house, a factory, skyscrapers, high-rise condominiums, a
university building, and public transportaion infrastructure.

2.4 Research teams
As far as possible, interviews were conducted in paricipants’ naive language (Khmer, Shan, Burmese,
Thai). All interviewing researchers and interpreters were women.
In Bangkok, the main researchers, assisted by two interpreters, conducted interviews and focus groups
with Cambodian and Thai workers and employers, as well as government oicials and other stakeholders. A
second research team, comprising a representaive of the Burmese Associaion of Thailand and a Burmese
researcher, conducted interviews of workers in Burmese. The main researchers also conducted interviews
in English where possible with employers and their representaives, researchers, and representaives from
NGOs, unions, and intergovernmental organizaions.
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In Chiang Mai, staf from MAP Foundaion, including one former migrant construcion worker, conducted
interviews with workers and employers in Shan language, and interpreted for interviews in Thai with
government oicials and a workers’ associaion. Mekong Migraion Network staf in Yangon, Myanmar,
interpreted for an interview with a recruiter in Yangon.

2.5 Validation of indings
MAP Foundaion’s wider team provided invaluable insights into the analysis of indings from the Chiang
Mai interviews and proposed targeted recommendaions for the sector. In addiion to triangulaion of
indings from various sources, a validaion workshop in December 2015 involved a migrant workers’
associaion, government oicials, NGOs, and intergovernmental organizaions. Researchers presented the
study methodology and results with opportuniies for all paries to give feedback. These suggesions and
feedback informed the inal report.

2.6 Ethical considerations
Researchers began the interviews with a process of informed consent: outlining interview topics; explaining
interviewees’ right to decline to answer any quesions or end the interview at any ime; ensuring adequate
privacy for the interview; and giving assurances of conideniality. Eight migrant workers explicitly declined
to be interviewed ater this process. The research quesions were developed to be lexible for ethical
consideraions. As an exploratory study, researchers wanted to include a breadth of quesions, but as a way
to ensure that interviews could be kept short when women faced ime pressures, some quesions were
given secondary priority. Researchers from the Burmese Associaion of Thailand and MAP Foundaion were
able to provide referrals if paricipants requested assistance or disclosed a need for protecion. Researchers
and researching organizaions signed a conideniality agreement. Interviewees were compensated for
their ime with a small payment or food git for their contribuion to the research.

2.7 Limitations
This study did not aim to be representaive, and it is not possible to generalize from the indings. Although
the aim of the research was to explore the diversity of issues faced by a range of migrant women in the sector,
it was not possible within the parameters of the study to interview representaive numbers of women and
men Thai workers, men migrant workers, or migrant workers from other countries for comparison. Thus,
the study is limited by a small sample size. Further, there were few sites where it was possible to interview
workers from diferent ethniciies and naionaliies for comparaive analysis.
The study was further limited by the brevity of the research period, with interviews taking place over two
months, encompassing rainy season in Thailand and some major Shan fesivals. This meant some workers
were not being given as much work or overime as in other seasons, and some worker accommodaion was
well below peak capacity, as workers had returned to their countries of origin.
The terms of the study restricted research to Thailand’s capital and second largest city, Bangkok and
Chiang Mai respecively. However migrant women are employed in the construcion sector throughout
the country in other ciies as well as rural areas, where living and working condiions may be diferent.
Construcion is a diverse sector in terms of types of builds, which range from dams and roads to malls and
one-storey houses, as well as in terms of the exact work individuals are involved in, which ranges from
carrying sacks of concrete to iling to operaing cranes. This study was not able to address diferences in
working condiions for migrant workers across the variety of construcion work, nor was it mandated to
look at the experiences of migrant construcion workers in Thailand’s Special Economic Zones.
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Entry points biased the study to some extent, with some interviewees being found through service
provider contacts (see Surtees and Craggs, 2010), a risk that is someimes referred to as “gatekeeper bias”.
The scope of the study focused quesions primarily on working condiions. Much more could have been
asked about the migraion journey, health, and workplace violence paricularly. Importantly, any future
study on gender-based violence against women in the sector would require more ime to build trust with
paricipants through a qualitaive study. Interesingly the indings are also limited by what respondents
did not know, which in itself is revealing about the sector. Some did not know who their employer was,
their rate of pay, exact deducions from pay, what payments to brokers were for, what documents their
employers were holding for them, or to what branch of civil service or law enforcement they were paying
bribes.
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3. Gendered norms
Though their very presence in the male-dominated construcion sector disrupts the gender
norms around that work, women workers remain marginalized due to assumpions and
stereotypes about their abiliies and preferences. Previous studies have described an
aggressive macho environment in the construcion sector, atributed to the predominantly
male workforce and the physicality of the work, and typiied by sexist behaviour, alcohol
consumpion, and a dangerous bravado about occupaional health and safety (Chan, 2011;
Dainty et al., 2004; Iacuone, 2005; Ness, 2012; Wats, 2007). This creates a culture that
asserts men’s superiority over women and power to marginalize or exclude women (Ness,
2012). The construcion sector both reinforces and challenges gendered norms for women:
requiring marriage (a demand for heterosexuality given that Thailand does not recognize
marriage equality) but resising reproducion. The later is common in many other labour
sectors, where women migrant workers are penalised for pregnancy.

3.1 Pregnancy, maternity and reproductive health
Reproducion is de facto prohibited in the Thai construcion sector, at imes overtly through employer
policies to terminate women’s posiions upon pregnancy. Employers in the sector do not provide maternity
leave, and there are large gaps in the accessibility of reproducive health services. Migrant women in the
construcion industry thus pay a price for having children; a factor that does not apply to men in the sector.
They lose jobs and/or pay, and many shoulder high costs for health care, or go without it.
I will not get paid if I am pregnant. That’s why I use birth control pills. I have to pay for everything if I get
pregnant. Burman woman, Bangkok
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According to the Labour Protecion Act 1998, women are enitled to 90 days of paid maternity leave,
with 45 days paid by the employer and 45 days paid by the Government via social security beneits.1 In
this study, only one employer, a major contractor on a site in central Bangkok, reportedly gave women
this paid maternity leave. None of the women workers interviewed for this study on other sites reported
geing maternity leave themselves or that their employer would provide it if they did have a child. The law
also protects women from terminaion of employment due to pregnancy.2 Women in this study reported
company policies to acively dismiss pregnant women, while some women said that they take it upon
themselves to resign or “stop working”.
I use birth control pills. We will be dismissed if we are pregnant. The employer does not allow pregnant woman
to work. However, they can come back anyime ater the birth. Burman woman, Bangkok

The MOUs on migraion for work between neighbouring countries and Thailand do not include gendersensiive provisions, for instance, on paid maternity leave and social insurance or a prohibiion on
employers terminaing women’s jobs upon pregnancy.3 While the Labour Protecion Act does provide
these protecions, and should apply to women migrant workers, internaional good pracice suggests
that reiteraing these standards in bilateral agreements will emphasize their applicability within labour
migrants’ rights protecion.
Pregnancies are acively discouraged in migraion. One MOU recruiter in Yangon, Myanmar, reported
intervening in migrant women’s pregnancies (in another sector) by facilitaing and paying for aborions.
Aborion is not legally available in Thailand except in very speciic circumstances, meaning that safe opions
for women who wish to terminate terminate pregnancies are extremely limited.4 Recruiter involvement
in aborions has a high potenial for coercion, threatening job loss unless a pregnancy is terminated. Safe
aborion should be made available to women in Thailand who need it – this may include women migrant
workers who risk unemployment if unable to access aborion.
Under Thai labour law, pregnant women are prohibited from some tasks common in the construcion
sector (using vibraing machinery or engines; liting, carrying, pulling, or pushing any loads above 15 kg;
work driving or riding on a vehicle).5 Similarly, the ILO Maximum Weight Convenion, 1967 (No. 127),
which Thailand has raiied, also calls for pregnant women not to carry loads unaided.6 Some employers in
this study reported they gave pregnant women light tasks so that they could work and have an income for
a few months of their pregnancies.
Women’s access to safe, afordable, and quality sexual and reproducive health services can be very limited
for migrants in Thailand (Mekong Migraion Network, 2015). Access to medical insurance through Thailand’s
Social Security or Compulsory Migrant Health Insurance scheme is limited for many migrant workers (see
Chapter 4 on Documentaion). When migrant women do access care at hospitals, most face discriminaion
based on naionality and class. Women migrant workers in this study reported discriminatory fees or
racist comments (see also Mekong Migraion Network, 2015). Migrant women have also reported forced
sterilizaion at hospitals ater giving birth (MAP Foundaion, 2012b; 2013).

1

Entitlement to paid maternity leave requires women to have paid Social Security contributions for at least seven months before
pregnancy. Labour Protection Act 1998, Section 41.
2
Labour Protection Act 1998, Section 43.
3
Memorandum of Understanding between Cambodia and Thailand on cooperation in the employment of workers, 2003.
Memorandum of Understanding between the Government of the Kingdom of Thailand and the Government of the Union of Myanmar
on cooperation in the employment of workers, 2003.
4
See Article 305 of Thai Penal Code. Exceptions include cases when a pregnancy endangers the physical health of the mother or
when the pregnancy is due to sexual offenses such as rape and incest.
5
Labour Protection Act 1998, Section 39 (as revised in Labour Protection Act (No. 2) 2008, Section 10).
6
ILO Maximum Weight Convention, 1967 (No. 127), paragraph.18: “No woman should be assigned to manual transport of loads
during a pregnancy which has been medically determined or during the ten weeks following coninement if in the opinion of a
qualiied physician such work is likely to impair her health or that of her child.” The Convention is listed for revision. See further
discussion in Chapter 7 on Safety on Site.
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3.2 Marriage
Most of the women migrant workers interviewed for this research were married (39 of 44), although some
of these were not legally-recognized marriages.7 Marriage is efecively a job requirement for women,
especially migrant women, in the Thai construcion sector. Unlike many other labour sectors, women’s
working environment becomes an extension of their marriage, just as their accommodaion is an extension
of their work site. This social control is both driven by and used to jusify the poor standard of worker
housing – when migrant women are married, this, in part, absolves employers’ responsibility to provide
housing that could meet internaional standards of adequate housing for single women (see Chapter 10
on Housing). It also consitutes direct discriminaing against unmarried women (including divorced or
widowed women), feeding sigma against single women.
Construcion is a man’s job, a single woman cannot stay in the camps. It’s construcion work culture for [men]
workers to drink ater work, and it’s not safe for women. Shan woman, Chiang Mai

Both countries of origin are socially conservaive States that impose an expectaion on women to enter
heterosexual marriage, and where the cultural premium placed on marriage leads to some marrying early;
to women staying in bad marriages; and to women who do divorce or who are widowed oten remarrying
quickly (Belak, 2002; Surtees, 2003; Yagura, 2012). NGO workers reported this can lead to some child
protecion concerns in these new step-families.8 In addiion to the concern for direct harm to the child,
this impacts other child rights issues, such as their right to educaion. Even in this small exploratory study,
one migrant woman reported such a situaion:
He [husband] works in another place. [My daughter] goes to school. But if I have to stay late at work I take her
with me [to the work site] because I don’t want to leave her alone with her step-father. Then she misses school.
Shan woman, Chiang Mai

Although women provide cheap labour (see Chapter 6 on Pay), employers in this study mostly felt they had
to employ women, though they would prefer not to. The marriage requirement means women construcion
workers are not being hired for their ability and the quality of their work, but tolerated because they come
with their husbands.
We have to recruit the couple: they come together. You have to ind the job for her, otherwise they will not
come. Both Thai people and foreigners have to come have to come with their wife. Thai people are coming
from Isan [northeastern Thailand] mostly, so they are coming with their wives. Non-Thai employer, Bangkok
If [I can] choose between men and women, I will choose men. Why? Men can carry more, do more. Thai
manager, Bangkok

Treaing migrant women as workers in their own right, appears to disadvantage women in the workplace,
as employers may not choose to hire them. Several employers described women migrant workers as their
husband’s helper – replicaing the dominant view of marriage and wider societal subordinaion of women.
Migrant women are oten conined to support roles on site – carrying and cleaning. Some women migrant
workers learned construcion skills from their husbands but others reported their husbands would prevent
them atending any training.
Although men are considered the head of the household, it is a cultural norm for women to run the
household, including controlling the inances (Belak, 2002). While this denotes some status to women
within the culture, it also funcions as a burden of unpaid work.

Where the couple are not legally married, this constitutes another barrier to the partner accessing beneits, including in cases of
injury or death (see discussion in Chapter 4 on Documentation).
8
Discussion with MAP Foundation, Chiang Mai, 17 Oct. and 17 Nov. 2015
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Why do the women hold the money? Because if money is in my hand, I make sure there’s food. If it’s in men’s
hands, they drink. Khmer woman, Bangkok

Several women migrant workers in this research described how their domesic arrangements had changed
with the migraion to Thailand and to the construcion sector, with the domesic work now shared between
husband and wife. A group of Khmer women who paricipated in a focus group discussion in Bangkok
described how men and women do the laundry together before work (at 5 a.m.). One woman reported her
husband did the cooking for her and they rotate domesic chores: if she does laundry, he cooks. The other
women in the discussion concurred.
While some migrant women talked about housing areas not being safe for women, none of the migrant
women interviewed for this research described incidents of gender-based violence against women at the
work site, housing, or on the transportaion provided between the two – a sensiive issue that research
focused on working condiions could not address. However there were a couple of reports of harassment
of single women in the mass housing provided for construcion workers:
Both our daughters do not work in construcion. It’s hard work. For single woman, they get blamed, teased, etc.
When workers live in camp, it’s not safe for single women. Shan woman, Chiang Mai
I do not feel safe someimes, because others Burmese men someimes harass verbally. There is no physical
harassment. I stay silent and do nothing when they say bad words. I do not want to cause any problem. Burman
woman, Bangkok

3.3 Multiple discriminations
Several women migrant workers in this study reported that the beter tasks and opportuniies went to Thai
workers (see Chapter 5 on The work of women migrant workers). In many cases, women migrant workers
were also aware that they were paid less than migrant men and less than Thai naionals (see Chapter 6 on
Pay). For some this does not afect their working relaionships, but in some cases this message of being
worth less than others translates to actual or perceived discriminatory aitudes from other workers on
site, paricularly Thai naionals.
There are also Thai workers. Some of them look down on us. Most of them do not need to do general work.
Burman woman, Bangkok
I also have to work with Thais. They are nice. Karen woman, Bangkok

Moreover, the diferences in naionality/migrant status and gender did someimes manifest in verbal
discriminaion.
When working with Thai workers, they say, “Migrants can’t speak properly.” “Women workers are too slow,
hurry up.” Shan woman, Chiang Mai
Thai men came and said that the Khmer men will rape our women. Thai village leader, Bangkok, who allowed
a construcion worker camp to be established in the village
Burmese men someimes harass verbally… I stay silent and do nothing when they say bad words. Burman
woman, Bangkok

Even if it is not expressed overtly, employers or supervisors holding discriminatory aitudes against women
migrant workers (on the basis of their gender and/or naionality/ethnicity/migrant status or any other
factor) are not likely to treat the workers fairly or aford them equal opportuniies to develop their skills
and gain a wage increase. One non-Thai employer interviewed for this research repeatedly referred to the
workers at his site – Thais as well as migrant workers – as “monkeys”, a classically racist term of abuse.
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Given the muliple naionaliies and ethniciies working across all levels of the Thai construcion industry,
it is not only migrant workers who may experience (direct or indirect) discriminaion, and with such worker
diversity within the sector, problems may arise from diferences between workers from the same country
with diferent ethniciies.
F….. Thai people they think they are superior because this is their country. For them, Cambodia and Myanmar
are minor [inferior]. They don’t mix. Thai people work for money, but if he doesn’t like me, he can go. They
accept I employ the foreigner [migrant workers], and they don’t say anything. But they only speak to each other
[minimally]. I have two labour camps in the company. Thai on this side [draws picture of site we are on], and in
the back I have a labour camp of people from Myanmar and Cambodia. Non-Thai employer, Bangkok

Thailand’s new Gender Discriminaion Act 2015 allows any person to bring a case to the Commitee on
Consideraion of Unfair Gender Discriminaion (WorLorPor) for consideraion, provided there is no pending
court decision (though they may sill pursue legal acion for compensaion).9 The Commitee is empowered
to instruct state and private actors to take appropriate acions to end and prevent the discriminaion and
to provide remedy including compensaion.10 The Act also establishes a Gender Equality Promoion Fund
for responding to these complaints and also to address broader objecives of promoing gender equality.11
The 2016 Consituion, voted in by referendum on 6 August 2016, prohibits discriminaion on grounds
including origin and sex. Thailand’s MOUs with Myanmar and Cambodia call for non-discriminaion in pay
and beneits for migrant workers under those schemes.

9

Gender Equality Act 2015, Section 18
Ibid. Section 20, see also Chapter 4
11
Ibid. Chapter 5; for the funds objectives see Section 30
10
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4. Documentation
The 49 migrant workers in this study had one of four types of documentaion: ive interviewees were
documented through the Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) scheme, 20 through Naionality
Veriicaion, 13 through the Migrant Worker Card, and two through the Stateless Card. Finally, nine had no
documents (see table 3).1
Table 3: Types of documentation held by migrant workers in this study

Type of
documentation

Number of migrant workers in this study
with each documentation type
Women

Men

Total

2

3

5

Naionality Veriicaion

17

3

20

Migrant Worker Card*

12

1

13

Stateless Card+

2

0

2

No documentaion

9

0

9

MOU scheme

* Also known as a registraion or pink card
+ Also known as a Hilltribe card

1

Of 51 workers interviewed for this study, 49 were migrants. Therefore, this section on migrant documentation is based on
information from 49 respondents, of whom 42 were women and seven were men.
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The MOU scheme Thailand established with neighbouring countries aims to register migrant workers
before they leave their home countries. Migrants coming through this scheme should have a temporary
passport, a visa to enter Thailand, a work permit valid for two years, social security, and an employment
contract with an employer who has applied for workers.2 The MOUs provide for equality of pay and beneits
with Thai naionals “based on the principles of non-discriminaion and equality of sex, race, and religion.”3
The Naionality Veriicaion process is opened periodically, allowing migrant workers who have entered
Thailand without documentaion to register and be issued with a temporary passport. Migrants then are
meant to acquire a work permit and Social Security. A third type of migraion documentaion available
during certain periodic and short registraion periods is the Migrant Worker Card (or Tor Ror 38/1 Card,
also known as a Pink Card or Deportaion Card). It provides temporary amnesty to undocumented migrant
workers, giving them the right to work for a set period of ime and access to the naional health system.
Finally some migrant workers in this study have Stateless Cards, someimes known as Colour or Hilltribe
Cards, which are no longer issued and under which current cardholders must seek permission to travel or
work outside the zone in which they are registered.4
As this shows, the documentaion process for migrant workers in Thailand is complex, and migrant workers
in this study relied on brokers or employers to obtain immigraion-related documents, work permits, and/
or social insurance. Documentaion ies workers to employers and work sites, meaning many migrant
construcion workers’ documents are quickly rendered invalid because of the high mobility in the sector.
There are several points at which migrant workers must pay costs for documentaion or pay ines for not
having requisite documentaion. In nearly all cases in this research, migrant workers bore the full costs for
documentaion, as well as oicial and non-oicial fees to government bodies and brokers.
Past reports have not found that more, or more formal, documentaion necessarily results in beter rights
protecion or is in migrants’ best interests. Some studies have shown that more formal documentaion
types result in increased contact with oicials, increasing opportuniies for bribe taking. Similarly migrant
workers someimes do not see the value in slower and more expensive formal processes and prefer to
avoid debt and delay and start work sooner (ILO, 2015c; MAP Foundaion, 2012; 2015).

4.1 Migrant documentation in the construction sector
Out of 557,724 documented migrant workers in the Thai construcion sector, 38 per cent are women and
62 per cent are men.5 Disaggregated by country of origin, 50 per cent are from Myanmar, 48 per cent
from Cambodia, and two per cent from the Lao People’s Democraic Republic.6 See table 4 and igure 2 for
summaries by documentaion type, country of origin and gender (see Appendix II for full details). These
igures do not include undocumented workers. Most documented migrant workers from Cambodia have a
Migrant Worker Card, and most documented migrant workers from Myanmar have a temporary passport
that they obtained during the Naionality Veriicaion Process, though a signiicant number have Migrant
Worker Cards (igure 2). Representaives from the Thai Government suggested that numbers of migrant
workers without documents may equal those with documents.7 If this is the case, there would be over 1
million migrant workers in the sector.

2

This report refers to Social Security and Comprehensive Migrant Health Insurance as the two particular Thai Government schemes
available to migrants. The report discusses “social insurance” as a category that includes both schemes. Migrants with MOU and
Nationality Veriication documents are meant to apply for Social Security, not the Comprehensive Migrant Health Insurance scheme.
3
Memorandum of Understanding between Cambodia and Thailand on cooperation in the employment of workers, 2003, Article
XVIII. Memorandum of Understanding between the Government of the Kingdom of Thailand and the Government of the Union of
Myanmar on cooperation in the employment of workers, 2003, Article XVIII.
4
For further details on documentation processes in Thailand, see Hall, 2012a; Huguet, 2014; ILO, 2015c; IOM, 2015; MAP
Foundation, 2012a; 2015; Mekong Migration Network, 2013a; 2015; Rijken et al., 2015.
5
Data provided in meeting, Department of Employment, Bangkok, 13 Nov. 2015. See also Appendix II.
6
Ibid.
7
Interview, Department of Employment, Chiang Mai, 29 Oct. 2015.
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Table 4: Migrant workers in the Thai construction sector, disaggregated by
documentation type and gender, October 2015
Type of
documentation

Total number of
migrants with
documentation type

MOU

Per cent with
documentation type

Per cent
women

Per cent
men

54 270

10

25

75

Naionality
Veriicaion

180 545

32

39

61

Migrant Worker Card

322 909

58

39

61

Total Number of
Migrants in the
Construcion Sector

557 724

38

62

Source: Data provided in meeing, Department of Employment, Bangkok, 13 Nov. 2015.

Figure 2: Documented migrant workers in the Thai construction sector, disaggregated by
documentation type and country of origin, October 2015
MOU

Naionality veriicaion

Migrant workers card

250,000
200,000
150,000
100,000
50,000
0

Migrant workers
from Cambodia

Migrant workers
from Myanmar

Migrant workers
from Lao PDR

Source: Data provided in meeing, Department of Employment, Bangkok, 13 Nov. 2015.

There is some consistency between the research sample and the Department of Employment data trends,
with most Cambodians in the study having Migrant Worker Cards and the majority of documented migrant
workers from Myanmar having papers through the Naionality Veriicaion Process (igure 3).
This study showed diferences between migrant workers from Myanmar in Bangkok and Chiang Mai. Those
in Chiang Mai tended to have Naionality Veriicaion documents, while those surveyed in Bangkok were
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more likely to be in irregular status or to have come through the MOU scheme. Migrant rights acivists
report it is easier for ethnic Burman migrant workers from Myanmar to access the MOU than it is for Shan or
other marginalized ethniciies, as Burmans tend to have birth ceriicates and other requirements needed
to register for the MOU, as well as the language needed to apply.8 Further, there are few recruitment
agencies operaing in Myanmar border areas populated by other ethniciies, and administraive processes
for gaining oicial ideniicaion remain highly centralized. Migrants in Bangkok with MOU documents were
working on large-scale construcion sites, and, consistent with Department of Employment data, more men
than women in this study had come through the MOU process. From the qualitaive nature of this study, it
is not possible to determine if women who are migraing under the MOU are travelling independently to
take up opportuniies in construcion, or migraing with family and entering the sector at a later stage once
a job has been ideniied.
Figure 3: Documentation held by interviewees, by nationality and location
Migrant workers
from Cambodia in Bangkok

Migrant workers
from Myanmar in Bangkok

Migrant workers
from Myanmar in Chiang Mai

MOU
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4.2 Barriers to accessing documentation higher for migrant women
Women migrant workers in this study had less complete – or less secure kinds of – documentaion than
men. Albeit a limited sample, none of the men interviewed were completely undocumented, while about
one-ith (nine out of 42) of the women were. Similarly, the study found only two of 42 migrant women,
and three of seven men with MOU documentaion, which is the most formal documentaion process.
This is not unrelecive of the broader migrant worker populaion in the sector, where those with MOU
documents are 75 per cent men and 25 per cent women (table 4).9 There are a number of structural
barriers to women migrant workers accessing the necessary documentaion.

8

Interview, MAP Foundation, Chiang Mai, 17 Nov. 2015. Burmese language is required for government processes in Myanmar.
This can be compared to documentation through Nationality Veriication and the Migrant Worker Card, where holders of the
documents are 61 per cent men and 39 per cent women. Data provided in meeting, Department of Employment, Bangkok, 13 Nov.
2015. See also Appendix II.
9
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4.2.1 Protectionist policies restricting women’s access to documentation
The Government of Myanmar has imposed a pracical (though not formalized) restricion on women
migraing regularly: they can only move to workplaces where there are groups of ive or more.10 This policy
reinforces tradiional gender stereotypes and restricts women’s access to MOU documentaion, which is
the only way for low-skilled workers to enter Thailand to work legally. If women do not move under the
MOU scheme, they have no choice but to enter Thailand without proper documentaion. Other research
has found that when women’s movements are restricted, they will move anyway through irregular avenues
(ILO, 2015b). This purportedly protecive restricion limits women’s opportuniies for the most secure
migraion and working condiions in Thailand and diminishes the likelihood of obtaining the Thai minimum
wage (see Chapter 6 on Pay).

4.2.2 Short registration windows and gendered unpaid care responsibilities
Several migrant workers interviewed complained about the short registraion windows for various
documents and hoped there would be future registraion periods they could use. Employers also reported
diiculies with these short registraion imeframes.11 For women migrant workers, this restricion is
compounded by unpaid care responsibiliies. Women reported returning to countries of origin with more
frequency than their husbands to fulil caretaking obligaions. Two Khmer women in Bangkok reported
their unpaid care responsibiliies in Cambodia made accessing the brief opening of the documentaion
process impossible, leaving one without documentaion and the other on a Migrant Worker Card (rather
than a Naionality Veriicaion temporary passport). One noted, “If my mother calls me or the kids are
sick, I have to run back home.” Policies need to take into account that migrant women in paricular require
lexibility to be able to return home, maintain family ies, and manage care responsibiliies.

4.2.3 Gendered household decisions about documentation
One Khmer woman working in Bangkok reported she and her husband had decided only he would obtain
documentaion, because of the cost, noing she had “been here [in Bangkok] for two years, but never
working because legal papers cost up to 10,000 Thai baht (THB) [US$283]12”. Other migrant women in the
study described going into debt in order to apply for or renew documents. As migrant men are able to earn
higher wages than migrant women, this can be a straighforward economic decision (see Chapter 6 on Pay).

4.3 Documentation-related challenges for women migrant workers
in the construction sector
Challenges abound for migrant workers to acquire documents to secure full legal status in Thailand, and
these challenges are especially felt by women migrant workers for a variety of reasons, including a higher
proporion of women migrant workers being in informal work sectors or sites. A 2012 survey of migrant
workers in Thailand found that 19 per cent of respondents who had entered the Naionality Veriicaion
Process had been rejected, and 45 per cent had experienced problems. Many reported their employer was
not able to pay the fee, and others that their employer did not want them to apply for documentaion at
all (Migrant Working Group, 2012). It may be extrapolated that if women migrant workers are not valued
as highly as men migrant workers, employers will be less likely to pay the fees necessary for regularizaion.
In addiion, if women’s skills are considered inherent to their gender, women migrant workers may be
considered more easily replaceable, and therefore it may not be deemed worthwhile to ensure their regular
status. Generally, the temporary status conferred by migrant documentaion may make employers in the
sector reluctant to invest in workers’ welfare, such as social insurance (Kanaganayagam and Ogunlana,
2008).

10
Interview, Department of Employment, Chiang Mai, 29 Oct. 2015; Correspondence, Myanmar Ministry of Labour, Employment and
Social Security, 4 Dec. 2015.
11
Interview, Employers Confederation of Thailand (ECOT), Bangkok, 1 Dec. 2015.
12
At the time of the study, the exchange rate was THB1 = US$0.0283
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4.3.1 Documents tied to employers and work sites
All the documentaion available to migrant workers ie workers to their employers as well as to limited
geographical “zones” where their worksites are located – given that many forms of documentaion limit
movement to the province in which the permission was issued/the employer registered.13 This serves as a
guarantee for employers, aiming to ensure that workers will not abscond. Though ostensibly in employers’
interest, these ied documents pose problems for both employers and migrant workers. Construcion is a
highly mobile sector, where workers with specialist skills move to new sites or new employers as oten as
every few weeks in response to the phasing of the construcion, or where employers need to move workers
between sites or take workers to new sites upon compleion of the build where they are registered. Reregistering with every change in employer or locaion is onerous for both paries, and the requirement
oten deters employers and migrant workers from seeking documentaion in the irst place, as it can be
quickly invalidated. A Thai construcion employer reported that the restricions let too many migrant
workers without legal permission to work. The Employers’ Confederaion of Thailand (ECOT) advises a
regulatory change to give lexibility in locaion zoning would help employers keep migrant workers across
their work sites.14
Responding recently to reports of exploitaion in the ishing sector, the Government of Thailand eased
zoning requirements for migrants working in that sector, greatly expanding the geographical area in which
they can work to 22 provinces.15 High mobility in the construcion sector warrants similar widening of
geographical zoning. There is precedent for migrant workers in Thailand being issued documents not tying
them to employers. In 2004, the Thai Government issued Tor Ror 38/1, a version of the Migrant Worker Card,
which by some interpretaions allowed workers the lexibility to change employer and register independent
of an employer (Mekong Migraion Network, 2014). Ulimately, the Tor Ror created a permission to be
in Thailand deriving from the immigraion system; whereas a work permit allows the migrant to legally
paricipate in the workforce. Flexibility is vital for workers’ rights: research examining legal documents
tying migrant workers to employers has consistently found high levels of exploitaion under such schemes,
as it gives employers power to threaten migrant workers with illegality and deportaion if they complain or
leave (Demetriou, 2015; Human Rights Watch, 2010b; Mantouvalou, 2015).

4.3.2 Employers hold documents and do not give contracts
If unable to produce idenity documents, all foreigners in Thailand may face repercussions from authoriies.
Most migrants interviewed for this study in Bangkok did not have their documents in their possession:
their employers held them. In Chiang Mai all 18 migrant workers interviewed reported holding their
own documents. This was likely because migrant workers interviewed in Chiang Mai mostly worked for
smaller operaions and subcontractors, and Bangkok workers interviewed were mostly working on larger
construcion sites. One Khmer woman working in Bangkok reported needing to give her employer a week
of noice and deposit THB5,000 ($141) to get her passport from the employer, with the deposit considered
a guarantee that she will return. Another Khmer woman reported a company policy of workers “earning”
the right to hold their passport ater a year of work.
Migrant workers with MOU documents reported having writen employment contracts, though some had
lost them. No other migrant workers in the study had contracts. Contracts ofer clarity, accountability, and
protecion for both employers and workers, however, Ministry of Labour oicials advise that contracts are
not a legal requirement in Thailand.16 Contracts are not a requirement in the Labour Protecion Act 1998.
A Burman woman working under the MOU scheme in Bangkok reported that although she had a contract

13
In addition to migration papers, the Thai Government requires migrant workers on the MOU and Nationality Veriication schemes
also to have work permits. Migrant Worker Cards and Stateless Cards have work permission included along with an immigration visa
in the same card.
14
Interview, Employers’ Confederation of Thailand (ECOT), Bangkok, 1 Dec. 2015.
15
Correspondence, International Labour Organization, 15 Jan. 2016.
16
Meeting, Ministry of Labour, Bangkok, 13 Nov. 2015.
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with the employer, in her language (Burmese), the employer retained it. There is risk of a lack of employer
accountability when workers are not able to refer back to contract condiions in the rare cases when they
do have contracts. It is also worth noing that many employees in less formal workplaces, including migrant
workers, will likely face challenges in negoiaing or enforcing fair terms and condiions and may not see
value in having a contract.

4.3.3 Migrant subcontractors not listed as employers on migrant documentation
One way of progressing in the construcion sector is for some migrant workers, especially longer-term
migrants, with a small amount of capital to choose to become subcontractors. They employ other migrant
workers for specialized or general work. However it is very rare for migrant subcontractors to have been
able to navigate the legal and administraive barriers to register as subcontractors. According to the
Foreign Business Act 1999, aside from infrastructure, construcion is a sector in which foreign investment
is not limited; meaning that foreigners can set up construcion companies.17 However, they must atain
approval from the Foreign Business Commitee, and the Director-General of the Department of Business
Development must grant them a permit. Migrant workers are not likely to be able to navigate, much less
resolve, this process. Without doing so, migrant employers cannot legally list their name on employees’
work permits or Migrant Worker Cards, relegaing their workers to irregular status and perpetuaing the
situaion of undocumented workers unable to access beneits and realize their rights.18

4.3.4 Little de facto access to social insurance beneits
Not all migrant workers in this research were aware of the social insurance opions or beneits to which they
were enitled. Under Thai law, migrant workers with MOU or Naionality Veriicaion documents should
have social security ater compleion of the three-month qualifying period. However, some migrant workers
with these types of documents reported they did not. Some with Naionality Veriicaion documents had
the less comprehensive Compulsory Migrant Health Insurance, which only has medical-related beneits. Of
19 migrant workers in this study registered through Naionality Veriicaion, 12 had Compulsory Migrant
Health Insurance, four had Social Security, and three had no social insurance at all.19 The Social Security
Oice reported migrant workers primarily access health and maternity beneits but rarely other beneits
under Social Security.20
Migrants with Compulsory Migrant Health Insurance also face obstacles in using it. Health-care access is
restricted to a single hospital locaion, leaving migrant workers without health care if they work far from the
named hospital. One Khmer migrant woman in Bangkok reported she was registered through Compulsory
Migrant Health Insurance with a hospital so far away from her current work site she had to pay THB400
($11.30), more than a day’s wage, each way for transportaion for prenatal appointments. The intenion of
the social insurance scheme is that she pay only THB30 ($0.85) per visit. However, with transport, food on
the journey, and the THB30 fee, she paid THB1,000 ($28.33) per visit. Due to pregnancy complicaions, she
had about 20 visits to the hospital during her pregnancy, resuling in a total cost of THB20,000 ($566.60)
for prenatal care. Another Khmer woman was six months pregnant and unaware of any beneits she could
claim on her Migrant Worker Card. She had not had a prenatal check and hoped that her employer would
drive her to a hospital and pay the fees for the birth.

17

Foreign Business Act 1999, List 3(10).
MAP Foundation reported that in Chiang Mai some migrant subcontractors make an arrangement with a Thai subcontractor to be
listed as the migrant workers’ employer and arrange the workers’ documents. In return, the migrant subcontractor will pay part of the
contracted proits to the Thai counterpart. Interview, MAP Foundation, Chiang Mai, 17 Nov. 2015.
19
Of 20 migrant workers with Nationality Veriication documents interviewed for this study, 19 provided information on their social
insurance.
20
Interview, Social Security Ofice, Chiang Mai, 28 Oct. 2015. For example, as migrant workers are made to leave Thailand seven
days after they stop work, they are rarely able to claim other beneits, such as unemployment or pension beneits, of the Social
Security scheme they pay into. Social Security oficers are well aware of the contradiction in policies: “The Labour Ofice would help
migrants to get a new job, but the time limitation is a barrier. Social Security will start paying on the eighth day of their unemployment.
But the policy is that migrant workers have to leave the country within seven days of their jobs ending.”
18
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The Thai Government reported the transliteraion of migrant workers’ names from their naive language
into Thai or into English in various documentaion processes was a signiicant challenge, oten resuling
in their names being spelled diferently on various documents. Social Security Oice in Chiang Mai staf
reported, “It can be very complicated to prove it is the same person. The process needs translaion but
payment for translaion is very high.”21 This can present a criical barrier to accessing the beneits due to
migrant workers, or to their families in the event of their death.
Thai policy enitles migrant workers, with or without Social Security and regardless of status, to access one of
two worker compensaion funds. Despite the de jure right to a compensaion fund, lack of documentaion,
however, may create barriers or limit access to this compensaion (see Chapter 7 – Safety on site).
On the other hand, researchers spoke with workers or employers on two construcion sites that the
Social Security Oice had recently visited to ofer awareness training of beneits. Workers and employers
appreciated this and recommended the Ministry of Labour do this more oten. A non-Thai employer
explained, “Last week we had a irst visit from Social Security. They did a presentaion of what the Social
Security is… The workers were surprised. The workers didn’t know. It was very interesing for the workers.
Social Security... could see the workers and talk to them and say there is a budget for them. The workers
didn’t know.”
Thai social insurance processes are predominantly migraion-blind, unresponsive to diferences in
opportuniies and resource allocaion for migrant workers compared with Thai naionals, with oicials
arguing they are being “fair” by treaing everyone the same: “All the migrant workers who registered under
the Social Security system can access the same beneits which the Thai workers receive.”22 Thai authoriies
need to revise these procedures to be migraion-sensiive, considerate of the unequal status of migrant
workers. They must aim to ensure that immigraion measures do not override access to social insurance
and ensure portability so migrant workers are able to access beneits ater returning to their countries of
origin. Further, these social protecions and services, as well as labour protecions, need to maintain strict
separaion (irewalls) from immigraion enforcement maters, as migrant workers may not trust that they
can avail themselves of the services, claim compensaion or other beneits, or make complaints against
employers if there is a possibility that doing so will result in their arrest or deportaion.23

4.3.5 Brokers: “The pen is very expensive”
As an exploratory study, the scope of this research did not allow in-depth research on migraion experiences
and broker paterns. However, migrant workers, as well as recruiters, reported sectorally-focused chain
migraion, in other words, informal recruitment through family and home community networks. Through
this migrant workers are oten able to circumvent recruitment-related broker fees. Though some migrant
workers use brokers for recruitment and job placement, many migrant workers in this study relied on brokers
primarily to facilitate documentaion. In Thailand there is no law speciically regulaing recruitment of nonThai workers. The Recruitment and Job Seekers Protecion Act 1985 only explicitly covers recruitment of
Thai workers. Migrants are not similarly legally protected and oten pay excessive if not extorionate fees.24
The ILO Private Employment Agencies Convenion, 1997 (No. 181) requires that recruitment agencies “shall
not charge directly or indirectly, in whole or in part, any fees or costs to workers” (Aricle 7). Thailand has
not raiied this instrument.
One of the most frequent recommendaions from the migrant workers in this research was the need to
reduce brokers’ high fees and for employers to at least share those costs.

Interview, Social Security Ofice, Chiang Mai, 28 Oct. 2015.
Social Security Ofice staff, Meeting, Ministry of Labour, Bangkok, 13 Nov. 2015. See also the Thailand Migration Report 2014.
23
See UN, 2015a.
24
Researchers note that there is a draft law proposing to regulate fees for migrant workers in Thailand.
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I just spent 10,000 baht [$283] to change my passport, and I don’t know what the money is for. I don’t want to
have to use a broker. The registraion is too expensive. I want to know what the costs are for, and it should be
cheaper. Shan man, Chiang Mai

A Khmer recruiter reported recruitment fees through the MOU process range from THB16,000 to THB20,000
($453.40 to $566.80) for Khmer workers, not including passports for THB4,233 ($120).25 The Cambodian
Government had published informaion informing migrant workers that Cambodian passports would only
cost $4 (Channyda, 2014). The recruiter commented on this saying: “Yes, [Cambodian Prime Minister] Hun
Sen said there would be $4 passports, but when we go [apply for passports] they say that the $4 machine
is not yet ready, so it is $120 for a passport.”26
One Bangkok employer reported he pays THB15,000 ($425.20) per worker on the MOU scheme from
Myanmar, but fees can be signiicantly higher. MAP Foundaion’s 2013 survey reported MOU fees for
workers from all sectors averaging THB24,000 ($680.30), which consitutes one third of a migrant worker’s
typical yearly wages (MAP Foundaion, 2015). Brokers placing workers through the MOU system noted
employers will oten pay upfront costs and then deduct this from wages. In this study only one employer,
in Bangkok, reported covering a small part of the recruitment and documentaion costs.
For Cambodian workers, where private recruitment agencies are the primary agents facilitaing the process
at origin, migraing for work under the MOU requires approximately a three-month ime period; a total
expense of between $560–620, which is typically borne by the migrant workers through a combinaion
of upfront payments and payroll deducions; and the services of a Thai private employment agency to
complete the bureaucraic hurdles on the receiving end (ILO, 2013a). In comparison, Cambodian migrants
could migrate to border areas for as litle as $3 and be at work within the day, or move further into Thailand
for a maximum of $200 (Vutha et al., 2011).
In Myanmar, a recent study of migrants that had gone through the MOU process found that they oten
received services from unregulated agents or brokers to assist them, requiring from 14 to 50 days to
complete the procedures, and with average expenses paid for the enire process between $650–1,100.
Costs and fees are incurred on both sides of the border, and are paid by the worker through iniial payments
and deducions from salary (Hall, 2012b).
When asked why recruitment fees are so high, a Khmer recruiter explained “The pen [arranging
documentaion] is very expensive”, also noing “There is a lot of money under the table.” Brokers also
reported making unoicial payments. The Khmer recruiter reported “The fee at the [Cambodian] Ministry
of Foreign Afairs is $3; we pay 10. The fee at the [Cambodian] Ministry of Labour is $5; we pay 10 to 20. All
together it is 150 for documents, and passport fees are on top of that.”27
Though other forms of documentaion may be more accessible, for instance in Thailand’s One-Stop Service
Centres, the MOU process is opaque enough that one Khmer recruiter observed, “It is impossible for
migrant workers to do it by themselves... They do not know where to go for each step of the process.”28
Some migrant interviewees suggested that once in Thailand, they could not take ime of work to go to
government oices themselves, for main registraion or for the periodic reporing required with some
documentaion types.

25
Interview, Khmer recruiter, Bangkok, 3 Nov. 2015. Regardless of the legislated cost, those obtaining passports have reported
paying vastly differing prices.
26
Interview, Khmer recruiter, Bangkok, 3 Nov. 2015.
27
Khmer construction workers in Bangkok also reported having to pay THB2,700 to 3,500 (US$ 76.50 to 99.20) to retrieve their
passports from the Cambodian Embassy after they had completed Nationality Veriication.
28
Interview, Khmer recruiter, Bangkok, 3 Nov. 2015. The Thai Government have established One-Stop Service Centres to increase
accessibility of documentation processes.
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4.3.6 Fines and corruption
Under Secion 51 of the Alien Working Act 2008, a migrant working without legal permission is liable to a
penalty of either up to ive years’ imprisonment or a ine of THB2,000 to THB100,000 ($56.70 to $2,834) or
both. Authoriies, however, described:
The reality is that the immigraion police will deport people if they are close to the border. If they are far from
the border, the migrant is put in the provincial court system and then ater a jail term, the immigraion police
facilitate deportaion. Employers also face sancions of a ine of 10,000 to 100,000 baht [$283 to $2,830] per
worker without a permit. Generally the case stops at 10,000 baht [$283]. There is also punishment for providing
accommodaion to a [undocumented] migrant. It could be jail.29

Although many migrant workers in this exploratory study reported encounters with immigraion authoriies,
only one woman migrant worker reported having faced serious penalty:
Yes, I’m afraid of Immigraion coming to the site because my registered place of work is not the place I’m
working at. I pay immigraion 2,000 to 5,000 baht [$56.60 to $141.50]. If we cannot pay, we have to stay in
prison for one month. This happens oten because my registraion is not the same as my place of work. Shan
woman, Chiang Mai

From ime to ime, the media reports on raids at construcion sites (for example, Bangkok Post, 2015). A
study by an NGO alliance reports construcion workers being arrested and detained, as well as employers
and undocumented workers paying bribes to various oicials (Mekong Migraion Network, 2013b).
The advantage to workers of paying the bribes is that they can keep working and earning money. The
disadvantage is that they pay a high proporion of their wages in these ines. Because migrant workers’
employers rarely face oicial penalies, the employers have litle incenive to register the migrant workers.
The pracice of employers avoiding punishment that is then meted out on the undocumented worker
should be strongly discouraged, as it will not lead to improved migraion governance.
In this study, oicials wearing uniforms, but also someimes individuals without uniforms, were reported
to regularly take fairly standard amounts per undocumented worker. Migrant workers most oten reported
employers paying oicials and then deducing the paid amount from their wages. Most commonly reported
deducions amounted to THB600 ($17.00) per month, but some reported higher amounts. In most cases
migrant workers did not know to what branch of civil service or law enforcement they were paying money.
In addiion to facing bribe payments, a few migrant workers said they run to escape immigraion oicials,
which is dangerous on a construcion site. They can also lose work days and pay on these occasions.
I have to pay a police fee. I have to pay 300 baht [$8.49] every half month. We have about 1,000 workers here.
I think many of the workers have no documents. Burman woman, Bangkok
Yes, authoriies come very oten. So oten I can’t count. [Did you pay a ine?] Yes because my work permit work
place is not the same as the actual place I’m working at. Last week we paid 1,000 baht [$28.30] per person.
Shan woman, Chiang Mai
Oicials come twice a week. Someimes I’m not sure they really are Immigraion because they don’t wear
uniforms. But I don’t need to pay because my work place is correct [on the work permit]. Shan woman, Chiang
Mai

Some employers reported they are able to negoiate with authoriies and pay them in-kind, examples cited
included by sending workers to repair a house or the pavement outside a police staion, or by building a
beach villa for a supervisor. As construcion companies, this is possible. One Bangkok employer reported
he had “found a soluion by doing work for the high-ranking oicials... which also gives protecion.” Under
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Interview, Department of Employment, Chiang Mai, 29 Oct. 2015.
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these circumstances, employers reported they no longer charge migrant workers on a per person basis for
these unoicial transfers to authoriies. Not all employers are able to reach these kinds of agreements,
and many do not have inancial means to do so. One Bangkok-based Thai employer on a Government
building site noted that this system of payments to oicials had been too much, and his company had taken
a decision to only hire Thais, which is notable in a sector where few Thais want to work (see Introducion
above). The employer reported that even when migrant workers had “complete [documents] and their
Pink Cards were sill valid, I sill have to pay 200 to 500 baht [$5.66 to $14.15] per person. So I gave up and
now use just Thais.” He explained that when he employed migrants, oicials from four diferent agencies
came to the construcion site demanding payment: mobile emergency police (accessed via the emergency
191 number), immigraion, the area local authority, and the municipality police. Now that he employs only
Thai workers on site, only the later two agencies demand payment.
Taking of payments from migrant workers is a pracice that is arguably part of a deeply entrenched culture
within the construcion sector. Thailand is party to the UN Convenion against Corrupion, but in 2015
Thailand ranked 76th out of 168 countries in Transparency Internaional’s Corrupion Percepions Index
(Transparency Internaional, 2015). According to the Governor of the Bank of Thailand, iniiaives like
the Construcion Sector Transparency Iniiaive (CoST), which promote transparency in State enterprise
projects, could help ameliorate the problem (Trairatvorakul, 2015).30

CoST is a country-centred multi-stakeholder initiative to promote transparency and accountability in publicly inanced construction.
Information about the scheme is available at http://www.constructiontransparency.org/home [22 July 2016]. The pages for Thailand
were blank at time of writing (http://www.constructiontransparency.org/thailand?forumboardid=88&forumtopicid=88)
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5. The work of women
migrant construction workers
Few women workers interviewed for this research had migrated in search of construcion
work. Many migrant women reported they did not like working in construcion. Several
women spoke of waning to move to factory work or domesic work.
I don’t like construcion, but I have no choice. I want a job where I can sit and work and use my
brain. I’m so sad I didn’t study enough. Khmer woman, Bangkok
There is nothing that I like about my work. I am just here to earn money in order to support my
family. My whole family are farmers. I was a farmer, but the income does not cover [costs] for
the whole family. That’s why we decided to come to Thailand. I would like to return home and
be with my family. I would go back if there is a job for us in Myanmar. Burman woman, Bangkok

Table 5: Types of work conducted by women in Thailand’s construction sector in this study
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All interviewees

Types of work

Number of
women workers

Labourer

Tying iron bars for reinforcing concrete, building and
working on scafolding, carrying materials, assising
skilled workers, idying the site

Skilled worker

Bricklaying, carpentry, masonry, welding

5

Addiional

Construcion factory worker, oice cleaner
(previously a labourer)

2
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Most of the interviewees were manual construcion workers (table 5). The migrant women described this
work in terms of assising duies – carrying materials for skilled workers, tying iron bars for reinforcing
concrete structures, and on-site cleaning and maintenance duies. This appears to be a long-term situaion:
previous research found the vast majority of women in the Thai construcion sector were working as
unskilled labourers (Wells, 1990). In this study, some women reported working high on scafolding despite
this being against Thai labour law (see Chapter 7 on Safety on site). Skilled workers did bricklaying, masonry,
carpentry, and welding. There is some gender divide: managers maintained that only men did welding,
while inishing – doing the inal, smooth wall coaing – was skilled work frequently allocated to women.
The women give hands to the men. Khmer woman, Bangkok
Welding is for men. Tradiion. Non-Thai employer, Bangkok
But the woman also does the inishes... what we call the skim coat is more [oten done by] women. They get
the skilled job because ater the rough concrete you have to touch up and then you have to skim coat to make
it smooth and uniform. The women are more skilled in this, and they can get more [pay]. Non-Thai employer,
Bangkok

Employers from outside the region expressed surprise at the number of women manual workers in the
industry. For example, in the United Kingdom men account for over 99 per cent of construcion employees,
even more in the skilled trades (Ness, 2012).
It’s not like in Europe. [There] seeing a woman on site is strange. Here it’s normal and natural. They can do
everything on site. I saw a woman doing surveyor work, welding, and she’s considered a normal person. NonThai employer, Bangkok

On sites where there were Thai and migrant workers, some migrant workers perceived a diference in the
work allocaion that favoured the Thai workers.
Cambodian and Burmese workers work on the same job, but Thais do not. Thais’ jobs are usually easy, such as
cleaning and making arrangements for the employer. Burman woman, Bangkok
There are also Thai workers here. Their jobs are not diicult and heavy. They get paid more even though they
do not work. Burman woman, Bangkok

Although some interviewees reported gendered divisions in the on-site labour, typically that men do
heavier work than women; other interviewees contradicted this. Construcion work provides a constant
reminder of the physical ability of the worker and this embodiment of labour is oten strongly gendersegregated (Ness, 2012). Socialized to accept a secondary status in their conservaive socieies, some
women construcion workers have internalized this gendered view about their physical apitude for the
work, an issue also reported by professional Thai women in the sector (Kaewsri and Tongthong, 2011).
I think we [men] get paid more, and it is fair because we have to work more on heavy work. Burman man,
Bangkok
The work is diicult. It’s in the sunshine; it’s heavy loads. We have to dig foundaions, dig wells. Shan woman,
Chiang Mai
I was surprised by the number of women on construcion sites. The weird part is they are doing all the heavy
liting. They carry the tools, they carry heavy stuf. You see them in the staircases carrying heavy things. NonThai project manager, Bangkok

However, as labourers, most of the workers are allocated work by their supervisor and are therefore
afected by any biases of that individual:
If it’s a young prety woman worker, he gives her easy jobs in the shade; if it’s an older woman he sends her to
work in the sunshine. Shan woman, Chiang Mai
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6. Pay
Making the money makes me feel strong, to be supporing my family. Khmer woman, Bangkok

In this study, the construcion workers – who are mostly daily workers – reported daily
wages between THB190 and THB400 ($5.40 to $11.30). Most do not earn the Thai minimum
wage of THB300 ($8.50) per day.1 About 40 per cent of workers interviewed (21 of 51
workers, migrant and Thai) reported earning the daily wage of THB300 or higher.2 The
migrant construcion workers who reported how they were paid were all paid in cash.
Workers are paid twice a month, or every 15 days, which they term “weekly”3, and the
Labour Protecion Act requires payment only monthly.4 The average day wage for the
migrant workers interviewed for this research is THB282 ($7.99) a day; for migrant women it
is slightly lower at THB274 ($7.77).5 In addiion to this underpayment, the migrant workers
in this study reported a range of diferences and discriminaions in the pay system (see
Secion 6.2 below).
Although many workers in this research were not receiving minimum wage, many migrant construcion
workers earn far below it – an issue that can be exacerbated by recruiters engaging in contract subsituion

1
This was the national minimum wage during the research. At the end of 2015, the Thai Government announced changes to the
minimum wage from 2016 such that it will vary between the provinces.
2
There were 51 workers (49 migrant workers) in this study who reported their day wage. As there is little data on the sector in
Thailand, researchers included information on all workers interviewed here. See Section 6.2 on pay discrimination for gender
disaggregated data and analysis.
3
Some workers and employers clariied that workers are typically paid ive days after the completion of the 15-day work period,
which one employer described as an effort to increase worker retention.
4
Labour Protection Act 1998, Section 70
5
Of the 21 workers who reported their daily wage, there were 19 migrant and two Thai workers.
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(see box 1). Labourers on construcion sites in Chiang Mai reported wages as low as THB160 per day ($4.54).6
Migrant workers interviewed for this research did not report lodging oicial complaints about employers
paying less than the mandated minimum wage, potenially because of limited access to complaints
mechanisms and disincenives for irregular migrant workers to reach out to government oicials.

Box 1:
Contract substitution
Reports from a recruiter, migrant women, and researchers conirm that contract substitution – a term
for when the work or conditions of work (e.g., pay) are not the same as promised – occurs in numerous
migrant worker recruitments (ILO, 2013a). Recruiters who act responsibly respond to situations of
employers substituting contracts by placing migrant workers with other employers who agree to uphold
provisions in the original contract, though this study found that work sector may change: one recruiter
moved workers from manufacturing to construction. Some recruiters, however, try to change the agreed
pay upon arrival.
I have contract with this employer. It is a two-year contract. We have renewed it for another two years. They
explained it in Burmese language before I signed.
I did have problem with the agent at the beginning. The agent tried to trick us with the wage. The agent said
we would be paid 269 baht [$7.61] per day, but asked us to tell the authorities that we get paid 300 baht [$8.49]
per day. It would have been 300 baht per day on paper, but 269 baht per day in reality. I told the agent that I
would not be able to work if it is only 269 baht per day. I should be paid 300 baht per day. The agent asked other
workers if they were willing to work for 269 baht per day. Some people followed the agent for 269 baht per day,
but a few of us stayed behind and demanded 300 baht per day [until he placed us in the current construction
sector job]. We get paid 300 baht per day. Karen woman on the MOU scheme, Bangkok

Money is one of the main raionales women migrant workers in this study gave for working in construcion,
which is consistent with previous studies (Ogunlana and Chang, 1998). It is also the most frequent complaint
they bring to NGOs, paricularly in relaion to non-payment of wages.7 These are oten due to inancial
diiculies within the sub/contracing chain or subcontractors absconding without paying workers. Both
workers and subcontractors reported problems with late payment – with a previous employer or at their
current workplace. Workers oten choose to move site (and employer) in response to non-payment. Some
of the women migrant workers interviewed reported that they had let their previous workplace for this
reason. This can leave migrant workers in an irregular status, which inhibits their making any complaint,
either to an employer or to the authoriies (Chaisuparakul, 2015; Mekong Migraion Network, 2013b).
The Thai Government stress that the law allows “the authoriies to place charges on every single subcontractor who are involved and in the supply chain, even the main company responsible for building the
construcion”.8
The sector is known for not always paying its workers (UN-ACT, 2015). Liquidity problems and their efect
on procurement is a signiicant problem in the Thai construcion sector (Makulsawatudom and Emsley,
2001). Contractors paying their subcontractors late has consequences down the supply chain for workers
as well as for the work more generally. In this study, the workers who reported being paid late were working
on smaller sites, paricularly for subcontractors several steps down the contracing chain. Some workers
reported being able to obtain an advance on late wages or their employer arranging for them to be able to

6
MAP Foundation baseline survey (personal communication); interview with HRDF staff, Chiang Mai, 16 November 2015.
It is striking that the same low wage was reported for unskilled temporary workers in the Thai construction sector in 2008
(Kanaganayagam and Ogunlana, 2008).
7
Information from MAP Foundation; interview with HRDF staff, Chiang Mai, 16 Nov. 2015.
8
Meeting with Ministry of Labour, Bangkok, 13 Nov. 2015
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obtain food from a local store on credit unil they were paid. One subcontractor in Chiang Mai described
negoiaing with their own creditors as well as with their workers to try to ensure essenial needs were
covered when full payment was delayed. Those working on larger sites reported that they were paid on
ime.
Some workers may have been making minimum wage as a gross igure, but receiving less as net pay due to
deducions. Many workers did not know exactly how much was deducted or what the deducions covered
and, as no one received pay slips or any documentaion pertaining to their work, it is impossible to know.9
Interviewees reported employers were taking various deducions from their pay. Thai labour law speciies
the deducions an employer is enitled to make from employees’ wages: it does not include any of the
deducions reported by workers in this study.10 These reported deducions covered costs such as housing,
loans to set up home on arrival, uniforms, occupaional health and safety equipment, documentaion,
and payments to authoriies or others for working without proper documentaion. Most of the workers in
company-operated housing stated the accommodaion was provided without charge. If that is the case,
accommodaion may ofset some of the paid wage, in which case it would complicate any comparison
between the pay situaions of workers in company-provided versus private housing.
Despite these problems, working in the Thai construcion sector remains a beter inancial opion for many
migrant workers from these neighbouring countries. The minimum wage has only recently come into efect
in Myanmar, on 1 September 2015, though at 3,600 Kyat ($2.78) per day it remains low compared with
neighbouring countries (President Oice, 2015). Furthermore, there are reports that women working
in Myanmar’s expanding and unregulated construcion sector receive far less (Perria, 2016). Cambodia
does not have a minimum wage for the construcion industry, though there are an increasing number of
construcion jobs and it is viewed as the best-paying sector (Chaisuparakul, 2015; Rollet and Manet, 2015).
The Thai Government reports a signiicant increase in construcion employers paying the minimum wage.11

6.1 Factors that impact pay
6.1.1 Skill level
In this study, the workers’ own categorizaion of their work as skilled or unskilled was used, given that
these workers are best placed to determine if their tasks require speciic skill sets. Within this framework,
categorizaion can vary, and being a skilled worker does not demonstrate receiving a guarantee minimum
wage. Of the 40 migrant labourers in this study who reported their day wage, 12 (eight women and four
men) earned over minimum wage, whereas two Khmer migrant women in Bangkok worked as bricklayers
and described themselves as skilled workers but were reportedly paid less than minimum wage. One Khmer
woman in Bangkok reported she was a team leader, supervizing 40 to 60 other workers: however she was
not remunerated for this extra responsibility. She received the same day wage as the rest of the team
(THB280 [$7.04]) but felt she gained status from the presige of the role. Workers and employers described
some advancement opportuniies that do not ofer any immediate increase in pay but an increase in job
security, with a contract and associated beneits. A Thai site manager reported he paid workers based
on skill, not gender. This correct, non-discriminatory pracice only works if there is equity in access to
opportuniies to learn and demonstrate skills and have management recognize those skills. If a manager is
biased against migrants or women in the workplace or to their advancement then they cannot beneit from
this best pracice – note the gendered pronoun used by one employer to refer to workers who can advance
to a level where they are enitled beneits and a monthly salary:
The exception in this study were the ive workers on the MOU scheme who received a written employment contract (See Chapter 4
on Documentation).
10
Labour Protection Act 1998, Section 76. Permitted deductions include income tax, trade union dues, and agreed payments to
a savings cooperative. The law states that there must be prior written agreement between the employer and worker for any other
deductions (Section 77).
11
Research validation meeting, attended by representatives from the Ministry of Labour, Bangkok, 16 Dec. 2015
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They can be staf when we promote them – ater gang leader they are an assistant foreman, so as an assistant
foreman, he can get a monthly salary. It’s not a lot compared to the worker, but he can get holidays, medical
insurance, something like this. They are invited to the company events. So it’s a change for them, but not [a
change] in the salary. The salary is almost the same. Non-Thai employer, Bangkok

6.1.2 Location
Table 6: Workers earning minimum wage or higher

Men
Research locaion

Bangkok
33 workers

Chiang Mai
18 workers

Total 51 workers

Women
Number of workers in this study earning minimum wage or above

9/33

12/18

21/51

6 men
3 women

7 migrant workers and 2 Thais

3 men
9 women

9 men
12 women

In this study, a higher proporion of migrant workers in Chiang Mai earned minimum wage or higher
compared to Bangkok: seven out of 31 migrant workers in Bangkok, 12 of 18 in Chiang Mai (table 6).
This would suggest that migrant workers would be beter of working in construcion in Chiang Mai
than Bangkok. However, women migrant workers in Chiang Mai reported fewer overime opportuniies
(see Secion 6.2.4 below), and some reported far fewer working days per month than those in Bangkok,
resuling in a lower monthly take home pay. The Chiang Mai migrant workers interviewed for this study did
not include any who earned the lower end of the reported wage scale. There are several possible reasons
the Chiang Mai data is skewed towards beter-paid workers. Some researchers for this study deliberately
set out to interview skilled workers to learn from their experiences. Further, the workers interviewed for
this study by the Chiang Mai research team were more established than many of the workers in Bangkok,
several of whom were recent arrivals in the country, and had more ime to gain the skills and experience to
secure higher wages. Finally, working with subcontractors, which predominated in Chiang Mai, reportedly
oten pays beter. Working in a big company is seen as less eicient, with more opportuniies for workers
to take breaks. However, larger companies are viewed as ofering regular work; whereas working for a
subcontractor likely means less regular work, periods when the worker has no job, but a beter pay rate
when they are in work.12

12

Meeting with MAP Foundation, Chiang Mai, 17 Nov. 2015.
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6.1.3 Documentation
Table 7: Migrant worker pay disaggregated by documentation

Type of
documentation

Number of migrant workers
holding each documentation type

Number of workers earning
minimum wage or more

Total

Total

Women

Men

Women

Men

Highlander Stateless
Card

2

2

0

1

1

0

Temporary Passport

20

17

3

11

8

3

With MOU

5

2

3

4

1

3

Migrant Worker Card

13

12

1

3

2

1

9

9

0

0

0

0

None

Given the range of documentaion carried and pay rates received by the migrant workers in this exploratory
study, it is not possible to draw conclusions about any efect of documentaion type on wages. However,
four of the ive construcion workers who had migrated under the MOU scheme, all of whom worked in
Bangkok, received at least the minimum wage: one woman was paid less than minimum wage, in violaion
of the terms of the MOU (see Chapter 4 on Documentaion). Looking at the migrant workers in this study
who were on temporary passports outside of the MOU scheme, only about half, 11 of those 20 workers,
were earning minimum wage or above. Less than a quarter of workers on Migrant Worker Cards (three of
13) earned at least the minimum wage. Given this opion exists to provide migrant labour to Thai businesses,
more research is needed to examine whether workers on this documentaion type are being systemically
underpaid even the minimum wage. None of the nine workers in the study without documentaion were
being paid minimum wage (see table 7). Workers on one site reported clear pay discriminaion based on
documentaion, with undocumented women workers receiving less than documented women migrant
workers and being denied overime.

6.2 Pay discrimination
Wages was the working condiion that most clearly demonstrated the diferenial treatment of women
migrant workers in the Thai construcion sector. This is a long-documented concern in the sector globally
and in the Thai sector speciically (see ILO, 2001; Kanaganayagam and Ogunlana, 2008; Wells, 1990).
Workers and employers reported systems of double discriminaion – on the basis of migrant status and
gender. Previous research has also shown a pay diferenial in the wages of construcion workers in the
formal and informal sectors of the Thai construcion industry (Hewison and Tularak, 2013).

6.2.1 Pay discrimination against women construction workers
Men get paid more even when they have no construcion experience. I think they get paid more because they
are men. Burman woman, Bangkok
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Table 8: Number of migrant workers receiving minimum wage, disaggregated by gender

Number geing minimum wage

Migrant women

Migrant men

12/42

7/7

Reported wage range (THB/day)

THB 190-400* ($5.39-11.34)

THB 300-350 ($8.50-9.90)

*Only one migrant woman reported geing paid a wage of THB400

Of the 42 women migrant workers who reported their daily wage, 30 receive less than the Thai minimum
wage (table 8). Although the men interviewed for the research earned minimum wage or higher, several
women reported men on site, including their husbands, were earning below minimum wage. Due to the
nature of the research, there is not suicient data to draw meaningful conclusions about men’s pay. Thai
labour law requires workers to be paid “equitably for work which as the same characterisics and quality
and when the amount of work is the same, regardless of whether those workers are male or female.”13
However, the law does not adequately address the principle of gender equality in remuneraion for work
of equal value. Doing so would be an important irst step towards recognizing the contribuions of women
and men doing diferent work that is nevertheless of equal value.14
Men have to work more on heavy tasks. They get paid more... Women get paid less than men. For instance, if
a woman with no experience gets paid 240 baht [$6.79] a day, a man with no experience gets paid 280 baht
[$7.92] a day. I get paid now 290 baht [$8.20] a day, because I have been here for almost two years. There is no
woman who gets paid equally. All of us are general workers. Burman woman, Bangkok
If we have the same responsibility, we should be paid the same. Shan woman, Chiang Mai

Women are inculcated with the normaive gender hierarchy, as seen when some of the women interviewed
concurred with the view that men workers deserved to be paid more as they do heavier work – though
several workers and an employer reported that women also do heavy work on site (see Chapter 5 on The
work of women migrant construcion workers).
Previous research in ive Indian ciies, in a survey of 2,600 construcion workers, found open inequality in pay,
with women earning 10 to 20 per cent less than men for similar work (Vaid, 1999; see also Kanaganayagam
and Ogunlana, 2008). A survey of over 5,000 Myanmar migrants across seven provinces of Thailand found
that women were more likely than men to earn below the minimum wage, and men were more likely than
women to earn above the minimum wage (IOM and ARCM, 2013). The sectoral pracice of women workers
being married to another worker on site may be used by managers as jusiicaion for underpaying women
workers, knowing there is another, usually beter, salary coming in (see further discussion in Chapter 3 on
Gendered norms).

13

Labour Protection Act 1998, Section 53.
See ILO Committee of Experts on the Application of Conventions and Recommendations (CEACR) Observation - adopted 2014,
published 104th ILC session (2015), Equal Remuneration Convention, 1951 (No. 100) – Thailand, http://www.ilo.org/dyn/normlex/
en/f?p=1000:13100:0::NO:13100:P13100_COMMENT_ID,P11110_COUNTRY_ID,P11110_COUNTRY_NAME,P11110_COMMENT_
YEAR:3186692,102843,Thailand,2014 [22 July 2016].
14
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The jobs women do and men do are diferent. I think it is good that they divide the tasks. Men need to climb
higher places. I think men get to work on more heavy work, and their jobs are heavier. Women’s jobs are not
that heavy. Men get paid more. I think it is fair. Burman woman, Bangkok
I think the jobs for women and men are not diferent in construcion. We all get to work on heavy jobs, and it
is iring. I think everyone gets paid diferently. However, I think women get paid less. I don’t know why. Burman
man, Bangkok

6.2.2 Pay discrimination against migrant workers
One Thai manager in Bangkok reported a pay structure where migrant women were paid THB200 or THB220
($5.60 or $6.24) per day as labourers, and up to THB250 ($7.09) per day if they proved to be competent
workers, with only migrant workers who were skilled workers earning THB300 ($8.50). Thus the minimum
wage was in fact the ceiling for migrant women at this site, whereas on the same site Thai labourers started
on a salary of THB300, regardless of gender. The Cambodian migrant workers at this site were aware of this
diference in treatment:
Thais get more. Thais do same jobs. I feel it is not fair, but it is OK because this is their country. Khmer man
worker, Bangkok
Only women Thai workers get 300 baht [$8.49], Khmer don’t. Thais are paid more regular and OT [overime]
rates. Why do they treat us like this? I am not happy but don’t know what to do, but I know this sector and this
site are beter than others. Khmer woman, Bangkok

The problem is cultural and wider than the sector, with the widespread percepion that Thais will not
tolerate equality with migrant workers.15 One Thai manager in Bangkok who professed a desire for equality
for Khmer workers, and women, in the sector commented:
Thais are troublemakers – they will feel humiliated if they get the same wages as Khmers. Thai manager,
Bangkok

6.2.3 Intersectional pay discrimination
Another Thai site manager in Bangkok described a ive-step pay hierarchy that laid out clear discriminaions
on the basis of migrant status and gender. Here Khmer migrant workers started below minimum wage
but could progress to THB330 ($9.36) per day over ime as they demonstrated competency or skills.
Whereas Thai workers started at the minimum wage of THB300 ($8.50) per day and had the opportunity
to progress through three further delineated pay steps commensurate with their skills: basic; one skill
(carpentry or cement); both skills and/or welding. However, even the Thai workers on site were subject to
pay discriminaion on the basis of gender: any Thai women working on this site were limited to the irst
two steps of the Thai workers’ pay scale. The manager asserted that women do not work as carpenters or
welders.16 Again the ceiling for migrant workers is about the same as the lowest pay for naionals.

15
See Tunon and Baruah, 2012 for Thais’ perceptions of migrant workers and their rights; also Chaisuparakul, 2015 on Thai
managers’ perceptions of migrant workers.
16
In this study, welding was repeatedly named as the most valued skill: a different (non-Thai) employer stated that welders could
earn up to THB800/day ($22.70).
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Figure 4: Intersectional pay for daily workers as reported at one Bangkok site

Thai worker (men only)
pay level 3:
(muli) skilled

Daily pay
420
410
400
390
380
370
360
350
340
330
320
310
300*
290
280

Thai worker
pay level 2:
cement/carpentry

Khmer worker
pay level 2:
skills progression
Khmer worker
pay level 1:
labourer

Thai worker
pay level 1:
labourer

380-420 THB

350-380 THB

300-350 THB

300-330 THB
* Thailand: minimum wage rate

280-300 THB

6.2.4 Working hours and overtime
Most migrant workers in this study worked eight-hour days. The research locaions in this study showed
diferences in opportuniies for overime, as well as the number of days per month the migrants worked.
Although some Chiang Mai workers reported 56-hour weeks, others worked only a few days per week.
Most Bangkok-based workers in this study reported working full-ime seven days a week with no regular
day of per week and with overime.17 In both Chiang Mai and Bangkok some women reported that men
were able to secure more working days than women. At one small site in Bangkok, the women migrant
workers had worked only ive out of 19 days so far during the month; the migrant men working on the site
had worked 10. The women atributed this to the phase of the build and the gendered division of labour
on site. Others echoed this:
I work 12 days per month, on average. Because there is not much work for women. Men always have work. I
earn 3,600 baht per month. Karenni woman, Chiang Mai

Workers across a couple of sites in Bangkok reported that Sunday was the oicial day of, although other
workers on those sites reported they were working seven days a week. A previous study reported the
construcion sector ofered the best working hours of opions available to Cambodian migrant workers in
Thailand (UN-ACT, 2015).
Workers reported being able to take days of when they needed to, but this was at their discreion and
not part of their working condiions: as day workers, their days of were not paid. Several interviewees
compared working in construcion favourably with factory work for its lexibility at work and the opion of
taking days of. The mobile and short-term contracts that characterize construcion work may respond to
women migrant workers’ transnaional care responsibiliies beter than other sectors.

17
In addition to limiting working hours to 48 per week (Labour Protection Act 1998, Section 23), Thai labour law requires employees
to work a maximum of six days per week (Section 28). The 2008 revision to the law states further that workers engaged in “work
which may be harmful to health and safety of the employees”, which may cover some construction tasks, should have normal
working hours not exceeding seven hours per day and a total working hours per week of 42 hours maximum (Labour Protection Act
(No. 2) 2008, Section 9).
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Because I have a child, so working in construcion, I can take a day of easily to take care of my child. Shan
woman, Chiang Mai

Migrant construcion workers in Chiang Mai and Bangkok reported that their work was regularly
interrupted or stopped due to rain. As day workers in a country with a marked rainy season, this can have
serious consequences on their income. At one Bangkok site, the migrant women interviewed described
how company pracice had recently changed and they now lose the days’ pay if work has to stop due to
rain, even if they had already put in several hours’ work. Fluctuaing income or income shocks that can
be experienced where salary expectaions are not met has been linked to risk of labour rights abuses,
including forced labour (ILO, 2014a).18
Most of the migrant workers interviewed lived near their work site. However some of Burman workers
interviewed in Bangkok had to travel across town each day to reach the construcion site and were picked
up by the company at 4.45 a.m. Travel ime is uncompensated. Overcrowded and unsafe travel condiions
pose a further risk to migrant workers.
Many of the migrant workers interviewed reported waning and oten needing overime pay to support
dependents in Thailand and in countries of origin and some to repay debts. These were not always
migraion-related but were oten the cause of the workers’ migraion – to pay debts accrued due to failing
rice farms, or high hospital costs for elders. Overime can account for most of construcion workers’ pay
(Kanaganayagam and Ogunlana, 2008). One of the reasons it is so desired, and needed, by workers in this
sector is that unlike migrant workers in some other sectors, migrant construcion workers are not usually
able to work a second job (for example, at night markets or restaurants) because of the physical hardship
of the work combined with long hours and travel to and from site. One Shan woman in Chiang Mai did
piecework sewing bags, and one Khmer man in Bangkok made ishing nets to sell in his spare ime in the
evenings; but on the whole, secondary work was rare.
This diference in overime availability in the two research locaions was likely a consequence of the
interviewees in Chiang Mai working on smaller sites than most of those in Bangkok. The stage of the work
and associated safety concerns also dictated overime availability, as did season (see above and Chapter 2
on Research methods). For example, the early stages of a build, when workers are preparing the site and
digging foundaions, was associated with a lower number of workers and litle or no overime.
The reason there is no overime is the work right now is very dangerous to do at night. The scafolding is geing
higher. It is dangerous even in the dayime. Burman woman, Bangkok

With the minimum wage set at THB300 ($8.50) for a legal working day of eight hours, regular overime pay
(by law, equal to one and a half imes the hourly wage) should be at least THB56 ($1.59) per hour. In this
study, only one interviewee, a Burman woman in Bangkok working with MOU documentaion, reported
she was paid the minimum wage and received this associated overime rate. A minority of interviewees
reported both their daily wage and overime pay. Of those 20 migrant workers, 14 did not receive overime
at the rate prescribed in the Labour Protecion Act 1998, with 11 workers not receiving even what should
be the minimum legal overime payment.19 The gender and migrant diferences in daily pay rate translated
in some cases to gendered diferences in overime pay where that was calculated as an hourly rate based
on the individual’s pay rate.

On the other hand, previous research on traficking of Cambodian migrants in Thailand found the construction sector had the
lowest incidence of traficking of the labour sectors studied (UN-ACT, 2015). Further research would be needed to identify any link
between low seasonal work availability in the sector and risk of labour exploitation in that or other labour sectors.
19
Labour Protection Act 1998, Section 61

18
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Although migrant workers reported working on Sundays and holidays, none reported geing the extra
overime rate for these days prescribed by Thai labour law, of at least 1.5 and double rates respecively.20
One site manager reported he paid these enhanced rates for overime on naional holidays though he did
not pay overime for working on the seventh day of the work week (workers received normal pay rates for
working that day).
Given the desire for overime opportuniies, working the extra hours was mostly voluntary. However some
of the workers in Chiang Mai did report their employers, all subcontractors in these cases, coerced workers
to work the extra hours for no payment when they were pouring cement. As cement pouring is a task which
has to be inished while the cement is wet and before sites are closed for the day, the employer is enitled
by law to “require an employee to work overime as necessary”.21 However, that requirement is sill clearly
framed as overime and should be paid as such.
Someimes he likes to ask workers to “help” do overime. Shan woman, Chiang Mai
There is not OT [overime]. If we have to wait all day for the cement to come, we have to inish when it comes.
There is no extra pay, only whisky. Shan man, Chiang Mai

Migrant workers may want overime but it is also necessary to many employers who rely on the extra
working hours to meet their deadlines. One employer cited both compleion commitments and the poorquality living condiions of the workers to explain his company’s use of overime.
They are doing a lot of OT [overime]. They need it... but, yes, we can’t inish the job without the OT… So
they average 12 hours per day. Four hours extra every day… if we try to stop the OT to save money, they [the
workers] complain. And work seven hours on Sundays. They can’t have OT on Sunday [because] it’s expensive
and they have to rest. We rotate who gets work on Sundays. [We] try to give them two Sundays of a month, but
they are not happy. Because on Sundays [pay] is 1.5 imes and over the seven hours on Sundays is three imes.
If you know their condiion, you can understand why [they want OT]. For us, we can say we can have a rest on
Sunday. But they live in the labour camp. They can’t go shopping or something. They can’t go to the city. They
need a rest, but it’s not really a rest day for them. Non-Thai employer, Bangkok

Kanaganayagam and Ogunlana (2008) recommended limiing overime hours, suggesing this would help
move sector working condiions within the decent work framework. However they acknowledged such a
move “will result in income inadequacy for living… [and] it is crucial for the employers to allow workers
to work extra ime and earn suicient income” (p. 72, see box 2 below for more about workers’ ability
to earn a living wage). This is not in workers’ interests, nor will it realize decent work in a sector with
litle or no social dialogue and collecive agreements. While more regular working hours might beneit the
worker, they will only do so if they generate suicient income – something that will not happen when so
many migrant construcion workers are earning below minimum daily wage and oten geing few days’
work. Kanaganayagam and Ogunlana (2008) acknowledge that the basic wage would have to increase for
this to be feasible, but it requires more systemic changes. The poor quality of worker housing and the
various actual and perceived threats limiing migrant workers’ mobility in Thailand are not conducive to
any meaningful work–life balance (see further discussions in Chapter 10 on Housing).

20
21

Ibid., Sections 62 and 63 on overtime pay; and the revision in Labour Protection Act (No. 2) 2008, Section 9
Labour Protection Act 1998, Section 24
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Box 2:
Living wage
Most of the workers interviewed for this study, even those who were paid minimum wage or more, reported
that the money was not adequate to meet their needs. In addition to their own living expenses, migrant
construction workers are often supporting family members in Thailand and in countries of origin; buying
their own safety equipment (see Chapter 7 on Safety on site); paying broker fees and other migrationassociated costs; and possible ines due to their irregular migrant or employment status (see Chapter 4
on Documentation). Some are also paying off signiicant debts incurred in their country of origin, which
is what had prompted them to migrate for work.
A living wage is the wage for working a standard working week of no more than 48 hours per week, before
beneits, bonuses, and overtime pay. It should cover the basic living costs of three units of consumption,
which translates to one working adult, one child-caring adult and two children, for example, or one
working adult and two elderly adults.22
The Asia Floor Wage Allowance calculates the minimum amount needed for garment workers across
Asia to live in dignity – a living wage. It takes into account that typically, a worker in Asia is supporting
themselves and the equivalent of two other adults, counting two children as one adult.23 It also includes
food costs for the minimum amount needed to constitute a living wage and non-food costs including
housing, clothing, health care (including maternity and child care), education, fuel, transport, and a small
amount of savings. However the living wage (or floor wage) does not take into account the additional
costs for migrant workers, such as documentation-related costs, remittance fees, and travel costs. Even
without these migration-related costs, at THB13,359 ($378.76) per month, the current Asia Floor Wage
for Thailand greatly exceeds and in some cases is more than double the monthly take-home pay for
migrant construction workers in this study.24

Living wage

Asia floor wage allowance

A living wage is enough to support 3 adults with
the worker working less than 48 hours per week.

1 worker + 2 other adults or 1 adult + 2 children or 4 children

22

http://labourbehindthelabel.net/campaigns/living-wage/
The Asia Floor Wage Allowance is a growing international alliance of trade unions and labour rights activists. They have calculated
the minimum amount needed for garment workers in countries across Asia: http://asia.loorwage.org/5-steps
24
http://asia.loorwage.org/what

23
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7. Safety on site
We have to really follow the workers, because it is not in their culture. They can work at the
edge of a building without anything. They don’t realize. They are not aware that they can fall.
Non-Thai employer, Bangkok
Construcion work is always very dangerous, if you are not careful, we can have an accident
at anyime. We have to be careful all the ime when working. If possible I’d rather not go up
heights. I would like the employer to buy safety equipment. Shan woman, Chiang Mai

Many of the migrant workers interviewed for this study understood construcion work as
inherently dangerous and expressed fear of being hurt on site, paricularly in relaion to
working at height. This fear was understandable as few employers, paricularly on smaller
sites (subcontractors), provided safety equipment, taught workers how to use it, or had
enough for every worker who needed it. Construcion work displays several characterisics,
such as the high turnover of temporary workers bringing workers with litle experience or
training, that have consequences for workers’ health and safety, and for how employers
respond to those risks (ILO, 2001).

7.1 Health and safety risks
The health and safety risks from construcion work are esimated to be three to six imes greater in
developing countries than in developed countries (ILO, 2013b). Several migrant workers in this study
reported work-related injuries or health issues. In addiion to aches associated with hard labour and carrying
heavy loads, injuries reported by migrant workers in this study include workers being stabbed in the foot
by a metal rod, trapping their hands between rods, stepping on nails, hiing themselves on the hand with
a hammer, a dislocated shoulder from slipping on site, being hit by a sack of cement, geing cement burns
on their hands and feet, eye pain ater welding, falling of the build/scafolding, and electrical shocks.
Such injuries of course become more likely as workers ire under the efort of manual labour over oten
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long working hours in hot weather. Women construcion workers also face gendered health risks including
uterine prolapse, which can be associated with early marriage (see Chapter 3 on Gendered norms), lack
of reproducive health care (see Chapter 4 on Documentaion and Chapter 3 on Gendered norms), as
well as hard labour including heavy liting, and some of the workers and other interviewees alluded to
experiencing this problem (Sultana et al., 2014). Workers usually reported that their employer paid for
their treatment for work-related health issues. This was more common than employers registering workers
for social insurance (see Chapter 4 on Documentaion). In some cases the workers also reported that their
employer coninued to pay them, at full or half rate, while they recovered.
Several women migrant workers in this study reported their work included carrying heavy loads around
the site (see Chapter 5 on The work of women migrant workers). Internaional law recognizes gender
diferences in the amount workers can carry, pull, or push (see ILO Maximum Weight Convenion, 1967
(No. 127) and the Maximum Weight Recommendaion, 1967 (No. 128)). These call on States to ensure
the loads women are required to carry are “substanially less than that permited for adult male workers”
(Convenion Aricle 7, Recommendaion Paragraph 15). The Recommendaion further requires: “As far as
possible, adult women workers should not be assigned to regular manual transport of loads” (Paragraph
16). The ILO further deines these gendered limits, recommending that women lit no more than 10kg
on a regular basis, up to a maximum of 15kg if it is just an occasional task. It is notable that the limits for
women are the same throughout their lifespan, from child workers (from age 15) to over 45, whereas for
men it increases over this ime from 20 kg to 55 kg (ILO, 1988). The Convenion and Recommendaion
are listed for revision. Given developments in technology and gender relaions since this was adopted in
1967, it would be useful for the ILO to revisit this gender-difereniaion when it revises the standards: “In
such a context, it would be possible to remove the gender-speciic provision Convenion No. 127 contains.
Careful consideraion should, however, be given to the necessity of maintaining the level of protecion
ofered by this instrument” (ILO, 2003, para. 174). Any revisions should not be at the expense of workers’
health and wellbeing or protecion of their rights. The Thai Government has issued a Ministerial Regulaion
prescribing the maximum weight to be carried by an employee, seing a 25kg limit for women workers.1
Several women migrant workers in this study reported working on scafolding at height. In addiion to raising
health and safety concerns, it is also against Thai labour law. The Labour Protecion Act 1998 prohibits an
employer from “permiing” women employees from working “on a scafold more than ten metres from
the ground or more.”2 Yet it appears that this is rouine on larger construcion sites.
My work here is mainly on scafolding and taking care of small stuf. I just have to climb up ive or six storeys of
scafolding. Burman woman, Bangkok
I mainly have to work at building scafolding and carrying metal for scafolding. I someimes have to go up six
to seven storeys of scafolding. Women someimes get more heavy work. Scafolding is heavy work and iring.
We have to carry heavy metal. Burman woman, Bangkok

Although the law is gender-speciic on this point, the risks involved in working on scafolding without
adequate safety equipment and training afect all construcion workers.

Dated 23 April 2004, entered into force on 7 December 2004. Thailand ratiied Convention No.127 in 1969. See ILO Committee of
Experts on the Application of Conventions and Recommendations (CEACR), Direct Request (CEACR) - adopted 2005, published
95th ILC session (2006) – Maximum Weight Convention, 1967 (No. 127) – Thailand, http://www.ilo.org/dyn/normlex/en/f?p=10
00:13100:0::NO:13100:P13100_COMMENT_ID:2259297 and ILO Committee of Experts on the Application of Conventions and
Recommendations (CEACR), Direct Request (CEACR) - adopted 2014, published 104th ILC session (2015) – Maximum Weight
Convention, 1967 (No. 127) – Thailand [22 July 2016]. http://www.ilo.org/dyn/normlex/en/f?p=1000:13100:0::NO:13100:P13100_
COMMENT_ID,P11110_COUNTRY_ID,P11110_COUNTRY_NAME,P11110_COMMENT_YEAR:3186097,102843,Thailand,2014 for
details on the discrepancies between the Convention’s standards and Thai standards [22 July 2016]
2
Labour Protection Act 1998, Section 38(2) [22 July 2016]
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There is nothing I like about my job. I have to work on what the employer tell me to do. I am afraid of working
at heights, but I have no opion. Burman man, Bangkok

Women working at height also contravenes the Burmese custom that holds that the lower parts of women’s
bodies should never be above men, which has direct implicaions for the work of women construcion
workers, who may then not be able to take on work above ground level (Belak, 2002).
Although no worker, regardless of gender, should be made to work at height if they are not comfortable
doing so, this provision in the labour law should be repealed. It is misplaced protecionism that limits
women’s work opportuniies in an industry where women already face gender discriminaion that prevents
their advancement and increased pay (see Kaewsri and Tongthong (2011) on this issue for Thai women
professionals such as civil engineers in the industry). Furthermore, it could impede their access to training,
safety equipment, and compensaion for any accidents arising from scafolding work, as companies
may wish to hide their rouine breaching of the law. However, as a prerequisite to repealing the genderdiscriminatory provisions in the law, it is essenial women are not put at risk with the change. Women,
including migrant women, must have equal access to safety training and safety equipment, and safety
trainings must be rouine, understandable, and regulated.
Data on accidents on site are reported to be unreliable across the construcion sector globally (ILO, 2001).
However, at the global level approximately one in six fatal accidents take place in the construcion sector,
accouning for 60,000 deaths per year (ILO, 2015). Oicial Thai igures show that workplace accidents halved
from 2005 to 2011 (Occupaional Safety and Health Bureau, 2012). In igures from October to December
2015, the Thai Government report there have been about 2,000 inspecions at various sites across the
country, of which about half are construcion sites.3 In Thailand, stories abound about companies going
to considerable lengths to cover up accidents, especially fataliies, on site. If true, this likely stems from a
desire to avoid paying compensaion for deaths and compounded by reputaional concerns and the high
level of supersiion in Thai society. Interviewees shared stories of accident igures not being published or
not published accurately, journalists being paid not to report a death on site, and even the discovery of the
body of migrant worker who died on site being found in the boot of a contractor’s vehicle. And even when
accidents are not covered up, securing adequate compensaion to vicims and their families oten proves
diicult, if not impossible (see box 3 below).

Box 3:
Workmen’s Compensation Fund
All workers, regardless of status, have the right to claim compensation in case of accident or injury at work
through the Workmen’s Compensation Fund. Although the law establishing the Workmen’s Compensation
Fund is adequate, there remain numerous barriers to its implementation (Human Rights and Development
Foundation, 2015). All employers are obligated to pay into the fund, and may be liable under civil or criminal
law if they do not. However, employer failure to make these contributions is a major barrier to workers
obtaining the compensation they need (Human Rights and Development Foundation, 2015).
This is of particular concern in the construction sector, which is characterized by informality. The ILO,
legal experts, and civil society actors reported dificulties in identifying workers’ employers in order to
pursue a case for compensation.4 This accountability gap must be closed. Many cases are settled out of
court, although the compensation may be less than what the worker(s) originally claimed, because the
company does not want bad publicity. However, the economic clout of some of the major construction
irms can act as a disincentive to authorities acting on the case.5
45
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Figures provided verbally by the Ministry of Labour, research validation meeting, Bangkok, 16 Dec. 2015
Information from MAP Foundation, Chiang Mai, and the ILO Triangle Project, Bangkok; Interview, Lawyers Council of Thailand,
Bangkok, 2 Nov. 2015.
5
Interview, Lawyers Council of Thailand, Bangkok, 2 Nov. 2015.
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7.2 Safety equipment
Previous research on the Thai construcion sector has ideniied safety on site as one of the workers’
key concerns (Ogunlana and Chang, 1998). In this study, the more established employers – those with
government contracts and employers on larger private sites – were more likely to provide safety equipment,
but oten workers had to purchase it with their own money, the employer deducing the cost from their
wages. For workers with MOU documentaion, the equipment was provided iniially, but workers reported
they had to buy their own if it was lost or damaged.
Companies have limited inluence on improving the safety culture in the Thai industry, although occupaional
safety and health issues negaively inluence producivity in the sector (Abrey and Smallwood, 2014;
Makulsawatudom and Emsley, 2001). One project manager interviewed for this research reported one large
internaional company had diiculty recruiing contractors due to the strict safety policy all contractors on
their sites must follow. Contractors allegedly turn down contracts with the company so as not to incur
the costs of implemening the required safety standards. If this is the case it is unlikely companies could
implement any safety or other labour rights measures that contractors viewed as reducing proits.
Certain features of the construcion sector increase the likelihood of work accidents: language and
communicaions barriers; the diiculty of coordinaing oten muliple subcontractors working on the same
site; informalizaion and casualizaion of short-term workers; long working hours; and pressure to complete
construcion on ime or early (ILO, 2001). In Thailand contractors reportedly are ined if they do not inish
on ime, and they can make a larger proit if they complete work early.6 Migrant workers reported they
did not always know the idenity of their employer amid the muliple layers of and overlap in companies,
contractors, and subcontractors working on site. Further, migrant subcontractors may not have completed
all the necessary paperwork to be legally recognized as an employer (see Chapter 4 on Documentaion).
This ambiguity becomes a criical factor as soon as a migrant worker needs any assistance, such as in the
case of injury. Fatal accidents are three to four imes more likely in the construcion sector than in other
labour sectors in industrialized countries (ILO, 2013b). The ILO has esimated that 95 per cent of serious
accidents on construcion sites involve workers employed by subcontractors (ILO, 2001). Migrant workers
interviewed in this research reported they had not made any complaints or did not know how to make
a complaint about condiions (see Secion 9.2 on unions).7 Furthermore, Thailand has a very low rate
of union membership and there is no signiicant union acivity in this sector, leaving workers in a weak
posiion to negoiate safer condiions (ILO, 2001; 2013; 2014b).
Thailand recently raiied the Promoional Framework for Occupaional Safety and Health Convenion, 2006
(No. 187), which will take efect in March 2017. The Government now aims to address work safety concerns
by bringing naional legislaion up to ILO standards (Bangkok Post, 2016). However, Thailand has not raiied
the ILO Safety and Health in Construcion Convenion, 1988 (No.167). This Convenion states, “suitable
personal protecive equipment and protecive clothing, having regard to the type of work and risks, shall
be provided and maintained by the employer, without cost to the workers” (Aricle 30(1), emphasis added).
Thai law adequately relects this standard, making it the responsibility of the employer to provide safety
equipment for their workers.8 However, implementaion challenges remain; there appears to be a lack of
industry ability or willingness to meet these obligaions under the law; a situaion not unexpected when
enforcement and monitoring remain lax. The Labour Protecion and Welfare Oice in Chiang Mai claims it

6
Interview with the Labour Protection and Welfare Ofice, Chiang Mai, 29 Oct. 2015; Meeting with MAP Foundation, Chiang Mai, 17
Nov. 2015
7
The Thai Government operates a call centre to receive labour complaints (information from and ILO Committee of Experts on the
Application of Conventions and Recommendations (CEACR), Direct Request (CEACR) - adopted 2014, published 104th ILC Session
(2015) – Maximum Weight Convention, 1967 (No. 127) – Thailand)
8
Occupational Safety, Health and Environment Act 2011, Section 22
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strictly checks on this, issuing an order to any employer who does not provide equipment and pursues a
criminal case against any employer who fails to provide equipment.9
I have to use the safety equipment at work. I usually have to wear hardhat, uniform and boot all ime and wear
the belt if I go to higher places. The equipment is free. There is no deducion from my wage. I just need to sign
to get all the equipment and give back to the oice at the end of the day. Burman woman, Bangkok
I have to buy all the safety equipment. It is compulsory. I do not need to pay right away if I do not have money.
The employer deducts [the cost] from my payment. Burman woman, Bangkok

Under the law, employees are obligated to comply with health and safety provisions at work and should be
stopped from operaing unil they do. However, even when safety equipment was provided, workers oten
chose not to wear it. Many workers only wear sun hats and scarves.
If you don’t love yourself, don’t put the helmet on, don’t put the shoes on. Khmer woman, Bangkok, reporing
her supervisor’s safety message
Nobody wears hard hats or protecion – me neither. I used to get skin burns from cement on my hands and feet
because I don’t use any protecion. Shan woman, Chiang Mai

Employers and government oicials repeatedly cited this as the biggest safety issue on site, and it was a
recurrent theme in the interviews: workers reporing that their safety on site was their responsibility. This
approach seeks to absolve employer of responsibility for structural safety and worker wellbeing.
One employer pointed out that some of the safety equipment was not suitable for use in this region, and
several workers indicated that one reason they did not wear the personal protecive equipment they had
was due to the heat.
Before, we tried [providing] the safety shoes. They cannot it! 20 or 30 years they work with the thong [lip
lops/sandals]; they have feet like a duck. How can you do that [wear boots]? You cannot. The feet hurt. They
walk like a duck [moions]. The big companies, they forget that. Non-Thai employer, Bangkok

7.3 Safety training
Thai occupaional safety law obligates the employer to provide safety training for every employee before
commencing work.10 On some of the beter organized, usually larger sites, supervisors hold weekly
meeings to reiterate safety messages. According to the Thai regulaions on safety, any company with over
50 workers has to set up a commitee to regularly inspect their work site and provide a report to labour
inspectors every three months. This self-monitoring allows the labour inspectors to focus their inspecions
on the smaller scale construcion sites.11 In Chiang Mai, a couple of migrant workers interviewed for this
study had received some safety training from MAP Foundaion.12
The meeing is not regular. It can be monthly or every 15 days. I have not seen any safety meeing for two
months. It takes about 15 minutes. I ask others if I do not understand. Some people follow the safety instrucion
seriously, but some do not. The meeing is not compulsory. Burman woman, Bangkok

Interview with the Labour Protection and Welfare Ofice, Chiang Mai, 29 Oct. 2015
Occupational Safety, Health and Environment Act 2011, Section 16
11
Meeting at Ministry of Labour, Bangkok, 13 Nov. 2015. The Labour Protection and Welfare Ofice in Chiang Mai clariied further
that any employer with at least two workers is supposed to provide trainings and to have a safety oficer on site; sites with more than
50 workers need to have a safety committee, and sites with more than 100 workers need to have a professional level safety oficer:
Interview with the Labour Protection and Welfare Ofice, Chiang Mai, 29 Oct. 2015.
12
MAP Foundation runs a project called Promoting Occupational Safety and Health (POSH), training migrant workers and providing
them equipment in Chiang Mai and Mae Sot.
9
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They all have to get safety training, but it’s light. “This is the helmet. You put it on [moions]. Thank you.” Project
manager, Bangkok

Weekly safety meeings are a good pracice, when followed, but there remain some issues that need to
be addressed to ensure that they are efecive. Workers’ experience of these meeings varied: for some,
the meeings were compulsory. It appears that the quality of the meeings, and whether they happen at
all, oten depends on the individual supervisor. One woman reported that atendance at the weekly safety
meeing was compulsory on her site, and she would be deducted half a day’s wages if she did not atend.
A recurring concern was the lack of interpretaion – a major oversight given the muliple languages spoken
on site.13 Workers reported not understanding the meeings, someimes asking co-workers to explain. Of
paricular concern is one migrant woman’s experience of gender discriminaion in occupaional safety
training:
Of course, I am scared of being hurt at work, but there is not another job for me outside of construcion.
There are safety instrucions at work, and we have to gather every Wednesday morning to listen to the safety
instrucion talk. They talk about how to wear the safety harness when we go to high places and to beware of
other dangers. They ask us to wear hardhats, boots, and uniforms on site. The talk takes about 20 minutes.
They have a translator to interpret from Thai to Burmese. However, they do not provide any speciic training.
We have to wear hardhats, boots and uniforms on site. We also have to wear belt if we go high. We have to
buy all the equipment from the employer. It is from our own money. Yes, there is equipment on site to deal
with a ire. They only explain to male workers how to use it if there is ire and how to deal with gas. Women
are not included in those meeings. They do not show us how to use the equipment. Burman woman, Bangkok
(emphasis added)

Labour inspectors are empowered to stop work and even close down sites unil adequate safety measures
are put in place.14 The Thai Government has about 700 to 800 labour inspectors throughout the country
(with 130 to 140 oicers in Bangkok) focused on protecing workers’ rights and ensuring safety at work
across all labour sectors.15 In Chiang Mai construcion is ideniied as the main risk sector. However, Chiang
Mai has just three oicers tasked with monitoring occupaional safety and health across all sectors.16 The
authority of labour inspectors is not extended to inspect the workers’ housing, although this is an extension
of the work site for many construcion workers (see Chapter 10 on Housing). One (non-Thai) employer
compared working in Thailand to working in Europe, where his experience was the authoriies inspected
work sites every week or month.

13

The ILO has produced a manual on occupational health and safety in low-technology construction that includes only pictures and
no words and may be suitable for these multilingual sites (cited in ILO, 2013b).
14
Interviews at Labour Protection and Welfare Ofice, Chiang Mai, 29 Oct. 2015, and Ministry of Labour, Bangkok, 13 Nov. 2015.
15
Meeting at Ministry of Labour (MOL), Bangkok, 13 Nov. 2015.
16
Interview with the Labour Protection and Welfare Ofice, Chiang Mai, 29 Oct. 2015
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8. Skills training and
development
Thailand already has a considerable shortage of skilled workers across a range of industries
including construcion, atributed to the low wages and lack of prospects for career
development, and this is expected to worsen with the onset of the ASEAN Economic
Community (AEC) (The Naion, 2016).1 A 2015 study found that the formaion of AEC will
only have a small impact on women in ASEAN in terms of changing the gender patern of
employment (types of jobs and sectors) and wages. For the AEC to beneit women, targeted
intervenions need to be undertaken. It would be necessary to bridge the educaion and
skills divide in order to increase women’s paricipaion in trade-oriented sectors, among
other measures (Jha and Shri Saxena, 2015). Similarly, the ILO and UN Women assess that
improved recogniion of women’s skills, together with equal access to skills development
and skilled opportuniies in the male-dominated transport, construcion, and infrastructure
sectors, will ensure women migrant workers can take advantage of, rather than be
disadvantaged by, the AEC (ILO and UN Women, 2015). As well as an avenue for securing
beter pay, skills training is one way to ensure coninued work – and access to decent work –
in a changing sector where the need for manual labour is expected to reduce with improved
and less labour-intensive techniques. While training by the Skills Department of Thailand’s
Ministry of Labour is available to construcion workers, training courses targeted at speciic
populaions of migrant workers would be beneicial. A lack of training and development
opportuniies for women migrant workers will see them forced out of the sector or, at best,
kept in low-paid manual labour as sector technology develops or with any constricion of

As one example, the Ofice of the Vocational Education Commission reckons that schools produce just 20,000 welders each year,
whereas more than 300,000 are currently needed (The Nation, 2016).
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the industry during economic downturns (Pollock and Aung, 2010; ILO and UN Women,
2015; Wells, 2004). Skills training would advantage the workers beyond the subject of the
training itself: it would also increase women migrant workers’ levels of autonomy in and
saisfacion from their work (Ness, 2012). Without investment in skills training it is not just
women workers who are at risk, so is the development and employment potenial of the
construcion industry (ILO, 2001).
The concept of skills training was unknown to most of the women migrant workers interviewed. Many could
not answer quesions on training because they could not imagine what it would be or understand what
beneits training might ofer. A small number of interviewees explicitly stated they did not want training.
Several of the interviewees suggested that training in life skills – women’s health, including reproducive
health; labour rights; language training (literacy in their own language as well as Thai and other regional
languages) – would be useful, rather than any construcion-speciic skills. One of the migrant workers
interviewed pointed out the pracical diiculty of obtaining training across the language barrier. Women
migrant workers repeatedly ideniied being able to speak Thai as important to advance at work.
Would you like to be a skilled worker?
Yes, I want to earn more money and have big savings and go home and build a house. I would like to, but don’t
know how. Khmer woman, Bangkok
No, because I’d have to be on scafolding, outside. Shan woman, Chiang Mai
Yes. Because I would learn things, and I would get paid beter. Shan woman, Chiang Mai
I have never had training to do this work. I don’t know what kind of training will be useful for me. I do not think
there is an opportunity for skills training. I do not know what to say. Burman woman, Bangkok

In Bangkok, one non-Thai employer ideniied several areas where skills training for women workers would
help him in his work, including inishing (working with concrete), skim coaing (an advanced plastering
technique), and paining. However, his assessment was sill framed by a discriminatory view of women’s
capabiliies: “It’s not the heavy work. [Women] are quite skilled in this work.” Similarly, Kaewsri and
Tongthong (2011) in their research on the experiences of women engineers in the Thai construcion
industry suggested that some traits typically seen as “[f]eminine strengths, namely tact, honesty, idiness
and English proiciency” could miigate the mistakes made by the men in their profession (p. 13). However,
even if the gender stereotyping is overlooked here, these traits are not always valued in the work culture
and rewarded inancially.
Migrant workers who did answer the skills training quesions also framed their responses in terms of their
need to earn money. Many of those working as labourers expressed an interest in learning skills in order
to be upgraded to skilled workers to earn more money at their current or future work sites or to gain skills
they can use when they return home. This underscores one of the main indings of this research: pay as
central concern. Any training would need to accommodate that – that is, migrant workers would need to
be paid while atending the trainings for it to be a feasible opion for them. They should also be guaranteed
that they will not lose their job or be otherwise penalized as a result of taking ime away to train.
I have never had training to do this construcion work or I have never atended training. I would like to atend
if there is one. I do not know whether we have an opportunity to atend skills training. I do not know what
kind of training will be useful for me, because most of the work I do here is general work. I want to be a skilled
worker to earn more money. I want to atend any kind of training that would help me for my livelihood. Burman
woman, Bangkok
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Although informal training is not reliable for improving quality of work and producivity (Kanaganayagam
and Ogunlana, 2008), only one interviewee, a Shan man working as a labourer in Chiang Mai, reported
being shown how to do the work by his employer. Women interviewed for this study gained skills and
opportuniies through their own iniiaive rather than any discrete training provided by the employer or
supervisor. They learned skills from their husbands or relaives or other workers on site. Although these
gave some women migrant workers some opportuniies to gain skills, all of these on-site learning-bydoing methods ofer limited learning opportuniies on a narrow range of skills and do not provide for
training in new techniques (ILO, 2001). Some women migrant workers in this research reported they had
the conidence to demand from their employers opportuniies to demonstrate, use, and be paid for the
skills they had learned. For others, their supervisor spoted or encouraged their iniiaive and ability and
upgraded them (gave them work of a skilled worker and increased their pay accordingly). Nonetheless,
someimes migrant women workers took on more responsibility without an increase in pay, beneiing
only from a perceived increase in status.
I did not get training; I watched how other people worked and copied them. Shan woman, Chiang Mai
When I was a manual worker, I used to be paid 280 baht [$7.92], but I talked to the employer many imes and
told him I work quicker than men, my work is beter inished than theirs. Ater this I got a pay raise to 400 baht
[$11.32]. Padong woman, Chiang Mai
I saw the work and asked if I could try, said I’d like to try, and the boss said, “OK you can do it.” Khmer woman,
Bangkok

Although limited, systemizing this approach might be useful, in paricular supporing women who are
already working on site to mentor new women workers. Mentoring schemes have been suggested before
(Worrall et al., 2010, looking at the professional level) but do not appear to be acive for men or women
workers.2 Recognizing women as mentors would send a message to the women themselves, other
workers on site, and their employers, that these workers have something other than just hard labour to
contribute and they and their work should be valued. The women mentors would need to be appropriately
remunerated for their eforts: supporing less experienced workers cannot be allowed to become another
care burden on women.
Supervisors’ discreionary power to upgrade workers may aford opportuniies to deny women workers
access to training and advancement in the informal system of rewarding efort and iniiaive on site.
Discriminatory and hosile aitudes towards women are pervasive in Thai society (Chia, 2016) as well
as in the sector: for example, Kaewsri and Tongthong (2011) note it is uncommon for women to hold
senior posiions over male workers. Managers and workers, including women migrant workers, repeatedly
posiioned women as incapable or uninterested in doing heavier work and not liking working outdoors,
paricularly in the sun. This may lead to the opportuniies ofered to women being lighter duies or
working in the shade, for example in the equipment store. While these tasks will be preferable to some
women workers, they are not beter paid than general labouring duies and do not ofer opportuniies for
further advancement. At a minimum, women should have access to the beter-remunerated work (skilled,
“heavy”, or leadership work) if they want it. For some women migrant workers this gender discriminaion
is compounded by restricions on their movement and autonomy imposed by their husbands (see Chapter
3 on Gendered norms).

2

There are several limitations of a formal apprenticeship system that may make it unsuitable to this sector and its diverse labour
force (ILO, 2001; Clarke and Gribling, 2008).
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Can women upgrade to be a team leader or more?
Never ever. Workers gain skills over ime, through many jobs, get the trust of the leader, then the leader will
upgrade you. Because women follow their family, mainly the man becomes a skilled worker and is upgraded.
[Women’s] upgrade might be to work in the store room, which will be in the shade. Normally in a construcion
team, if a man is team leader, women are kind of protected so they don’t push themselves, don’t build skills.
They are not moivated like a man. Thai manager, Bangkok
I was upgraded because of the quality of my work and because I have learned to speak Thai. It’s the same
money but a beter job, in the shade. Khmer woman, Bangkok, who secured work as an on-site oice cleaner
ater working as a labourer

Construcion workers in developing countries have fewer opportuniies to acquire the skills they – and the
sector – need (ILO, 2001). No one interviewed reported any sense that migrant workers were paricularly
excluded from training opportuniies compared to naionals, with one Shan woman commening, “I can’t
see anyone geing opportuniies, or any opportuniies.” However, migrant workers did perceive that they
were barred from advancement, for example to management posiions, because they are not Thai. Migrant
construcion workers also need to overcome some cultural barriers: one Shan man working in construcion
in Chiang Mai explained why he did not want to be a subcontractor: “because it’s a lot of responsibility.
It requires investment, and if I can’t pay the workers, I’m afraid to lose face” (see also the discussion on
bureaucraic barriers to subcontracing in Chapter 4 on Documentaion).
Employers in the Thai sector report a lack of loyalty in migrant workers based on them oten moving
site (Chaisuparakul, 2015); employers interviewed for this study repeatedly shared this percepion.3 One
manager reported his company preferred Thai workers in part because they are seen to be loyal, staying
with the company for a long ime. Litle in the way the sector funcions (for labourers and skilled workers)
or the way that migrant workers are treated by the State (documentaion, bureaucracy, and corrupion)
fosters loyalty to their employer, a cost to the Thai industry. The fragmentaion of the sector, the lack of
skills training or transparent and unbiased reward for efort or ability, and rouine underpayment of basic
and overime pay do not support workers’ seeing a future for themselves in the sector. This precarity
undermines loyalty and commitment (Kleinknecht et al., 2015). Though some workers interviewed for
this study recognized they were gaining skills they could use in future, they saw themselves using these
skills back in their countries of origin. Improving the skill level of the industry necessitates a migraion
system that guarantees migrant workers more ime, stability, and lexibility in the country of desinaion
(see Chapter 4 on Documentaion).
Makulsawatudom and Emsley (2001) also idenify in-house training as a means to improve the selecion
of supervisors, addressing a problem ideniied in their research of incompetent supervisors negaively
impacing the producivity of the Thai construcion sector. Previous research has found “many workers
and contractors see formal training as an unnecessary expense rather than an investment” (ILO, 2001, p.
38). Employers are interested in retaining good workers, but those interviewed for this research showed
no interest in invesing in worker development or the industry more widely, seeing it as onerous: “We have
no choice; we have to train them.”4 One Thai employer laughed when asked about training for women
migrant workers, and the reply of a non-Thai employer demonstrated a racist view of his workers:
First they have to complete the basic educaion... When you have that, you can do professional school. Sorry to
be unfair, but a monkey cannot go to university. Non-Thai employer, Bangkok

Given this, it is unsurprising that some migrant workers expressed doubt that their employer would support
training.

3

Interviews with: site managers during primary data collection; Project Manager, Bangkok, 22 Oct. 2015; ECOT, Bangkok, 1 Dec.
2015.
4
Interview, non-Thai employer, Bangkok
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What training would be useful?
I don’t know, I never atended a training. If I had the opportunity, I would atend training, but I am scared
because I can’t drive, and there is no one to pick me up. Also I’m afraid the employer would not allow me to
go. Shan woman, Chiang Mai

The Employers’ Confederaion of Thailand (ECOT) advises training would need to be sector-wide and open
to all workers, to minimize the burden on individual employers.5 This would also serve to overrule any
reluctant employers.
Some non-Thai employers thought it would be good if workers were trained before they were employed on
site. ECOT too suggested that pre-departure training in basic construcion skills would be useful.6 Workers,
having made the decision to migrate, do not usually want to stay in their home country any longer than
necessary to be trained. Those migraing under the MOU scheme have to wait up to three months before
moving, which may aford a training opportunity. However if the training ofered is only in “basic skills”
it will be of litle beneit to women migrant workers who are already oten limited to basic tasks on site.
Given the reliance on migrant labour, it would also be limiing to the development of the Thai construcion
sector (see Clarke and Gribling, 2008). As in the quote below, migrant women were clear they were not
willing to wait for trainings, extending the period during which they are not paid. Paricularly as there is no
guarantee that the trainings will aford them beter wages. As migrant workers cannot aford to not have
an income, a successful training programme would need to pay workers for their ime and efort. Women
migrant workers in paricular may be less likely to invest in skills training or upgrade, given that the choice
to migrate may have been primarily a family decision around short-term or immediate supplementary
income. Throughout the region, families are less likely to invest in women’s educaional or vocaional
training opportuniies.
Yes, I would have wanted skill training in Cambodia, but I would have wasted ime not making money to send
back to my mother and baby who’s always hungry. Khmer woman, Bangkok

Ceriicaion can be a beneit to workers and employers, especially if the ceriicaion process includes
safety training (ILO, 2001). In this study, only non-Thai employers saw value in providing ceriicaion for
skills training, with Thai employers dismissing them as a Western concern, impossible to evaluate and easy
to counterfeit.7 Any training ceriicaion scheme would also need to ensure employers could verify the
claimed training standards (ILO, 2001). Site managers and employers in this research reiterated that they
pay a worker a base rate before assessing their skills and aitude for themselves: workers who demonstrate
their skills and ability, and their discipline, will be upgraded. Given the mobility of the sector – with workers
moving between sites quite frequently, depending on the work they do, the condiions on site, and their
relaionship with their supervisor – workers may have to repeat that process of proving their skills over
and over, needing ime to get (re)upgraded each ime. However the lexibility of a sector reliant on day
labourers can also be an enabling factor:
I have never had training to do this work. I would like to atend the training if possible. I think the employer will
allow me to atend if there is one. I can take a break from this work anyime I want. It will be without pay. I just
need to let the employer know that I will be taking a break and going back home. I can come back and work
anyime. Factory work is not like this. Burman woman, Bangkok

5

Interview, ECOT, Bangkok, 1 Dec. 2015
Interview, ECOT, Bangkok, 1 Dec. 2015
7
Such certiication requirements exist in other countries (such as the Construction Skills Certiication Scheme (CSCS) cards
required on some builds in the UK, or the Construction Industry Development Board (CIDB) in Malaysia, and category-speciic
certiication such as the ACTA (Airport Construction Training Alliance) passport, also in the UK (ILO, 2001; Clarke and Gribling,
2008)).
6
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As pay should be linked to skills, skills training needs to result in an increased wage. Without adequate
remuneraion for acquired skills, workers are likely to move to other companies or even other countries
in search of a fairer wage (ILO, 2001). However it is diicult to see employers being willing to pay more,
or women migrant construcion workers being able to break out of the discriminatory pay systems (see
Chapter 6 on Pay).
Not all workers can be skilled workers. The sector relies on the work of labourers on site throughout the
build. Some of this can be addressed through new technologies, but that would likely be at the cost of
jobs, with migrant workers and migrant women probably most afected. A previous study reported women
opposed the introducion of labour-saving technology in this sector, ciing a hunger strike by women
construcion workers in Chennai, India, in late 2001 protesing the introducion of ready-mix concrete.
They understood it would eradicate thousands of jobs (Wells, 2004).
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9. Social networks
and union organizing
9.1 Social networks
The wider efects of precarious employment relaionships, such as the insecure and lexible
work found in this study, include an “associated weakening of social relaions” (Anderson,
2010, p. 303). The sector requires that workers uproot oten, meaning they cannot embed
themselves in a community. Some women migrant workers interviewed had access to the
internet and to mobile phones, and some to shared smart phones with applicaions like
Viber or Line that allowed them greater connecivity, even if they could not leave housing
or work areas. A few women menioned that only their husbands or sons knew how to use
the technology.
In this study more women in Chiang Mai formed longer-term communiies and social bonds than their
Bangkok counterparts because they had been in Thailand longer, but there is also a percepion that Chiang
Mai is overall less ani-migrant than Bangkok. Workers interviewed in Chiang Mai also more frequently
lived in private, rented housing for several years, enabling them to send their children to Thai schools.
Respondents in Chiang Mai also talked about going to a temple during fesival days and organizing
performances.

9.2 Unions, worker associations and workplace grievances
While some women are able to network socially and even socialize outside work and accommodaion
areas, formal organizing either through social organizaions or unions is extremely rare. The lexibilizaion
and casualizaion of the industry make the need for collecive acion greater but also reduce the possibility
of it occurring (ILO, 2001). Migrant workers oten lack tools for collecive bargaining and are virtually
powerless to set or negoiate terms of employment, including safety (Lee et al., 2011). Unions organizing
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in the sector would help hold employers accountable and ensure that employers are meeing minimum
legal obligaions. Unions would also help ensure that workers are able to voice complaints.
Migrant workers in this study reported they have litle access to redress if they have a problem with
employers or condiions.1 Workers tend to leave jobs and ind beter working condiions rather than
negoiate for beter condiions with current employer. In a market with a shortage of workers, they have
some power to do this, though they may not realize it.2 However, inding the next job appears to depend
heavily on social networks, which some reported to be limited.
Someimes I complain but the employer says, “If you are not saisied, go ind work somewhere else.” Shan
man, Chiang Mai

Some women migrant workers in this study had paricipated in labour rights trainings from MAP Foundaion
in Chiang Mai. Most, however, did not know there were migrants’ rights organizaions.
I do not know any organizaion here. I do not know that there are organizaions helping migrants. Burman
woman, Bangkok

Union membership (as a percentage of total employment) in Thailand is three per cent (Hayter, 2015)3
and, given women’s overrepresentaion in informal workplaces, it is likely the proporion for women is
even lower. In part this low paricipaion stems from the fact that union membership is tradiionally drawn
from salaried workers, and fewer than half of all workers in Thailand are salaried (Charoenloet, 2015). In
the construcion sector, only administraive staf and some Thai supervisors are salaried; day labourers are
not. Under Thailand’s Labour Relaions Act 1975 migrant workers are prohibited from establishing a union,
but there is no restricion on their membership. While these is a global union federaion, the Building and
Wood Workers Internaional (BWI), no construcion workers interviewed in this study were members of
a union. Allegaions of corrupion had ended previous eforts to strengthen construcion unions, there
is some evidence that lexible labour systems as seen in the construcion sector may support solidarity
organizing (Meardi, et al., 2012; Campbell, 2013).
There are a few labour associaions supporing migrant workers in Thailand (Surawanna, 2011).4 This is
potenially because the trade union movement, especially as an ani-migraion stance has gained tracion,
may consider naionality a key requirement for membership, or that the struggles of naional workers must
be addressed before migrant worker issues.5 Not formally registered as a union, the Workers Solidarity
Associaion (WSA) in Chiang Mai has only migrant members; 60 to 70 per cent are construcion workers.
With 164 members, the WSA works to ill very large gaps in worker representaion, through outreach,
lobbying, a worker fund for emergencies, and negoiaions between migrant workers and employers.
While the current WSA chair is a woman, the organizaion reported it struggles to atract women, primarily
securing their paricipaion only for cultural dance events. This suggests internalized patriarchy hampering
women’s paricipaion in workers’ rights eforts:

1
A study conducted by the ILO (2014c) found that a large number of migrant workers in Thailand are “not able, willing, or aware of
how to exercise their labour rights” (p. 1). In fact, an ILO survey of over 400 migrant workers carried out in four provinces established
that 89 per cent – the vast majority of respondents – had never brought forward a complaint for a rights violation and that only onethird would consider contacting Thai authorities if their wages were withheld (ILO, 2014c).
2
Interview, Employer, Bangkok, 4 Oct. 2015.
3
As a comparison in the region, the trade union density rate is 8 per cent in Malaysia and 16 per cent in Viet Nam (Hayter,
forthcoming).
4
Interview, ILO ACTRAV, 31 Aug. 2015. Interview, Building and Wood Workers International, 18 Sep. 2015.
5
See especially the histories of unionization in the plantation sector in Malaysia, and examples from Singapore, and Australia in N.
Piper, “Social Development, Transnational Migration and the Political Organising of Foreign Workers”, Contribution to the Committee
on Migrant Workers, Day of General Discussion on the theme of ‘Protecting the rights of all migrant workers as a tool to enhance
development, Ofice of the United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights, 2005.
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Most women members come because they are interested in culture dancing. They don’t necessarily know
about work about migrant worker rights... Maybe men are more interested in labour rights, women more
interested in dancing and fun things. Representaives from WSA, Chiang Mai.6

Box 4 below provides some examples of how construcion workers in Thailand engage in organized
resistance or work stoppages to exercise greater control over their work sites.

Box 4:
Resistance and work stoppage
A former migrant construction worker described some of the small, everyday sites of resistance or control
(Scott, 1985) that workers have, particularly in the construction sector:
We have to put clothes on our head [as protection from the sun]. We can put cell phones inside [the head
coverings] and talk to relatives until the battery is gone, and no one knows [i.e., the employer does not know].
You can’t do this in domestic work. For men, they can smoke a cigarette and work. In agriculture, you cannot
do this.7

One project manager in Bangkok also described a Saturday strike by Khmer construction workers,
allegedly after some workers had been ired. The project manager was not directly involved in discussions
with the workers, but he thought the workers had been successful.

6
7

Interview, representatives of the Worker Solidarity Association, Chiang Mai, 29 Oct. 2015.
Interview, Former migrant construction worker now activist with MAP Foundation, Chiang Mai, 30 Oct. 2015.
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10. Housing
The Thai Government views living condiions as the greatest problem for women working
in the construcion sector.1 An oicial sees the responsibility lying with the employers and
proclaimed in April 2016 that construcion companies “…need to step forward, and provide
all legal documents necessary to establish that the camps occupied by their workers are
legal. Fundamentally, the responsibility lies with the construcion companies, because they
have hired them and brought them here speciically for this work” (Phuket Gazete, 2016).
There was no menion of the role of labour inspectors in regulaing camp condiions.
Housing is not currently inspected by Thai labour inspectors and lacks regulatory oversight, though the
Thai Government is currently considering an oicial noiicaion of the need to comply with ministerial
standards on migrant workers’ living quarters (Ministry of Labour, 2015). Housing standards are clear at
the internaional level – see box 5 below on the ILO Workers’ Housing Recommendaion, 1961 (No. 115).
ASEAN states have also set various standards. For example, under Singapore regulaions housing must
meet standards on land use, structural safety, ire and safety, environmental health, and drainage and
sanitaion/sewerage”.2 The Singapore Ministry of Manpower has previously taken legal acion against
employers and ensured that over 24,000 workers in substandard housing were relocated over a three-year
period (Humanitarian Organizaion for Migraion Economics, 2011).

1

Interview at the Department of Employment, Chiang Mai, 29 Oct. 2015. Further, “better accommodation” and “good welfare”
emerged as the second and third ranked needs following “more pay” in the survey conducted by Ogunlana and Chang (1998).
2
Singapore National Environment Agency, Code of Practice on Environmental Health, 2005. For international standards, see also
International Finance Corporation and European Bank for Finance and Development, 2009.
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Box 5:
ILO Workers’ Housing Recommendation, 1961 (No. 115)
The Workers’ Housing Recommendation requires that housing should ensure “structural safety and
reasonable levels of decency, hygiene and comfort” (Paragraph 6). Though the recommendation dates
from the 1960s, some standards remain especially relevant to workers in this study, including:

ILO Workers’ Housing
Recommendation, 1961 (No. 115)

Supply of safe
potable water

Drainage

Storage for belongings

Source: ILO Workers’ Housing Recommendation, 1961 (No. 115)

For many workers in the sector, employers provide housing, but condiions are limiing and efecively
“warehouse” migrant workers; that is, keep them in situaions of dependency and restricted mobility
(Smith, 2004). Women as well as employers view marriage as requisite in the sector to guarantee women’s
safety in these large worker-housing sites (see Chapter 3 on Gendered norms). Security, safety, and privacy
are lacking. Open communal bathing areas, lack of lighing, and insecure locking mechanisms to doors or
windows are not conducive to women’s safety.
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Internaional human rights norms guarantee “the right of everyone to an adequate standard of living for
himself and his family, including adequate food, clothing and housing and to the coninuous improvement
of living condiions”; this is applicable to migrants regardless of status (UN, 2010).3 Most of the housing
provided to migrant construcion workers in Thailand fails to realize this standard.4 Violaions of women’s
right to adequate housing are oten connected to acts of violence against women. Adequate housing is
more than just shelter: it must protect occupants from threats to their safety (Farha, 2002) and provide a
relaive level of security of tenure. To realize this right, housing and transportaion must both be regulated
by Thai law as well as inspected during regular labour inspecion procedures. However, labour inspectors
currently can only inspect work sites. Ministry of Labour representaives note “they can provide some
advice to the employers”.5 This advice lacks penalies, and indeed follow up from inspectors, rendering it
most likely unheeded.

10.1 Migrant worker living conditions in the construction industry
In company-provided housing, families frequently live together in rooms just big enough to it two mats on
the loor at night. Thin metal sheeing separates each family’s rooms; this acts to trap heat inside rooms in
Thailand’s hot season. In this study, a few larger companies in Bangkok adapted shipping containers into
worker accommodaion, stacking the containers upon each other to build moveable muli-storey housing
blocks (AFP, 2015). One shipping container camp housing migrant construcion workers in this study had
capacity for over 1,000 workers.
A drat instrument on housing reportedly guarantees workers just one square metre per person in
employer-provided housing,6 which is well below internaional norms. Minimum humanitarian emergency
standards globally require a minimum of 3.5 square metres per person, with this number increasing in
harsh weather condiions (SPHERE, 2011). Singaporean law requires 4.5 square metres per person, with
addiional requirements for recreaion and commercial area space per person.7 Internaional minimums
for occupancy range from four to 5.5 square metres per person (Internaional Finance Corporaion and
European Bank for Finance and Development, 2009). These benchmarks should serve as the minimum for
migrant workers in Thailand.
Employer-provided housing is located on and of the work site. One Shan subcontractor in Chiang Mai lived
with his team in the three-bedroom house they were building. Other arrangements include employers
rening or owning land and allowing workers to build on it; or employers rening small houses for several
couples or families to live in together. In this study all workers in Bangkok lived in employer-provided
housing, mostly large sites. Many of the migrant workers in Chiang Mai had to live in private, rented
accommodaion (or had the opion to do so), as many of the workers worked on smaller sites and had lived
in Chiang Mai longer. Private rented accommodaion has advantages, including increased autonomy, but it
increases migrant workers’ costs:

3

International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights 1966, Article 11(1). This is echoed across international human
rights standards.
4
The ILO Workers’ Housing Recommendation, 1961 (No. 115) advises in Paragraph 12: “It is generally not desirable for employers
to provide housing for their workers directly and employers should use alternatives where possible.” This caution bears out in light
of employer restrictions on workers (see Lack of freedom of movement and igure 5). However, as Ogulana and Chang (1998)
note, migrant workers typically cannot afford rental accommodation, particularly in cities; thus employers must provide them with
accommodation.
5
Meeting, Ministry of Labour, Bangkok, 13 Nov. 2015.
6
Information from Ministry of Labour, Project Validation Meeting, Bangkok, 1 Dec. 2015.
7
Singapore Revised Amenities Provision Guidelines for Workers’ Dormitories, Circular No: URA/PB/2012/02-PPG, 6 Feb. 2012.
Available at: https://www.ura.gov.sg/uol/circulars/2012/feb/dc12-02.aspx. For regulatory framework see: Singapore Foreign
Employee Dormitory Act 2015. For critique of the Act see: Humanitarian Organization for Migration Economics: “HOME’s responses
to new Foreign Employee Dormitory Act,” in Online Citizen (2015, 26 Feb), http://www.theonlinecitizen.com/2015/02/homesresponses-to-new-foreign-employee-dormitory-act/ [22 July 2016].
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Some workers rent rooms and they are able to select who they work for and to be in their communiies. Rooms
cost 2,000 or more baht [$56.60] per month. You have your own free ime. You can sleep late, early, ind other
employers, have wii. You can go out and meet people. In a camp you don’t have to pay, and you work with only
one employer. You only leave [the camp] if it is Lent [a Buddhist holiday] or a special event.8

In terms of ameniies, nearly all interviewees reported adequate access to clean water and electricity.
However criically outsiders see these housing sites, for many workers they were an improvement on their
living standards in countries of origin.
I’m happy because there is running water and plenty of it and electricity as much as I can use. Khmer woman,
Bangkok
We have water [here]. In Cambodia there is not enough water. Khmer woman, Bangkok

However, one Bangkok migrant construcion worker housing site observed did not have electricity, with
workers lighing their rooms with candles. Some workers also described a lack of potable water available
at their housing. On another site drainage was inadequate, and there was no provision for wastewater:
It’s a row of rooms built on the land of the employer. The rooms are narrow. There is not much air. There are
only four toilets for 20 people and a common bathroom. The wastewater does not go anywhere, so it is smelly.
Pa-O woman, Chiang Mai

10.1.1 Cost and who pays
In this study over half of respondents (25 of 44) understood their accommodaion was free and provided
by the construcion company or subcontractor.9 Of these 25 workers, four (out of 15) were in Chiang Mai,
and 21 (out of 29) were in Bangkok. Six of the 44 respondents paid for water and electricity, which was
either metred or ranged from THB150 to THB700 ($4.25 to 19.85) per month. Another seven of the 44
might have also had free accommodaion, but were unsure if the employer deducted housing costs from
their pay.
I do not need to pay for housing, electricity and water here. I do not know whether they deduct the cost from
our payment or not. They might deduct. Burman woman, Bangkok

One migrant in Bangkok and 11 in Chiang Mai paid full housing costs, ranging from THB800 ($22.67) in a
poorly kept camp in Bangkok, to THB3,000 ($85.00) for a room in Chiang Mai. The average cost per month for
those who paid for their housing was THB1,692 ($47.95), with the cost for private rented accommodaion
in Chiang Mai in this study averaging THB1,772 ($50.22) per month. These costs include uiliies, but not
necessarily maintenance.
We rent a room behind the temple. We pay 2,000 baht [$56.60] [per month] including water and electricity. It
is good because there is space around, but the roof leaks, and the sepic tank is full. I told the owner we will get
together and pay for it. Shan woman, Chiang Mai

Researchers in Chiang Mai reported one instance of a woman migrant worker being singled out for water
and electricity charges as other workers resented her using employer-paid ameniies ater she had stopped
work to have a baby.10

8

Interview, Former migrant construction worker now activist with MAP Foundation, Chiang Mai, 30 Oct. 2015.d
Forty-four of 51 workers interviewed for this study provided information on their housing costs.
10
Interview, MAP Foundation, Chiang Mai, 30 Oct. 2015.

9
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10.1.2 Upkeep of communal spaces
In one of the mass housing sites for construcion workers in this study, the construcion company hired
women to clean the common areas. This was an excepion, and in other cases migrant workers reported
communal eforts, such as rotas for sharing cleaning, were not dependable. For instance, on one site trash
collected along the dirt paths between housing blocks. With no drainage on this site, water also collected
in the paths. Water for bathing is communal and stored in large vats. The communal water must be taken
care of, and one individual can easily make the water unclean for other users. The Human Rights and
Development Foundaion (HRDF) reported construcion workers in Chiang Mai experienced skin problems
when water was not clean, as well as mosquito infestaions when water was allowed to pool on sites.11
One former construcion worker in Chiang Mai used the toilet at a petrol staion for two and a half years
because the bathroom area of the privately built camp she lived in was not cleaned.12

10.1.3 Living and working together
Diferent naionaliies live together in construcion housing in Thailand. Hiring pracices of construcion
companies and their subcontractors determine composiions of work teams, as well as temporary
“communiies” housed together. One key informant living in a camp noted that diferent naionaliies and
ethniciies “mix like a village” in the camp in the evenings. However, two employers in Bangkok reported
Thai and migrant workers did get along well at work or in housing areas.
Several interviewees reported the men construcion workers drinking alcohol in housing areas ater work:
There are lots of drunks, including my husband. If there are drunk they argue. My husband and I argue. Pa-O
woman, Chiang Mai

Some women migrant workers reported it was not a problem where they lived because “men need to work
the next day” or “they are here to send money home”. However, one NGO-paid teacher living in a large
housing site said that men’s drinking is the biggest problem he sees in families on the site, and one nonThai employer who lives on site with workers also spoke of drunk workers harassing his Thai wife. Other
research studies conirm drinking is a problem in the sector (Iacuone, 2005).

10.2 Safety, security, privacy
Oten temporary and not meant to last more than the length of ime of a build cycle, employer-provided
housing on or of the work site is built quickly with low-quality materials and without regulatory oversight.
Migrant workers in this research reported nails sicking out in walkways, lack of drainage or sewerage,
corrugated metal walls not secured to plywood struts, and unsafe electricity iings – many of the same
safety and health risks as at work sites.

10.2.1 Security: Locks, guards, and husbands
We use metal wire to lock the door from inside. Shan woman, Chiang Mai
The door cannot be locked at night. I am scared someone will come. Shan woman, Chiang Mai

In some of these roughly-built worker-housing units a room’s “lock” can consist of the turning of a nail or
similar across a sheet of in, resuling in acute insecurity.13 In discussion to prepare the research quesions
for this study, one of the research team advised:

11

Interview with Human Rights and Development Foundation, Chiang Mai, 16 Nov. 2015.
Interview, Former migrant construction worker now activist with MAP Foundation, Chiang Mai, 30 Oct. 2015.
13
Interview, MAP Foundation, Chiang Mai, 16 Oct. 2015.
12
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When we will ask interviewees “Is your room safe?”, people will answer: “Oh my god, I’m so glad I have a
husband already”. Shan community worker and researcher, Chiang Mai

Her predicion was correct. Women said:
I feel safe because my husband is here with me. Most of the workers in my group are from Myanmar. We treat
each other like a family. Burman woman, Bangkok

Women rely on their husbands for safety, and it is socially unacceptable for women to live in these camps
alone, as both employers and migrant workers fear incidents of gender-based violence against women in
the camps (see Chapter 3 on Gendered norms).
Many of the worker housing sites have company-employed security guards at the gates; only a few women
migrant workers considered their presence as increasing camp security. Conversely, some were grateful
that the guards in their paricular camps did not harass them. Two Burman women in Bangkok reported the
guards were there “to keep the place safe from the police”, though it is not clear what authority the guards
would have to prevent police entering the housing site.

10.2.2 Lack of privacy
Privacy in most construcion sector housing is inadequate, with people living in very close proximity to one
another. With concrete or thin-metal-sided rooms side by side, neighbours can hear what happens inside
rooms and in common areas. Privacy issues extend most acutely to public bathing areas, where women
wear a sarong for bathing, typically using a bucket to scoop water at an open raised vat of water several
metres wide.14
Drunk men sit around watching women wash.15
The bathroom is one big reservoir for both men and women to use for showering. There are no walls. It’s like
a pond. Shan woman, Chiang Mai

No sites had gender-segregated bathing areas. The Ministry of Labour is considering mandaing this in
the planned ministerial regulaion on migrant worker accommodaion.16 One Bangkok manager noted it
was a signiicant problem for the women he employed, but did nothing to remedy the situaion. Women
interviewed in the study said that unlit toilet areas posed a safety problem. A Chiang Mai NGO case worker
reported she had followed a case of a woman construcion worker who was followed to the toilet block by
a man who tried to look in as she used it. She knocked him unconscious with a rock and called for help.17
Worker privacy can also be invaded by employers and supervisors, who someimes engage in surveillance
on worker accommodaion as a means to control their workers (see box 6 below).

14

While in some areas in the region this type of bathing is common, concerns for women’s privacy and security remain.
Interview, Former migrant construction worker now activist with MAP Foundation, Chiang Mai, 30 Oct. 2015.
16
Information from Ministry of Labour, Project Validation Meeting, Bangkok, 1 Dec. 2015
17
Interview at MAP Foundation, Chiang Mai, 17 Oct. 2015.
15
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Box 6:
Surveillance and control
This study found supervisors, subcontractors, and top-level non-Thai company owners living with migrant
workers in company-owned accommodation or next door to worker living quarters. Given that these
accommodations are de facto extensions of the work site, it is probably appropriate for employers to take
responsibility for them, with respect to facilities and maintenance. However, in some cases, employers
interpret this responsibility as extending into surveillance. Migrant construction workers at one large
Bangkok housing site were monitored by CCTV as well as one company representative living in the camp
and subcontractors living in each housing subsection to keep watch over workers. At another Bangkok
site, a non-Thai company owner and his Thai wife lived in an apartment next to worker accommodation
blocks to control workers:
We try to control the drinking. The workers come back to the site at 6 o’clock, and between 6 and 7:30 I say
nothing. They can relax. After 7:30 we close the door, and we take out the alcohol. I go down, and we ight.
I can do little, but I have to control them – for me; for the next work day. Otherwise they will stay in the room
sick [if they drink too much]. My wife is upset when she must take care of the workers. The workers are like
teenagers. They have inance problems between husband and wife, drinking, ighting. A woman worker comes
to my wife, and my wife has to manage. If you don’t take care of them, the problem gets worse worse worse.
We have to take care to keep the workers in good condition. ... I live upstairs in my apartment. For conidentiality
[privacy] it is not good, but it is good because we can take action faster. At any time, nighttime. Non-Thai
employer, Bangkok

While social agreements are necessary for communal life, those in company-provided housing have
little or no access to spaces that are outside company control. Workers at one Bangkok housing site in
this study reported the employer who lived on site would call all the residents together and shame the
individual he alleged had not followed the rules and not put waste in the proper bins.

10.2.3 Lack of freedom of movement
Employers regularly keep workers’ documents, and this – as well as fear of deportaion – has the efect
of restricing workers’ freedom of movement (see Chapter 4 on Documentaion). This pracice also has
ramiicaions related to how workers access work- or non-work-related informaion, and keeps migrant
workers spaially excluded from engaging in public life.
The situaion is that the worker lives in the camp and the employer picks them up in the morning and takes
them back. They don’t go anywhere, don’t get informaion, etc.18
The document [work permit] that my employer has is just to protect from the police. Burman woman, Bangkok
Someimes the workers don’t have the copy of the work permit, and they are arrested. (Interviewer: You hold
the original?) Yes, passport and work permit. (Interviewer: Why?) Because the workers are the company’s
responsibility. If they get their passports and go somewhere else, it’s our responsibility. We have to ind them.
Even for me – they hold my documents. The company keeps the workers’ documents because [otherwise] they
ask [want] to go back to Cambodia. (Interviewer: Can they get the documents when they want them?) Yes, but
they need a reason. If it is not a valid reason, they will not get them. Non-Thai employer, Bangkok

As noted in Chapter 4, all foreigners in Thailand may face repercussions from authoriies if unable to produce
their idenity documents when asked. And most migrant workers from Bangkok in this study said that their
employer was holding their idenity documents. Due to the threat of deportaion facing migrant workers

18
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Interview, Migrant rights activist, Chiang Mai, 30 Oct. 2015.
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in an irregular status and widespread fear of police, many migrant workers in this study reported they selfrestrict their mobility outside of work or housing areas (see Rosenhek, 2003). Many migrant workers end
up relying, for instance, on vegetable sellers coming with carts directly to their accommodaion or restrict
their movement to nearby markets:
I have never been to other places in Bangkok. I only go to the market nearby. I am afraid to go alone, and I do
not speak Thai language. Burman woman, Bangkok

ILO Workers’ Housing Recommendaion, 1961 (No. 115) is clear in this regard: “[i]n cases where housing
is provided by the employer – the fundamental human rights of the workers, in paricular freedom of
associaion, should be recognized” (Paragraph 12).
Secion 24 of Thailand’s Alien Employment Act 2008 states: “A holder of [a work] permit shall keep
the permit on himself or at the place of work during work in order that it may be readily shown to the
competent oicial or registrar.” The wording “at the place of work” could be interpreted to disadvantage
the worker and jusify employers holding documents. However, the ILO Mulilateral Framework on Labour
Migraion ideniies “retenion of passports or idenity or travel documents” as an “abusive pracice against
migrant workers” (ILO 2006). Retenion of documents and restricion of movement can be indicators of
forced labour (ILO, 2012).
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11. Conclusions
The work available to migrant women in the Thai construcion sector that is analysed in
this research cannot be considered decent work. As it currently exists, construcion work
does not regularly ofer opportuniies for skills development or sustainable livelihoods for
women migrant workers; migrants’ rights as workers are not respected or protected; most
workers are unable to access social protecion and safe working condiions; and there are
no strong and independent workers’ organizaions.1 This undermines the potenial of the
sector as a vehicle for women’s empowerment or for enabling women to beneit from
development. Nonetheless, many of the women interviewed for this research were clear
about the beneits of the sector over other opions they had tried, including plantaion
work, factory work, and domesic work. From this exploratory study, it would appear to be
one of the “least bad” opions for a lot of migrant women working in Thailand.

11.1 Priorities for change
There are several changes that need to be prioriized for the sector to be more beneicial to women –
and women migrant – workers. Migrant women were clear in idenifying two main prioriies for change
in the sector: (1) equal and fair pay; and (2) real reducion in fees paid to brokers for documentaion.
Skills training in this and other sectors in the region is a targeted intervenion to support women migrant
workers. While skills training lends itself to tangible, concrete programming, migrant women in this study
prioriized these broader systemic changes.
The muliple and intersecing pay discriminaions, on the basis of gender as well as naionality/migrant
status, must be addressed. The minimum wage should be a minimum, not a ceiling for migrant women.
Introducion of a living wage would allow women migrant workers and their families to live in dignity. In

1

See ILO Decent Work Agenda, http://www.ilo.org/global/about-the-ilo/decent-work-agenda/lang--en/ [22 July 2016].
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many cases women and men are doing the same work or work of equal value, but are not geing paid
equally. In other cases, employer and supervisor biases prohibit women fully accessing equal work, and
thus allow employers to further jusify paying migrant workers less than naionals and women less than
men, with migrant women at the botom of any pay scale.
Documentaion processes need to be consistent and accessible, and coupled with measures to
ensure employers register workers. Employers and migrant workers need the Thai migraion and work
documentaion processes to be straighforward and transparent, eliminaing the reliance on migrant
workers or employers paying bribes. Criically, migrant documentaion needs to allow lexibility for migrant
workers to change employers and work locaion. These changes will reduce migrant workers’ dependency
on brokers who charge high fees.
In addiion to the issues of pay and afordable documentaion prioriized by migrant women, the health
and safety risks on Thai construcion sites are not adequately miigated. Employers must prioriize worker
safety and consistently provide the appropriate personal protecion equipment, at no cost to the worker.
Training in using the equipment and in staying safe on site must be provided in languages easily understood
by workers and paricular eforts need to be made to ensure women are able to beneit from this training
and equipment.
The prerequisite that women workers must be married to men working in the sector entrenches patriarchy
and insituionalizes heterosexuality in the sector and limits opportuniies for women workers. Replicaing
the societal discriminaion against single women, it reduces the status of women working in the sector
and their contribuions, providing jusiicaion for their reduced pay and lack of opportuniies for skills
development. As lack of women’s safety in employer-provided housing sites is oten cited as the raionale
for this requirement, the construcion sector needs to change how it houses and ensures personal security
for workers, in order to end this discriminaion on the basis of marital status.
The patern where the construcion industry beneits – and employers proit – from a workforce of lowcost, precarious workers who are controlled by immigraion and labour laws, discriminatory policing, and
low pay, while evident in this research, is not unique to Thailand. Unable to move freely and needing to
maximize their earnings, women migrant construcion workers oten work long hours in unsafe condiions,
on a series of temporary projects. These factors harm the producivity of the sector and its workers. An
important step in amelioraing the problems lies in supporing migrant worker organizing, among other
steps to bolster labour and human rights in Thailand. As the construcion sector is paricularly fragmented,
migrant workers, including migrant women, need concerted support to organize, freely associate, and make
use of collecively bargaining tools in negoiaions with employers. Without this and other accountability
mechanisms, such as labour inspecion, migrant women coninue to face systemic underpayment and
other discriminaions.
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12. Policy recommendations
To the Governments of Thailand, Myanmar and Cambodia
•

Improve women’s access to migraion through MOUs and ensure gender-speciic social protecion.
Abolish restricions on women migraing and eliminate informal costs.

•

End excessive documentaion costs for migrant workers: ensure costs for passports and other
documentaion are regular, reasonable, and transparent.

•

Provide pre-departure training in construcion skills and gender-sensiive occupaional safety and
health for migrant workers moving to the Thai construcion sector, including for women workers.
Ensure costs are not passed on to the migrant worker and ensure transferability of skills.

•

Work to ensure migrant workers are guaranteed at least Thai minimum wage.

To the Thai Government
•

Revise documentaion procedures to be migraion-sensiive and accessible to workers of diferent
migrant statuses. Simplify, harmonize, and make accessible all documentaion and social insurance
procedures, in addiion to procedures for migrant workers to become employers. Consider that short and
infrequent registraion periods may result in gender-discriminatory outcomes. Develop documentaion
schemes appropriate to the needs of employers in the highly mobile construcion sector. End the
“zoning” restricion on migrant workers, reduce the ease with which workers’ documents become
invalidated, and ensure employers have the necessary lexibility to keep workers. Build lexibility into
documentaion opions by allowing documentaion to be independent of an employer, and take into
account that migrant workers require lexibility to be able to return home, maintain family ies, and
manage care responsibiliies.

•

In line with ILO Private Employment Agencies Convenion, 1997 (No. 181) and Forced Labour
(Supplementary Measures) Recommendaion, 2014 (No. 203), amend the Employment and Job-seeker
Protecion Act 1985 to ensure workers do not bear the cost of recruitment. Address and penalize
contract subsituion.
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•

Inform migrant construcion workers of the social insurance beneits to which they are enitled including
by visiing construcion sites and beter regulate and enforce contribuions from employers. Work with
other governments towards portability of social security so that migrant workers who returned can
access beneits of the schemes. Allow unemployed migrant workers to stay in Thailand for more than
seven days ater their employment has been terminated to enable migrant workers to secure a new
employment contract. Provide local government oices with translaion services.

•

Ensure women, regardless of migraion status, have access to comprehensive, afordable, quality,
gender-sensiive health services. Encompassing rights-based, comprehensive, and integrated sexual
and reproducive health informaion and services, including prevenion and treatment of STIs and HIV,
choice of a full range of contracepives, maternal reproducive planning, and safe terminaion services.
Ensure health workers do not discriminate against women migrant workers. Enforce provision of paid
maternity leave, and ensure redress for women who do not receive it.

•

Establish irewalls between immigraion enforcement and public services, including police, health care,
educaion and labour protecion.

•

Ensure no workers are receiving wages lower than the established minimum wage and work
progressively to raise the minimum wage in line with the Thailand living wage for all workers,
irrespecive of status. Take acion against employers who underpay their workers.

•

End pay discriminaion against migrant workers regardless of gender or legal status. Enforce equality
in wages, overime pay, and holiday pay, for work that has the same characterisics and quality. Ensure
that all workers are paid overime in accordance with the Labour Protecion Act 1998. Amend Secion
53 of the Labour Protecion Act 1998 to ensure that legislaion provides for equal remuneraion for
men and women not only for equal, same, or similar work, but also for diferent work which is of equal
value.

•

Revise Secion 39 to ensure women workers are not discriminated against on the grounds of pregnancy
and are allowed to take up any work that does not pose health-related problems. Review the rest of
Chapter 3 in consultaion with a cross-sectoral representaion of women workers, including migrant
women, to ensure it supports substanive gender equality for women workers.

•

End impunity for companies that exploit their economic inluence to absolve their responsibiliies
towards workers’ occupaional safety and health. Ensure no migrant workers, or their families are
let without compensaion due following injury or death at work. Amend the Occupaional Safety,
Health and Environment Act 2011 to make clear the cost of safety equipment should be borne by the
employer. Raify and implement ILO Safety and Health in Construcion Convenion, 1988 (No.167).
Properly implement and enforce the Promoional Framework for Occupaional Safety and Health
Convenion, 2006 (No. 187).

•

Increase the capacity and number of labour inspectors, including women labour inspectors, and
ensure they are adequately remunerated, commensurate with their responsibiliies. Ensure work site
inspecions are suiciently frequent and rigorous, and expand the mandate and resourcing for labour
inspectors to inspect quality housing for construcion workers. End the culture of corrupion that
enables oicials – and individuals posing as oicials – to exploit migrant workers.

•

Issue, implement, and monitor the expected legal instrument on the standards of workers’ living
quarters that includes accommodaion for migrant workers, while simultaneously maintaining workers’
privacy and avoiding surveillance. The regulaion should address standards on land use, structural
safety, ire and safety, environmental health, venilaion, lighing in communal areas, and drainage and
sanitaion/sewerage. It must provide adequate space per person at least meeing regional occupancy
minimums of 4.5 square metres per person.

•

Provide support for and simplify the requirements for migrant construcion workers to legally register
small businesses and act as employers, relecing the realiies of the sector and strengthening the link
between migraion and development.
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•

Support workers organizaion in the Thai construcion sector generally, and paricularly for migrant
workers. Revise the Thai Labour Relaions Act to enable those without Thai naionality to establish a
union.

•

Provide more complaint centres for migrant workers and provide gender training to duty bearers
receiving complaints. Increase cooperaion with NGOs as an entry point for migrant workers to issue
complaints. Ensure migrant workers can raise concerns without need to fear repercussions; consider
how irewalls between immigraion and labour inspecion can contribute to this goal.

To employers and employers’ groups
•

Ensure supervisors allocate tasks fairly without discriminaion on the basis of gender, migrant status, or
other factors. Set an example by employing and promoing a diverse workforce. Where possible make
this non-discriminaion a requirement in contracing agreements.

•

Reduce informality across the construcion sector - without discriminaion against women workers’.
Register all employees, ensuring they have documents enabling migrant workers to stay, work, and
obtain social insurance in Thailand. Allow migrant workers to keep possession of their documents.

•

Ensure women migrant workers are not barred from beter-paid work due to stereotyped assumpions
about their likes or abiliies. Ensure supervisors and managers know not to discriminate against women
migrant workers when they are assessing abiliies or ofering opportuniies to upgrade. Support training
for migrant women construcion workers and ensure women migrant workers receive increased wage
commensurate with skills acquisiion.

•

Ensure no worker is paid less than the Thai minimum wage, including migrant workers. End pay
discriminaion between naionals and migrant workers and between women and men doing work of
equal value on site.

•

Ensure any deducions from the pay of migrant workers are made clear in advance. Ensure prior
agreement with workers for any deducions.

•

Ensure no workers are required to work more than 48 hours per week as prescribed by the Labour
Protecion Act 1998 without the appropriate overime pay. Ensure workers are paid in full for hours
worked if work is stopped by rain.

•

Provide paid maternity leave and allocate light duies to pregnant workers in accordance with the
labour law.

•

Ensure all workers, including supervisors and security guards, are clear about the prohibiion of
harassment of or violence against women, including in the worker housing sites, and adopt and
implement fair disciplinary processes against anyone reported to display such behaviour.

•

Ensure that no workers are made to work at height if they are not comfortable doing so.

•

Provide adequate safety equipment to all workers, including migrant workers, at no cost to the worker.
Include occupaional safety and health costs in the prime costs of any compeiively tendered contract.

•

Provide iniial comprehensive safety training to all workers before they start work, in a language they
can understand. Convene regular safety meeings with all workers, including migrant workers and
irrespecive of gender, with the necessary interpretaion. Ensure that workers can raise safety concerns
at these meeings or elsewhere without fear of retribuion. Resolve any concerns raised.

•

Improve the standard of employer-provided housing, ensuring structural safety, ire and safety,
environmental health, venilaion, lighing in the communal areas, drainage and sanitaion/sewerage,
access to potable water, adequate space per person, privacy, residents’ personal safety and security,
and upkeep of common areas. Provide secure, safe, and private gender-segregated bathing areas. Take
responsibility for workers’ security at housing sites, and respect workers’ right to privacy and refrain
from surveillance of workers.
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•

Improve reporing on work site accidents so that it is meaningful, accurate, and provides accountability,
through sharing inspecion results with appropriate authoriies.

To the ILO
•

Ensure the revision of ILO Maximum Weight Convenion, 1967 (No. 127) and the corresponding
Maximum Weight Recommendaion, 1967 (No. 128) does not reinforce gender discriminaion and
marginalize women workers.

•

Monitor the implementaion of the Promoional Framework for Occupaional Safety and Health
Convenion, 2006 (No. 187) and assist the Thai Government in bringing its naional legislaion in line
with Convenion No. 187.

To unions, worker associaions, internaional organizaions, civil society and donors
•

Research the wage spectrum for working condiions of migrant construcion workers in order to gain
beter understanding of diferences, including those based on locaion, construcion type, task or skill
level, company size, type of migrant and work documentaion, gender, marital status, and diferent
countries of origin.

•

Monitor the roll out of the new minimum wage framework to ensure that workers, including MOU and
non-MOU migrant workers in the highly mobile construcion sector are being paid fairly.

•

Explore the Commitee on Consideraion of Unfair Gender Discriminaion (WorLorPor), established
under the Gender Equality Act 2015, as a forum to pursue compensaion for the gender discriminaions
experienced by women migrant construcion workers.

•

Work to close the accountability gap in migrant workers’ access to the Workmen’s Compensaion Fund.

•

Work with employers to trial a mentoring system wherein experienced women migrant workers are
paid to train and support other women workers.

•

Coordinate and deliver an inclusive training programme for women migrant construcion workers to
provide training in a range of life skills as well as training in skills applicable to the sector. Ensure
availability of the necessary interpretaion or provision of the trainings in languages appropriate to
the migrant workers. Work with the Employers’ Confederaion of Thailand (ECOT) and relevant sector
bodies to build wide support for and paricipaion in the programme. Ensure women migrant workers
are able to atend the trainings without losing income.

•

Facilitate consultaion with construcion workers – including women and migrants – in the revision of
the ILO Maximum Weight Convenion and Recommendaion to ensure the revised versions meet their
needs.

•

Work with the Thai construcion industry to increase organizing and collecive bargaining, providing
paricular support to women migrant workers, adoping strategies that consider gender barriers to
efecive organizaion.

•

Strengthen the cooperaion between civil society and unions, to support the inclusion of migrant
workers, including women migrant workers, in union membership and leadership. Strengthen
the cooperaion between unions/worker associaions and the women’s rights and migrant rights
movements.

•

Ensure that women working in construcion, including migrant women, have access to gender-sensiive
support networks and organizaions.
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Appendices
Appendix I: Research questionnaire for women
migrant workers
For interviewer to complete:
A. Place & date of interview
B. Interviewer
C. Translator (if diferent)
D. Work site name & locaion [FOR REFERENCE ONLY, Conidenial]
E. Short site descripion:
F. Is there suicient privacy and freedom from inimidaion at the interview site?

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

(If no, can the interview be moved or rescheduled? Or consider omiing some more sensiive quesions)

G. Is the person being interviewed working in the construcion sector on a building site?
(If no, interview ends here)

(Interviewer presents informaion about the study and informed consent)
H. Is the paricipant willing to paricipate in this study?
(If no, interview ends here)

I. Is the paricipant ok if this interview is recorded? It will be kept conidenial.
(If no, please take note)

J. Does the paricipant have any concerns about carrying out this interview or quesions about it?
(Please note)

Proile questions:
A. Name
(ONLY if she wishes to include it, or please note paricipant’s wish to remain anonymous)

B. Age
C. Township and country of origin
D. Ethnicity
E. Marital status
K. What is your speciic trade/job on site? [Skills/ duies performed]
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How long have you been working in Thailand? [This may cover this paricular migraion or a longer period
during which they have moved back and forth between Thailand and their home country. Please specify.]
Do you have a passport? Did you get it here or at home?
• Who has your passport right now?
• If you don’t have it, can you move around freely (without it)? Do you have a copy of your passport?
• Do you think you could get it back when you want it? If no: when? [for example at end of contract or
in the case of an emergency]
Do you have a medical card? Or Social Security card?
• Do you ever use it and get any of the beneits?
• Do you know what beneits you could get?

Please tell us about your experience working on site:
1. Had you worked in construcion before – where and doing what?
2. Why did you decide to work in construcion?
3. Do you work with your husband/partner on the site? With your children? If so, how old are the children
who work and what do they do?
• [if married/with partner] Where did you get married?
• [If with family:] Do you see this as an advantage of working in construcion? What’s good/bad about it?
4. Do you work for a company or a subcontractor? Who is the supervisor – are they Thai or another
naionality? Can you understand each other? Is your supervisor a man or a woman? Does that afect
your work?
5. What are the jobs that only women do? Why?
• What are the jobs that only men do? Why?
• Are there jobs that both men and women do? What are they?
• Are there any Thais working on the site? Do the workers from diferent countries do the same work as
Thai workers?
• In the construcion work you have done, do you think the work that women do is equal to the work that
men do?
• [If there is work that women don’t currently do] Do you agree that men and women should do diferent
work?
• Are there diferent rates of pay on site? What people get paid the most? Why? [gender/naionality?] Are
there women who are skilled workers? Are they geing paid as skilled workers?
6. What do you like about your work?
• What problems do you have working at this site/in construcion?
7. Are you ever scared or afraid of huring yourself on the site? If so, what changes need to be made to
make you feel safe on site?
8. Have you had any training to do this work? Safety training or skills training? [doesn’t need to be in this
job, could be before they migrated or at a previous job] Has anybody/everybody?
• Have you received any oicial ceriicaion for this training? If so: what, when?
• Do migrant women have as many opportuniies for skills training as other workers?
• What training would be useful? Why? [Ceriicaion to prove qualiicaions/training; portability to
diferent sites; more money, etc.]
9. What safety equipment do you wear/use at work? Did you have to buy the equipment yourself or did
your employer buy it? [If the employer bought it:] Was the cost deducted from your pay?
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•
•
•
•
•

Is there equipment on site to deal with a ire? Do you know how to use it?
Do you know about working safely in high places?
Do you know if you can get compensaion for an accident at work?
Do other workers on site take their – and your – safety seriously?
Have you or has someone you know been ill ater working on site [because of something on site – dust,
noxious substance, etc., - or from carrying heavy loads]? If so, did you/they get any treatment? Where?
• Have you ever been in or witnessed an accident at site? If so, what happened?

10. Has anyone from immigraion (or other Thai oicials) been to visit or inspect the work site when you
have been working here? What happened?

Please tell us about your work conditions:
1. Do you have a contract?
• Do you have a writen contract or employment agreement with your current employer? What language
is your contract in? Who holds it?
• Did you have to sign a blank contract or a contract you didn’t understand or agree with? Do you have
your own copy of your contract in your possession? Is the contract you have now the same as the one
you signed originally?
2. Can you change your employer?
• Would you sill get your wages?
3. Who is your employer? What company or subcontractor are you working for? [Only if they wish to say
this, please give paricipants an opion.]
4. How many days per week do you work on this site?
5. How many sites does the employer have for you to work on at the moment? Can you explain how it
works when you move site or work on diferent sites?
• Are you moved within the same area or to diferent places in Thailand?
• How does it afect your housing, journeys to and from work, children and their educaion?
6. Do you have periods of ime when you are not working?
• Has your employer ever told you in advance if there is no work/if the work was going to end?
7. How many hours do you normally work per day? Per week?
8. Wages: When/how oten are you paid? [Note: Most are paid what they call ‘weekly’, which is actually
fortnightly/every half month]
9. What is your daily wage? (Thai baht)
10. What do you usually earn each month, including overime? (Thai baht)
• Does your employer take money from your wages to cover other costs? What for? Are you charged for
the payments your employer has to make to local oicials [including police]?
11. Are you usually paid on ime? / Are you usually paid as you should be?
12. Have you ever worked and not been paid? What did you do?
13. How many hours of overime do you work on weekdays, weekends/public holidays?
• How much do you get for overime? On weekdays, weekends, public holidays?
• Is overime voluntary / do you get a choice?
• Do you need to work overime to meet your costs, send home, or pay of job- or migraion-related debt?
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14. How many people live with you or are you supporing at home? (both immediate and extended family
that you support with money or direct caregiving)
• How many are children (under 18 years old)?
• How many live with you in Thailand?
• How many people are you supporing with the money you send home?
15. Do you earn enough money / enough to get by? Can you save any? [In couples:] Who holds the money?
Do you have the right to hold on to (control) the money?
16. As a woman, do you feel safe on site? If not, why not? What could be done to improve your safety and
security?
Have you ever been harassed or called names or been segregated or experienced discriminaion or
violence because you are a woman or [Burmese/Shan/Khmer/etc] or because you are not married [if
applicable] or because you are a migrant or any other factor?
What can you do if you have a complaint about your working condiions? Have you ever complained
about your working condiions? If yes, to whom? What happened?
Have you ever asked to be reassigned to another employer/site?
Do you belong to or paricipate in any unions/associaions/social or faith-based groups? Are you able to
use social media (Facebook, Line, etc.)?
[In Chiang Mai changed to: Do you know WSA, are you a member? Do you belong to any other groups? If
there’s a fesival or holiday do you paricipate regularly? Are you able to use social media (Facebook, Line,
etc.)?]

Please tell us about where you live:
1. Where do you live? Do you pay for the housing? Who do you pay, or is rent deducted from pay? Who
organized it?
• Do you like where you are living? What is good / bad about it?
• Do you feel safe where you live? Why / why not?
• Do you have access to adequate toilet and shower/washing faciliies? Are they clean? Are there any
faciliies for women only? Where does the water come from? Is it clean?
• Is there lighing at night? Do they extend the lighing to the bathroom areas?
• Is your room safe? Is the gate [to the camp] locked at night? At what ime? What do you think about
that?
• [Only if there is trust in the interview and interviewee feels it is safe to ask] How much is drinking a
problem at the camp? Are Yaba or other drug used? Is it mainly men or women that use alcohol and
drugs?
2. [If they live of-site] How do you get to and from work? Is it safe? How long does the journey usually
take? How much does it cost, who pays?
3. What aciviies do you do on your day of? Do you leave the camp? Where do you go? Is there anywhere
you avoid?
4. Who keeps your home / housing clean, does the laundry, and prepares meals?
• Do you work less (or work less overime) than you want because you have to stop and do housework?
• Does your husband/partner do any housework ater construcion work?
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How is the health care here?
1. What sort of family planning do you use? Where? What? Do you have to pay for them?
2. Have you been pregnant since working in construcion? Did you carry the baby to birth?
• If no, do you mind sharing what happened?
• If yes:
» Were you concerned that having the baby would have any impact on your job?
» Were you able to get antenatal care? Did you pay for it?
» Did you get maternity leave?
» Did you get maternity pay?
» You worked unil you were how many months pregnant?
» Did you have the baby in Thailand? In a hospital? Somewhere else? [If at a hospital:] Who paid
hospital fees? [Social Security? Medical card?]
» Did you keep the baby with you? Could you breasfeed?
» Did the baby get a birth ceriicate?

We would like to end the interview with some questions about your
future plans and any suggestions or recommendations you have:
1. Do you want to return to [home]?
2. Do you think you will keep working in the construcion sector in Thailand?
• Do you want to be a skilled worker? [if they’re not already]
• Do you want to stay in Bangkok/Chiang Mai or go somewhere else [why/where else]?
3. What recommendaions do you have for migraion agents [if relevant], the Thai Government or your
government that would help migrant women in construcion work?
• Would you recommend construcion work to other migrant women looking for work?
4. Is there anything else about migrant women’s experience of construcion work in Thailand that you
would like to tell us? / Is there anything else you want to say?
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Appendix II: Migrant workers in the construction
sector in Thailand, October 2015
Number and percentage of migrant workers holding diferent documentaion
MOU1
Number

Myanmar

Lao PDR

Cambodia

Total
number of
workers

Women

Naionality
Veriicaion2
% totals
Number
by country

Migrant Worker
Cards3

% totals
Number
by country

Total documented
migrant workers4

% totals
Number
by country

% totals
by country

5 202

17

59 470

39

36 237

37

100 909

36

Men

24 674

83

92 521

61

62 757

63

179 952

64

Total

29 876

151 991

98 994

280 861

Women

1 406

38

1 646

44

5 204

40

8 256

40

Men

2 334

62

2 102

56

7 767

60

12 203

60

Total

3 740

Women

6 696

32

9 423

38

84 355

40

100 474

39

Men

13 958

68

15 383

62

126 589

60

155 930

61

Total

20 654

Women

13 304

25

70 539

39

125 796

39

209 639

38

Men

40 966

75

110 006

61

197 113

61

348 085

62

Total

54 270

Percentage of
total documented
migrants
Number of employers

3 748

12 971

24 806

20 459

210 944

180 545

256 404

322 909

557 724

10

32

58

3 275

23 081

30 158

56 514

Number of migrant workers registered through the MOU process (Secion 9 of Alien Employment Act
2008) as of October 2015
2
Number of migrant workers through Naionality Veriicaion as of October 2015
3
Number of migrant workers holding Migrant Worker Cards (Pink Card): Migrant workers registering
between 1 April and 30 June 2015
4
Total documented migrant workers (MOU, NV & Migrant Worker Card) as of October 2015
1

Source: Data provided in meeing, Department of Employment, Bangkok, 13 Nov. 2015.
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High rise, low pay
Experiences of migrant women in
the Thai construction sector
This study presents the experiences of women migrant workers in the Thai construcion sector and
was commissioned to address the knowledge gap on the employment condiions of these workers.
The hope of this exploratory study is to pave the way for a broader sectoral assessment of the Thai
construcion sector. Despite being a vital part of the construcion sector, women migrant workers are
marginalized within this male-dominated industry. Women work in a precarious working environment
with inadequate documentaion and where they are not paid or treated equally to men or Thai
naionals. This paper ideniies speciic decent work deicits and gender-speciic challenges, and the
qualitaive indings and centrality of workers’ voices in the study’s design and indings shed crucial
light on the experience of migrant women workers in the construcion industry.
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